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Abstract
The class number of an integral quadratic form is defined by the number of
inequivalent classes in its genus. Recently, Chan and Oh gave an explicit
relation between the class number of a (positive definite integral) ternary
quadratic form and the class number of its Watson transformation at an odd
prime. In this thesis, we consider the case when the Watson transformation
is taken at the prime 2 or 4 on arbitrary ternary quadratic forms and give an
explicit relation under this situation. We finally give an effective inductive
method on the computation of the class number of an arbitrary ternary
quadratic form. As an example, we provide the class number formula for any
Bell ternary quadratic form.
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A quadratic homogeneous polynomial of three variables
fpx1, x2, x3q “
ÿ
1ďi,jď3
aijxixj paij “ aji P Qq
is called a ternary quadratic form. We say that f is positive definite if the
corresponding symmetric matrix Mf “ paijq P M3ˆ3pZq is positive definite.
We say that f is integral if aij P Z for any i, j. Throughout this thesis,
we always assume that every ternary quadratic form is positive definite and
integral, unless stated otherwise.
The class number of a ternary quadratic form f is defined by the num-
ber of isometry classes in the genus of f . Computing the class number of
a ternary quadratic form is an important problem in number theory and it
is related with many other areas of mathematics. One of the most impor-
tant connections is the correspondence between the class number of ternary
quadratic forms and the type numbers of orders in quaternion algebras, which
states that computing the class numbers of positive definite ternary quadratic
forms over Z is equivalent to compute the type numbers of orders in definite
quaternion algebras over Q. Pizer [12] obtained an explicit formula for the
type numbers of all Eichler orders by using the Selberg Trace Formula. A
formula for an arbitrary order is obtained by Körner [7], but his formula
requires the computation of the restricted embedding numbers of quadratic
orders into quaternion orders, which can be obtained only for some special
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orders using results of [5, 10, 11, 12]. Recently, Chan and Oh [1] provided an
effective method to compute the class number of a ternary quadratic form
except some special cases by using, so called, Watson transformations which
are first used by Watson in his doctoral thesis [14].
In this thesis, we provide a method of computing class numbers of arbi-
trary ternary quadratic forms. Our main tool is to use Watson transforma-
tions, which is quite similar to that of [1].
Unexplained notations and terminologies from the theory of quadratic
spaces and lattices will follow those of O’Meara’s book [8]. For convenience,
a quadratic space is always a positive definite quadratic space over the field
of rational numbers Q, and the term “lattice” always refers to an integral Z-
lattice on a (not necessarily fixed) quadratic space over Q. For a lattice L, the
genus of L is denoted by gen(L), and genpLq{ „ is the set of isometry classes
in gen(L). It is well known that the latter set is finite and its cardinality is
called the class number of L, denoted by hpLq. The isometry class containing
L in gen(L) is denoted by rLs. The lattice L is integral if its scale ideal spLq
is inside Z, and is “primitive” if its scale ideal spLq is exactly Z. We write
L – A whenever A is a Gram matrix of L, and the discriminant dL is defined
to be the determinant of A. A diagonal matrix with a1,..., an on the diagonal
is denoted by xa1, ..., any.
Let L be a primitive ternary lattice, and let k be a positive integer. We
define
ΛkpLq “ tx P L : Qpx` zq ” Qpzq pmod kq for any z P Lu.
Then one may easily show that ΛkpLq is a sublattice of L. The primitive
lattice obtained from ΛkpLq by a suitable scaling is defined by λkpLq. As one
of class invariants, the label of a lattice was first defined in [1]. We define the
modified label of a lattice L consisting of the order of the orthogonal group
of L, the norms of symmetries in the isometry group and some “additional
information” depending on the structure of L (for the exact definition, see
Definition 4.2.1). In fact, this additional information was not necessary in
[1], for they only consider λp transformation for some odd prime p.




(I) transform L, via a finite sequence of Watson transformations, to a
stable lattice K (for the definition of a stable lattice, see Definition
3.1.3):






ÝÝÑ Ln “ K,
where each ki is either 4 or a prime divisor of dL;
(II) determine the labels of all the classes in genpKq, and hence obtain
hpKq;
(III) for each i ď n, use the labels of the classes in genpLiq, ..., genpLnq
to determine the labels of all the classes in genpLi´1q. In particular,
hpLi´1q is computed. Finally, compute the class number of L “ L0.
These three steps altogether provide an effective procedure to compute the
class number hpLq. The initial inputs are the labels of the classes in genpKq,
which will be determined without any prior information. Note that this
procedure will terminate in a finite number of iterations for any given lattice
L. Chan and Oh [1] proved that this method works whenever each index ki
of Watson transformations in p˚q is an odd prime.
In this thesis, we show that this method, in principle, works even when
each index of Watson transformations in p˚q is 2 or 4 if we use the modified
label explained above. There are some exceptional cases where Step (II) in the
above procedure does not work. For these exceptional cases, we also provide
the method on computing the labels by using some additional information.
In Chapter 2, we introduce some basic definitions and known results on
quadratic forms. Most of them will also be found in [8].
In Chapter 3, we explain our method as a whole. In particular, the
procedure on Step (I) is explained in this chapter.
As a main chapter, we compute the labels of lattices in Chapter 4. More
precisely, for any lattice K, we compute the labels of all lattices L such that
λ2epLq » K, where e “ 1 if L is odd, e “ 2 otherwise. Since we add some
more information to the definition of the label which is originally given in [1],
we have to determine this additional information for each lattice L by using
3
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the modified label of K. In fact, there are some exceptional cases that we
can not determine the labels of lattices L even if the label of K is completely
given. At the end of this chapter, we summarize all of these exceptional cases
and describe the labels by using some more additional information such as
the label of λ2epKq.
In Chapter 5, we consider stable lattices. We provide the class number
formula for an arbitrary stable lattice together with the method on computing
the labels of all lattices in the genus of the stable lattice. Hence Step (II) in
the above procedure will be considered in this chapter.
In Chapter 6, as an application of our main result, we provide a closed
formula for the class number of a Bell ternary form which is a lattice of the
form x1, 2m, 2ny for some positive integers m and n (m ě n).






Let F be an abstract field of characteristic not 2, and V be a finite dimen-
sional vector space over F . We call V a quadratic space over F if the vector
space V is equipped with a symmetric bilinear form B, i. e. a mapping
B : V ˆ V ÝÑ F
with the following properties:
Bpx, y ` zq “ Bpx, yq `Bpx, zq,
Bpαx, yq “ αBpx, yq, Bpx, yq “ Bpy, xq
for all x, y, z P V and all α P F . We say that a quadratic space is binary,
ternary, quaternary, quinary, ..., n-ary, according as its dimension is 2, 3, 4,
5,..., n. A quadratic map Q of the bilinear form B is defined as the map
Q : V ÝÑ F




Qpx` yq “ Qpxq `Qpyq ` 2Bpx, yq
for all x, y P V and all α P F . For a non-zero vector x P V , we call x isotropic
if Qpxq “ 0, we call it anisotropic if Qpxq ‰ 0. For a non-zero quadratic space
V , we call V isotropic if it contains an isotropic vector, we call it anisotropic
if it does not contain an isotropic vector.
Two subsets V1 and V2 of V are called orthogonal if Bpx1, x2q “ 0 for all
x1 P V1 and all x2 P V2. We say that V has the orthogonal splitting
V “ V1 K ¨ ¨ ¨ K Vr
into subspaces Vip1 ď i ď rq if V is the direct sum
V “ V1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Vr
with
BpVi, Vjq “ 0 for 1 ď i ď j ď r.
For any fixed non-zero element α in F , we define
Bαpx, yq “ αBpx, yq
for all x, y P V . Then we let V α denote the quadratic space V equipped with
the bilinear form Bα and called the quadratic space obtained from scaling V
by α.
The quadratic space V is said to represent an element α in F if there is a
vector x in V such that Qpxq “ α. Let V and W be quadratic spaces over F
and let Q denote the quadratic map on each of them. Let LF pV,W q be the
set of all linear transformations of V into W . Then a linear transformation
τ P LF pV,W q is called a representation of V into W with respect to the
quadratic maps Q on V and W if
Qpτxq “ Qpxq
for all x P V . If τ is injective, we call τ an isometry of V into W . If there
exists a bijective representation τ of V onto W , we say that V and W are
6
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isometric and we write
V – W.
The set of all isometries of V into W is written
OpV,W q.
If V=W, we write OpV q instead of OpV, V q. Then the set OpV q is a subgroup
of the general linear group GLF pV q and called the isometry group of V with
respect to the quadratic map Q. For a fixed vector x P V with Qpxq ‰ 0, we
define a mapping τx : V Ñ V by




Then we have τx P OpV q and call τx the symmetry with respect to the vector
x.
Let dimF pV q “ n and x1,..., xn be a base of V . Then we may associate
the nˆ n symmetric matrix M with the above base by taking M as
M :“ pBpxi, xjqq.
We call M the matrix of the quadratic space V in the base x1,..., xn and
write V – M . The determinant of M is called the discriminant of V and
denoted by dV . We note that the discriminant of V is uniquely determined
up to unit squares of F . We say that V is regular if dV ‰ 0.
Let Q be the rational number field and Qp denote the field of p-adic
completion of Q for any prime p. Suppose that F “ Qp for some prime p and
V is a regular n-ary quadratic space over F . Then we may take a splitting
V – xα1y K ¨ ¨ ¨ K xαny
















is the Hilbert symbol.
Theorem 2.1.1. Let F “ Qp for some prime p. Then two regular quadratic
spaces U and V over F are isometric if and only if
dimU “ dimV, dU “ dV, SpU “ SpV.
Proof. See 63:20 in [8].
2.2 Lattices on quadratic spaces
For any prime p, Zp denotes the p-adic integer ring. Let F denote Q or Qp
and R denote Z or Zp, respectively, for a prime p. For a non-zero regular
quadratic space V over F , we consider a subset L of V which is a R-module
under the laws induced by the vector space structure of V over F . We call
L a R-lattice in V if there is a base x1,..., xn for V such that
L Ď Rx1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `Rxn.
We say that such L is a R-lattice on V if we have FL “ V . In this case, the
term ‘on V ’ may be omitted for convenience. We say that a R-lattice L is
integral if Bpx, yq P R for all x, y P L. We define scale spLq of L to be the
ideal of R generated by Bpx, yq for all x, y P L, norm npLq of L to be the
ideal of R generated by Qpxq for all x P L. For non-zero element α in R, we
denote by Lα the R-lattice obtained from scaling L by α. If L is a R-lattice
on V , there is a base x1, ..., xn for V such that
L “ Rx1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `Rxn.
By the matrix of the lattice L in the base x1, ..., xn we mean the nˆn matrix
M “ pBpxi, xjqq, and we write
L –M.
Let u denote the unit group in R. Then the canonical image of det(M) in 0Y
p 9F {u2q is independent of the base chosen for L. It is called the discriminant
8
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of L, and written dL. We say a R-lattice L of rank n is a modular lattice if
pdLqR “ spLqn. In particular, a modular lattice L is said to be unimodular
if spLq “ R. Suppose that L “ L1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Lr with
BpLi, Ljq “ 0 for 1 ď i ă j ď r,
for some sublattices L1, ..., Lr of L. Then we say that L has the orthogonal
splitting
L “ L1 K ¨ ¨ ¨ K Lr.
If L is a Zp-lattice for some prime p, L has an orthogonal splitting L “ L1 K
¨ ¨ ¨ K Lr in which each Li (1 ď i ď r) is modular and spLrq Ĺ spLr´1q ¨ ¨¨ Ĺ
spL1q. We call this splitting a Jordan decomposition (see 91c in [8]).
Consider a R-lattice L in V . Let W be some other non-zero regular
quadratic space over F and K be a R-lattice in W . We say that K is
represented by L if there is a representation τ : FK Ñ FL such that τK Ď L.
If there is an isometry τ P OpW,V q such that τK Ď L, we say that there is
an isometry of K into L. We say that K and L are isometric, and write
K – L,
if there is an isometry τ : FK Ñ FL such that τK “ L. We define the
isometry group of L to be
OpLq “ tτ P OpV q|τL “ Lu.
Then OpLq is a subgroup of OpV q. Consider R-lattices K, L on V . We say
that K and L are in the same class if K – L. This is an equivalence relation
on the set of all lattices on V , and we use
cls(L)
to denote the class of L.
Let L be a Z-lattice of rank n and M be the corresponding matrix. Then
we may write
L “ Zx1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Zxn
9
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for some base x1, ..., xn of the quadratic space QL. we say that L is positive
definite (or indefinite) if M is positive definite (or indefinite, respectively).
We say that L is even if Qpxq P 2Z for all x P L, and say that L is odd
otherwise. We define
Lp :“ Zpx1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Zpxn
for any prime p. Then Lp is a Zp-lattice. We define the genus gen(L) of the
lattice L on V to be the set of all lattices K on V with the following property:
for each prime p, there exists an isometry σp P OpVpq such that Kp “ σpLp.
We define the class number hpLq as the number of non-isometric classes in
gen(L). It is well known that the class number of a Z-lattice is always finite




3.1 Properties of Watson transformations
Let k be a positive integer. For any integral Z-lattice L, we define
ΛkpLq “ tx P L : Qpx` yq ” Qpyq mod k for all y P Lu,
and for any prime number p, we define
ΛkpLpq “ tx P Lp : Qpx` yq ” Qpyq mod k for all y P Lpu.
Then it is clear that they are sublattices of L and Lp respectively, and
ΛkpLqp “ ΛkpLpq for every prime number p. Moreover, ΛkpLqp “ Lp if p
does not divide k. For more properties of the operators Λk, see [3] and [2].
We denote by λkpLq the primitive lattice obtained by scaling the quadratic
map on ΛkpLq suitably. The mappings λk are called Watson transformations.
Now we describe ΛkpLq when m is a prime or 4, although only the case
when m is 2 or 4 will be used in this paper. For any prime number p,
we write Lp “ Mp K Up, where Mp is the leading Jordan component and
spUpq Ď pspMpq.
Lemma 3.1.1. Suppose that Mp is even unimodular and npUpq Ď 2pZp.
Then
ΛeppLqp “ pMp K Up,
11
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where e “ 2 if p “ 2, and 1 otherwise. In particular,
(a) if ordppdLq ě 2, then ordpdλeppLqq ă ordppdLq;
(b) if m is an odd squarefree positive integer and ordppdLq ď 1 for all p | m,
then λ2mpLq “ L.
Proof. See [1].
Lemma 3.1.2. Suppose that L is a ternary integral lattice with npL2q “ Z2.
















































2 if dM ” 7 mod 8.








In particular, if ord2pdLq ě 2, then ord2pdλ2pLqq ă ord2pdLq; and if ord2pdLq “
1, then λ2pLq2 is unimodular.
Proof. See [1].
Definition 3.1.3. A primitive ternary latticeK is called stable if ordppdKq ď
1 for all primes p, and ord2pdKq “ 1 if and only if K is even.
Corollary 3.1.4. A primitive ternary lattice L can be transformed, via a
finite sequence of Watson transformations at the primes dividing dL or at 4,
to a stable lattice.
Proof. See [1].
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Lemma 3.1.5. Let L be an integral lattice on a quadratic space V and k be
a fixed prime number or 4. Then
(1) σ ˝ΛkpLq “ Λk ˝σpLq for every σ P OpV q in particular, the group OpLq
is a subgroup of OpΛkpLqq.
(2) λk induces a surjective function from genpLq{ „ onto genpλkpLqq{ „.
Proof. See [1]. The case when k “ 4 may be shown by a similar way.
3.2 Definition of γLk pKq
Let L be an integral lattice and k be a prime number or 4. For any lattice
K in genpλkpLqq, we define
γLk pKq :“ tM P genpLq | λkpMq “ Ku and











where wpLq and wpλkpLqq are the mass of genpLq and genpλkpLqq respec-
tively.
Proof. See [1]. The case when k “ 4 follows a similar procedure.
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where αpp, q are the local densities and p “ k if k is odd prime, p “ 2
otherwise. These local densities can be computed by Theorem 5.6.3 of [13].
The values of wpLq
wpλ2epLqq
are displayed in Table 3.1, where e “ 2 if L2 is even,
e “ 1 otherwise. In this table, L2 is arranged by the Jordan decomposition
and εi P Zˆ2 (i “ 1, 2, 3). The letter T denotes an even unimodular lattice of
rank 2 and the values eij are equal to 1 if εi ” εj pmod 4q, and 0 otherwise.
For any integral lattice K, χpK2q “ 1 if K2 is isotropic, and ´1 otherwise,
and the quantity τ is defined as follows;
τ “
#
1 if ε1ε2 ” 7 mod 8,
´1 if ε1ε2 ” 3 mod 8.





L2 m, α, β
wpLq
wpλ2epLqq
T K x2mεy m “ 0,1,2 1 xε1, 4ε2, 2mε3y m “ 2 21´ε23
3
2`χpL2q
m “ 3 2` χpT q m “ 3 2
m ě 4 4 m ě 4 21`ε12
xεy K 2mT m “ 0, 1, 2 1 xε1, 2αε2, 2βε3y α “ 3, β “ 3
2
1`ε23
m “ 3 2` χpT q α “ 4, β “ 4 2
m ě 4 4 α ě 5, β ě 5 4
xε1, ε2, 2mε3y m “ 1
3
2`τ
α “ 3, β “ 4 1
ε1 ı ε2 pmod 4q m “ 2 3 α “ 4, β “ 5 2
m ě 3 2p2´ τq α ě 5, β “ α` 1 4
xε1, ε2, 2mε3y m “ 1
3
2`χpL2q
α “ 3,4, β “ α` 2 2
ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4q m “ 2,3 1 α ě 5, β “ α` 2 4
m ě 4 2 α “ 3, β ě 6 2
xε1, 2ε2, 2mε3y m “ 1,3,4 1 α “ 4, β ě 7 2





In this section, we will classify ternary quadratic forms into several types by
considering their isometry groups in order to define the ‘label’ of an isometry
class later. Throughout this section, K is a primitive ternary lattice and we
let SpKq be the set of symmetries of K. Given a non-zero vector x in the
quadratic space underlying K, τx denotes the associated symmetry of the
space.
By a result of Minkowski [9], |OpKq| is a divisor of 48. More precisely, it is
one of the numbers 2, 4, 8, 12, 16, 24, 48. Now we describe K in each case.
Lemma 4.1.1. Let K be a primitive ternary lattice whose isometry group is
of order 48. Then K – I, A, or J, where















The isometry groups of the above three lattices are isomorphic and they are
generated by ´I and symmetries. If tx1, x2, x3u is the basis which yields any
one of the above Gram matrices, then
SpIq “ tτx1 , τx2 , τx3u Y tτxi˘xj : 1 ď i ă j ď 3u,
15
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SpAq “ tτx1 , τx2 , τx3 , τx1´x2τx2´x3τx1´x2`x3u Y tτx1´x3 , τx1`x3 , τx1´2x2`x3u,
and
SpJq “ tτxi`xj : 1 ď i ă j ď 3u
Ytτx1´x2 , τx1´x3 , τx2´x3 , τx1`2x2`x3 , τx1`x2`2x3 , τ2x1`x2`x3u.
Proof. See [1].
Lemma 4.1.2. Let K be a primitive ternary lattice whose isometry group is









where a, b are relatively prime positive integers.
Conversely, for relatively prime positive integers a and b, we have |OpK12pa, bqq|
“ 12 unless pa, bq “ p1, 1q, p1, 2q or p4.3q. The isometry group OpK12pa, bqq
is generated by ´I and symmetries, and excluding the above three cases, we
have
SpK12pa, bqq “ tτx1 , τx2 , τx1`x2u,
where tx1, x2, x3u is the basis which yields the Gram matrix K12pa, bq.
Proof. See [1]. Note that K12p1, 1q – I, K12p1, 2q – A and K12p4, 3q – J.
Lemma 4.1.3. Let K be a primitive ternary lattice. Then the isometry







where a, b are relatively prime positive integers. The isometry group OpK24pa, bqq
is generated by ´I and symmetries, and we have
SpK24pa, bqq “ tτx1 , τx2 , τx1´x2u Y tτx1´2x2 , τ2x1´x2 , τx1`x2u Y tτx3u,
16
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where tx1, x2, x3u is the basis which yields the Gram matrix K24pa, bq.
Proof. See [1].
Lemma 4.1.4. Let K be a primitive ternary lattice whose isometry group is
of order 16. Then K has only one of the forms








up to isometry, where a,b are relatively prime positive integers.
Conversely, for relatively prime positive integers a and b, the isometry groups
of K16,Ipa, bq and K16,IIpa, bq are of order 16, except for K16,Ip1, 1q,K16,IIp1, 2q,
and K16,IIp2, 3q. The isometry groups OpK16,Ipa, bqq and OpK16,IIpa, bqq are
generated by ´I and symmetries, and we have
SpK16,Ipa, bqq “ tτx1 , τx2u Y tτx1`x2 , τx1´x2u Y tτx3u
and
SpK16,IIpa, bqq “ tτx1 , τx2u Y tτx1`x2 , τx1´x2u Y tτx1`x2`2x3u.
Proof. See [1]. Note that K16,Ip1, 1q – I, K16,IIp1, 2q – A, and K16,IIp2, 3q –
J.
Next, we consider primitive ternary lattices whose isometry groups are
of order 8. Let K be such a Z-lattice. Then, OpKq has precisely three
symmetries and their corresponding primitive vectors are orthogonal each
other by [1]. So let x, y, z be primitive vectors in K such that SpKq “
tτx, τy, τzu.
Definition 4.1.5. For a primitive vector x in K with τx P OpKq, if Qpxq
divides Bpx, yq for any y P K, then τx is said to be of type 1, and type 2
otherwise.
First, without loss of generality, we assume that τx is of type 1. Then x
splits K and two vectors y, z are contained in the orthogonal component of x
in K. If one of τy and τz is of type 1, the Gram matrix of K is represented as
17
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xa, b, cy for some pairwise relatively prime positive integers a, b, c. Otherwise






for some relatively prime positive integers a, b, c. Next, assume that each
symmetry in OpKq is of type 2. Then we can take two vectors u, v in K such








We denote the orthogonal component of x in K by xK and let rK :“ Zx K
xK. Then, rK “ Zx ` Zpx ´ 2uq ` Zv and for any w P xK, Bpτypwq, xq “
Bpτypwq, τypxqq “ Bpw, xq “ 0. This implies that τypwq P x
K for any w P xK
and so τypx
Kq “ xK. Therefore τy is also an isometry of rK and we can
represent rK as





for some positive integers b1 and c1 where Qpyq “ b1 or 2b1 respectively. It is
clear that r rK : 2Ks “ 4 and there exists a basis tx1, x2, x3u of rK such that
Zx1 ` Zp2x2q ` Zp2x3q “ 2K. Then, all candidates of a lattice 2K are the
following lattices ;
Zp2xq ` Zp2yq ` Zz1, Zp2xq ` Zpyq ` Zp2z1q,
Zp2xq ` Zpy ` z1q ` Zp2z1q, Zx` Zp2yq ` Zp2z1q,
Zpx` yq ` Zp2yq ` Zp2z1q, Zpx` z1q ` Zp2yq ` Zp2z1q,
Zpx` y ` z1q ` Zp2yq ` Z2z1.
Suppose that rK – x2a, b1, c1y. Considering their Gram matrices, we may
18
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. Then, only the fifth lattice in the

















Therefore we obtain the following result.
Lemma 4.1.6. Let K be a primitive ternary lattice whose isometry group is
of order 8. Then K is isometric to only one of the following forms;





















Proof. We have only to show thatK is not isometric to two of the above forms
simultaneously. The sets of all symmetries of above forms are tτx, τy, τzu,
tτx, τy, τy´2zu, tτx, τy, τx`y´2zu, tτx, τx´2y, τx´2zu, respectively. For any lattice
L, let denote the product of all primitive vectors associated to each symmetry
of L by NpLq. Then we obtain
ord2pdpK8,Ipa, b, cqqq “ ord2pNpK8,Ipa, b, cqqq,
ord2pdpK8,IIpa, b, cqqq “ 4ord2pNpK8,IIpa, b, cqqq,
ord2pdpK8,IIIpa, b, cqqq “ 4ord2pNpK8,IIIpa, b, cqqq,
ord2pdpK8,IVpa, b, cqqq “ 16ord2pNpK8,IVpa, b, cqqq.
Hence we have distinguished all pairs of structures except one pair, K8,IIpa, b, cq
19
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and K8,IIIpa, b, cq. Since all symmetries of K8,IIIpa, b, cq are of type 2, we are
done.
Finally, we discuss about the primitive ternary lattices whose isometry
groups are of order 4. Let K be a such lattice. Then it is clear that there
exists only one symmetry in OpKq. Therefore we can obtain the following
result.
Lemma 4.1.7. Let K be a primitive ternary lattice whose isometry group is
of order 4. Then, K is isometric to only one of the following forms;













Proof. The first form occurs when the symmetry is of type 1, and otherwise
the second form occurs.
4.2 Definition of labels
Let K be a ternary lattice. Every symmetry σ in OpKq is of the form τx,
where x is a primitive vector of K. We define QKpσq to be Qpxq.
Definition 4.2.1. Let K be a ternary lattice, and σ1, ..., σt be all symmetries
of K. If |OpKq|=2, 12, 24 or 48, the label of K is defined as
labelpKq :“ rr|OpKq|;QKpσ1q, ..., QKpσtqss.
If |OpKq| “ 4, 8 or 16, the label of K is defined as
labelpKq :“ rr|OpKq|, ‘the type of K’;QKpσ1q, ..., QKpσtqss,
where the type of K is a Roman numeral which denotes the type of the form
described in the above chapter. If |OpKq| “ 24, or |OpKq| “ 8 and K is of
type II, we add a dot on top of the norm of the symmetry of type 1.
20
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For example, if K – K8,IIpa, b, cq, we denote the label of K by
labelpKq :“ rr8, II; 9a, 2b,´2b` 4css.
In the cases dealt in [1], we do not need the information of ‘the type’ of
K and ‘a dot’ on a type 1 symmetry. But we need this information in our
cases.
Throughout this section, we always assume that L is a primitive ternary
Z-lattice such that ord2pdLq ě 2, or ord2pdLq “ 1 and L is odd, and
K :“ λ2epLq, where e “ 1 if L is odd, e “ 2 otherwise. Hence L is not
stable over Z2. The above assumption is the general setting of Step (II) in
our method provided in Chapter 1. Let labelpγL2epKqq denote the multiset of
the labels of all classes in γL2epKq{ „. In order to prove the possibility of Step
(II), we claim as follows.
Claim : One may determine the multiset labelpγL2epKqq by the label and
discriminant of K, and the structure of L2.
If the above claim is true in all possible cases, then we may execute Step
(II) successfully by the surjective map in Lemma 3.1.5 (2). Although there
are some exceptional cases in which the above claim does not hold, it can be
enough to recover to achieve our purpose. All exceptional cases are contained
in the case when |OpKq| “ 4. Now we introduce two typical exceptional cases
of the above claim. First, let
























Then we have λ2pLq – K and λ2pL
1q – K 1. Furthermore, we may verify that
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since |γL2 pKq| “ |γL
1
2 pK
1q| “ 1 by Table 3.1. Therefore we can not deter-
mine the multiset labelpγL2 pKqq by the given information in this case. In
such a case, we may determine labelpγL2 pKqq by using labelpλ2pKqq. See
Subcase(4.7.1.19-2) below for details.
Next, we put
























Then we have λ2pLq – K and λ2pL
1q – K 1. Furthermore, we may verify that
















Therefore we also can not determine the multiset labelpγL2 pKqq by the given
information in this case. Let denote x be the primitive vector in K corre-
sponding to the symmetry in OpKq. In such a case, we have to check that
the orthogonal complement of x in K is either even or odd. The method to
obtain this information is given in Section 2 of Chapter 5. This is an example
of Subcase(4.7.1.1) below.
From now on, we will check the above claim for every possible case.
4.3 The case when |OpKq| “ 24
Assume that |OpKq| “ 24. Then K – K24pa, bq for some relatively prime












Then it is clear that K2 – 2
mA K xεy or A K x2mεy for some nonnegative
integer m and some unit ε in Z2. Since λ2epL2q – K2, we may reduce the
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number of possible local structures of L2.
Lemma 4.3.1. Let L be a primitive ternary lattice which is not stable over Z2
and let K :“ λ2epLq. Suppose that K – K24pa, bq for some relatively prime
positive integers a and b. Then L2 is isomorphic to one of the following
forms;
xε1, 4ε2, 4ε3y, A K x2mεy pm ě 2q, xεy K 2mA pm ě 1q,
H K x8εy, xεy K 8H, x1, 3, 2mεy pm ě 1q,
where m is a positive integer and ε, εi pi “ 1, 2, 3q are unit elemtnts in Z2.
Proof. By taking the Watson transformation, we may easily verify that L2
is isometric to one of the following forms;
xε1, 4ε2, 4ε3y, A K x2mεy pm ě 2q, xεy K 2mA pm ě 1q,
H K x8εy, xεy K 8H, x1, 3, 2mεy pm ě 1q,
x1, 7, 4εy, xε1, ε2, 2ε3y p ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4qq.
By changing basis, we may show that the last two forms are included in the
fom x1, 3, 2mεy, and so we proved the assertion.
Let M be a primitive Z-lattice and let N be a sublattice of M which
is primitive. If there is a basis tx1, x2, x3u for M such that tx1, 2
sx2, 2
tx3u




Suppose that the leading Jordan component of L2 is odd. Then, there is
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By the assumption, K – K24pa, bq and let tx, y, zu be the corresponding
basis of K. Then all candidates of the lattice pL1q4s are the following seven
lattices;
LI :“ Zp2xq ` Zp2yq ` Zz, LII :“ Zp2xq ` Zy ` Zp2zq,
LIII :“ Zx` Zp2yq ` Zp2zq, LIV :“ Zpx` yq ` Zp2yq ` Zp2zq,
LV :“ Zp2xq ` Zpy ` zq ` Zp2zq, LVI :“ Zpx` zq ` Zp2yq ` Zp2zq,
LVII :“ Zpx` y ` zq ` Zp2yq ` Zp2zq.
(4.3.2)
We may easily show that LII, LIII and LIV are isometric to each other and so






K xby, LII “ τx´ypLIIIq “ τx´2ypLIVq – x2a, 6a, 4by,




2b 6a` b b
2b b 2a` b
˛
‚.
Next, suppose that the leading Jordan component of L2 is even. Then by a
















since L is not stable over Z2 . In this case, we obtain all candidates of the
lattice L1 as following seven lattices;
L1I :“ Zp2xq ` Zy ` Zz, L1II :“ Zx` Zp2yq ` Zz,
L1III :“ Zpx` yq ` Zp2yq ` Zz, L1IV :“ Zx` Zy ` Zp2zq,
L1V :“ Zpx` zq ` Zy ` Zp2zq, L1VI :“ Zx` Zpy ` zq ` Zp2zq,
L1VII :“ Zpx` zq ` Zpy ` zq ` Zp2zq.
(4.3.4)
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a 2b 2a` b
˛
‚.
Now, we will show the above claim in this case.
Theorem 4.3.2. Let L be a primitive ternary lattice which is not stable
over Z2. Let K :“ λ2epLq and suppose that |OpKq| “ 24. Then the multiset
labelpγL2epKqq is completely determined by the label of K and the structure of
L2.
Proof. We note that labelpKq “ rr24; 2a, 2a, 2a, 6a, 6a, 6a, bss for some rela-
tively prime positive integers a and b. Hence it is possible to determine the
values a and b from the label of K and hence it decides the class rKs itself.
By Lemma 4.3.1, we only have to check the assertion for the reduced struc-
tures for L2.
Case(4.3.2.1) L2 – A K x2mεy pm ě 2q.
Subcase(4.3.2.1-1) m “ 2. In this case, we obtain that |γL4 pKq| “ 1 from
Table 3.1, and K2 “ λ4pL2q – A K xεy. Since K “ K24pa, bq, two integers a
and b are odd. By the relation (4.3.3), we obtain
K “ λ4pLq Ą
p1,1,2q
L. (4.3.5)
Now we have to find all elements of γL4 pKq among the seven candidates L
1
I,...,
L1VII in (4.3.4) by considering their local structures. In this case, only possible
candidate is L1IV, for L2 is an even unimodular lattice. By Lemma 4.1.3,
labelpγL4 pKqq “
 
rr24; 2a, 2a, 2a, 6a, 6a, 6a, 94bss
(
.
Subcase(4.3.2.1-2) m “ 3. In this case, we have |γL4 pKq| “ 1 and K2 “
λ4pL2q – A K x2εy. Since K “ K24pa, bq, the integer a is odd and b ” 2
25
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pmod 4q, and we get the same relation (4.3.5) as Subcase(4.3.2.1-1). The
lattice pL1Iq2 is not isometric to L2 since it is an odd lattice. We may also
obtain that pL1IVq2 – H K x8εy and it is not isometric to L2. Hence we obtain
the same result as Subcase(4.3.2.1-1).
Subcase(4.3.2.1-3) m ě 4. In this case, we have |γL4 pKq| “ 4 and K2 “
λ4pL2q – A K x2m´2εy. Then the integer a is odd and ord2pbq ě 2, and we





IIIq2 are not isometric to L2, and the others are all
possible. Since the number of the possible cases coincides with the order of
γL4 pKq, all elements in γ
L
4 pKq are founded. Since λ4pL
1
Vq “ K, the order
|OpL1Vq| divides |OpKq|. Then we may easily verify that the isometry group
of L1V is of order 8 and the type of its lavel is III by observing the symmetries,
structure of L1V and Lemma 4.1.6. Therefore
labelpγL4 pKqq “
 
rr8, III; 2a, 6a, 4bss, rr24; 2a, 2a, 2a, 6a, 6a, 6a, 94bss
(
.
Case(4.3.2.2) L2 – xεy K 2
mA pm ě 1q.
Subcase(4.3.2.2-1) m “ 1. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 1 and K2 “
λ2pL2q – x2εy K A. Then the integer a is odd and b ” 2 pmod 4q. By (4.3.1),
we obtain the relation
K “ λ2pLq Ą
p1,2,2q
L2. (4.3.6)
Since pLIIq2 has no even modular component and pLVq2 has a 2-modular
component of rank 2, they are not isometric to pL2q
2. Now there is an only











Subcase(4.3.2.2-2) m “ 2. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 1 and K2 “
λ2pL2q – xεy K A. Then the integers a, b are odd and we obtain the relation
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by (4.3.1). Clearly pLIIq2 is not isometric to L2. Suppose that pLVq2 is
isometric to L2. Since 2a ` b is odd, we may write pLVq2 – x2a ` by K K
1
for some binary Z2-lattice K 1. Since L2 – xεy K 4A, we have dppK 1q2q “
dp4Aq “ 48. But dppK 1q2q “ 48a2bp2a ` bq ‰ 48 and this is a contradiction.
Therefore only possible one is LI and we obtain
labelpγL2 pKqq “
 
rr24; 8a, 8a, 8a, 24a, 24a, 24a, 9bss
(
.
Subcase(4.3.2.2-3) m “ 3. In this case, we may obtain the same result as
Subcase(4.3.2.2-2) by the same procedure.
Subcase(4.3.2.2-4) m ě 4. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 4 and K2 “
λ2pL2q – xεy K 2
m´2A. Then ord2paq ě 2 and b is odd, and we get the
relation (4.3.7). It is clear that pLIIq2, pLIIIq2 and pLIVq2 are not isometric
to L2, and the other candidates are all possible by their local structures. In
addition, we may verify that the order of OpLVq is 8 and the type of the label
for LV is IV. Therefore
labelpγL2 pKqq “
 
rr8, IV; 8a, 24a, 4bss, rr24; 8a, 8a, 8a, 24a, 24a, 24a, 9bss
(
.
Case(4.3.2.3) L2 – x1, 3, 2
mεy pm ě 1q.
Subcase(4.3.2.3-1) m “ 1. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 3 and K2 “
λ2pL2q – xεy K A. Then the integers a and b are odd and we get the relation
(4.3.6). Since sppLIq2q “ sppLVq2q “ Z2, the four candidates are excluded.
The rest of three lattices are possible to be isometric to L2. Therefore
labelpγL2 pKqq “
 
rr8, I; a, 3a, 2bss
(
.
Subcase(4.3.2.3-2) m “ 2. In this case, we obtain the same result as
Subcase(4.3.2.3-1) in a similar way.
Subcase(4.3.2.3-3) m ě 3. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 6 and K2 “
λ2pL2q – A K 2m´1xεy. Then the integer a is odd and ord2pbq ě 2, and we
get the relation (4.3.6). Among the candidates, pLIq
1
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Case(4.3.2.4) L2 – xε1, 4ε2, 4ε3y. In this case, we have
|γL2 pKq| “ 21´ε23
3
2` χpL2q
and K2 “ λ2pL2q – xε1, ε2, ε3y.
Then the integers a and b are odd and we get the relation (4.3.7). Since
λ2pL2q – xby K A, this is anisotropic and so is L2. Therefore |γL2 pKq| “ 3.
Then we may easily show that γL2 pKq “ tLV, LVI, LVIIu and hence
labelpγL2 pKqq “
 
rr8, IV; 8a, 24a, 4bss
(
.
Case(4.3.2.5) L2 – xεy K 8H. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 3 and
K2 “ λ2pL2q – xεy K 2H. Then we have a ” 2 pmod 4q and the integer b is
odd, and we get the relation (4.3.7). By a simple calculation, we obtain
labelpγL2 pKqq “
 
rr8, IV; 8a, 24a, 4bss
(
.
Case(4.3.2.6) L2 – H K x8εy. In this case, we have |γL4 pKq| “ 3 and
K2 “ λ4pL2q – H K x2εy. Then the integer a is odd and b ” 2 pmod 4q,
and we get the relation (4.3.5). By a simple calculation, we obtain that









rr8, III; 2a, 6a, 4bss
(
.
4.4 The case when |OpKq| “ 16
Assume that |OpKq| “ 16. Then K – K16,Ipa, bq or K16,IIpa, bq. for some
relatively prime positive integers a and b by Lemma 4.1.4. First, we consider
the case when K – K16,Ipa, bq. Then we obtain the following lemma.
Lemma 4.4.1. Let L be a primitive ternary lattice which is not stable over
Z2 and let K :“ λ2epLq. Suppose that |OpKq| “ 16 and K is of type I. Then
28
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L2 is isomorphic to one of the following forms;
A K x4εy, H K x4εy, xεy K 4A, xεy K 4H,
xε1, ε2, 2ε3y pε1 ı ε2 pmod 4qq, xε1, ε2, 2
mε3y pm ě 2, ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4qq,
xε1, 2ε2, 2
mε3y pm “ 1, 2q, xε1, 4ε2, 2
mε3y pm ě 2q, xε1, 2
mε2, 2
mε3y pm ě 3q,
where m is a positive integer and ε, εi pi “ 1, 2, 3q are units in Z2.
Proof. Using the Watson transformations, We may easily verify that the
above forms are only possible structures of L2 up to isomorphism. Note that
the form xε1, ε2, 2ε3y may always be assumed that ε1 ı ε2 pmod 4q.
Let K “ Zx`Zy`Zz – K16,Ipa, bq and suppose that the leading Jordan
component of L2 is odd. Then by a similar argument to the above case, we
may obtain the relation (4.3.1) and also obtain all candidates of the lattice
pL1q4s for any L1 P γL2 pKq as (4.3.2). By simple calculations, we may verify
that
LI – x4a, 4a, by, LII “ τx´ypLIIIq – xa, 4a, 4by, LIV – x2a, 2a, 4by,













Next, suppose that the leading Jordan component of L2 is even. Then
we obtain the relation (4.3.3) and all candidates of a lattice L1 P γL4 pKq as
(4.3.4). Further we may obtain that
L1I “ τx´ypL
1
IIq – xa, 4a, by, L
1
III – x2a, 2a, by, L
1
IV – xa, a, 4by,
L1V “ τx´ypL
1








a` b b 2b




Theorem 4.4.2. Let L be a primitive ternary lattice which is not stable over
Z2 and let K :“ λ2epLq. Suppose that |OpKq| “ 16 and K is of type I. Then
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the multiset labelpγL2epKqq is completely determined by the label of K and the
structure of L2.
Proof. Since labelpKq “ rr16, I; a, a, 2a, 2a, bss for some relatively prime inte-
gers a and b, it is possible to determine the values of a and b from the label
of K and hence it decides the class rKs. To prove the theorem, we consider
each case for L2 given in Lemma 4.4.1.
Case(4.4.2.1) L2 – A K x4εy. In this case, we have |γL4 pKq| “ 1 and
K2 “ λ4pL2q – A K xεy. Therefore the integers a and b are both odd and we
obtain the relation (4.3.5). Comparing the local structures, we may easily




VII – K16,IIpa, a` bq, we obtain
labelpγL4 pKqq “
 
rr16, II; 2a, 2a, 4a, 4a, 4bss
(
by Lemma 4.1.4.
Case(4.4.2.2) L2 – H K x4εy. This case is similar to Case(4.4.2.1) and we
obtain the same result.
Case(4.4.2.3) L – xεy K 4A. In this case, we have |γL4 pKq| “ 1 and
K2 “ λ2pL2q – xεy K A. Therefore the integers a and b are both odd and we
obtain the relation (4.3.7). Comparing the local structures, we may easily
show that γL2 pKq “ tLVIIu. Since L
1
VII – K16,IIp2a, 2a` bq, we obtain
labelpγL2 pKqq “
 
rr16, II; 4a, 4a, 8a, 8a, 4bss
(
by Lemma 4.1.4.
Case(4.4.2.4) L – xεy K 4H. This case is similar to Case(4.4.2.3) and we
obtain the same result.
Case(4.4.2.5) L2 – xε1, ε2, 2ε3y, ε1 ı ε2 pmod 4q.
Subcase(4.4.2.5-1) ε1ε2 ” 3 pmod 8q. In this case, we have |γL4 pKq| “ 3
and K2 “ λ2pL2q – A K xε3y. Therefore integers a and b are both odd
and we obtain the relation (4.3.6). Since K2 is anisotropic, a ” b pmod 4q.
Comparing the local structures, we may easily show that pLIVq2, pLVq2 and
pLVIq2 are isometric to pL2q
2, and the other lattices are not. By observing the
symmetries of OpLIVq and OpLVIq, we obtain their orders and types. Then
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rr8, II; 92a, 2a, 2bss, rr16, I; a, a, 2a, 2a, 2bss
(
.
Subcase(4.4.2.5-2) ε1ε2 ” 7 pmod 8q. This case is similar to the previous
case but pLIVq2 and pLVq2 are not isometric to pL2q




rr16, I; a, a, 2a, 2a, 2bss
(
.
Case(4.4.2.6) L2 – xε1, ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 2), ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4q.





2, 2ε3y. Therefore the integer a is odd and b ” 2 pmod 4q, and
we obtain the relation (4.3.6). Comparing the local structures, we may easily





rr16, I; a, a, 2a, 2a, 2bss
(
.









2 in Z2. Therefore the integer
a is odd and b ” 4 pmod 8q, and we obtain the relation (4.3.6). Comparing
the local structures, we may easily show that γL2 pKq “ tpLIVq
1
2 u if ε1 ” ε2
pmod 8q, and γL2 pKq “ tpLVIIq
1




rr16, I; a, a, 2a, 2a, 2bss
(
if ε1 ” ε2 pmod 8q
 
rr16, II; 2a, 2a, 4a, 4a, 2bss
(
if ε1 ” ε2 ` 4 pmod 8q.






m´1ε3y. Therefore the integer a is odd and b ” 0 pmod 8q,
and we obtain the relation (4.3.6). Comparing the local structures, we may
easily show that pLIVq2 and pLVIIq2 are isometric to pL2q
2 if ε1 ” ε2 pmod 8q
and the others are impossible. Therefore
labelpγL2 pKqq “
 
rr16, I; a, a, 2a, 2a, 2bss, rr16, II; 2a, 2a, 4a, 4a, 2bss
(
.
Case(4.4.2.7) L2 – xε1, 2ε2, 2
mε3y (m “ 1, 2).
Subcase(4.4.2.7-1) m “ 1. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 1 and K2 “
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λ2pL2q – x2ε1, ε2, ε3y. Therefore the integer a is odd and b ” 2 pmod 4q, and
we obtain the relation (4.3.6). Comparing the local structures, we may easily











Subcase(4.4.2.7-2) m “ 2. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 2 and K2 “
λ2pL2q – L2 – x2ε1, ε2, 2ε3y. Then we have a ” 2 pmod 4q and the integer b
is odd, and we obtain the relation (4.3.6). Comparing the local structures,













Case(4.4.2.8) L2 – xε1, 4ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 2).
Subcase(4.4.2.8-1) m “ 2. In this case, we have K2 “ λ2pL2q – xε1, ε2, ε3y.
Then the integers a and b are odd, and we obtain the relation (4.3.7). First,
we assume that a ” b pmod 4q. Then we may show that L2 is anisotropic and
ε2 ” ε3 pmod 4q, and hence |γL2 pKq| “ 3. Comparing the local structures,
we may easily show that γL2 pKq “ tLI, LII, LIIIu. Therefore
labelpγL2 pKqq “
 
rr8, I; a, 4a, 4bss, rr16, I; 4a, 4a, 8a, 8a, bss
(
.
Next, suppose that a ı b pmod 4q. Then L2 is isotropic and hence |γL2 pKq| “
1 if ε2 ” ε3 pmod 4q, and 2 otherwise. Comparing the local structures, we




rr16, I; 4a, 4a, 8a, 8a, bss
(
if ε2 ” ε3 pmod 4q,
 
rr8, I; a, 4a, 4bss
(
otherwise.
Subcase(4.4.2.8-2) m “ 3. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 2 and K2 “
λ2pL2q – xε1, ε2, 2ε3y. Therefore the integer a is odd and b ” 2 pmod 4q, and
we obtain the relation (4.3.7). Comparing the local structures, we may easily
show that γL2 pKq “ tLII, LIIIu if a ” ε1 pmod 4q, and γ
L
2 pKq “ tLV, LVIu
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rr8, I; a, 4a, 4bss
(
if a ” ε1 pmod 4q,
 
rr8, II; 94a, 4a, 4bss
(
otherwise.
Subcase(4.4.2.8-3) m ě 4. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 21`ε12 and
K2 “ λ2pL2q – xε1, ε2, 2
m´2ε3y. Then the integer a is odd and b ” 0 pmod 4q,
and we obtain the relation (4.3.7). We have |γL2 pKq| “ 4 if ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4q,




rr8, I; a, 4a, 4bss, rr8, II; 94a, 4a, 4bss
(
if ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4q,
 
rr8, II; 94a, 4a, 4bss
(
otherwise.
Case(4.4.2.9) L2 – xε1, 2
mε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 3).
Subcase(4.4.2.9-1) m “ 3. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 21`ε23 and
K2 “ λ2pL2q – xε1, 2ε2, 2ε3y. Then we have a ” 2 pmod 4q and the integer
b is odd, and we obtain the relation (4.3.7). Suppose that ε2 ” ε3 pmod 4q.
Then we have |γL2 pKq| “ 1, and γL2 pKq “ tLIu if ε1 ” b pmod 8q, and
γL2 pKq “ tLVIIu otherwise. Next, suppose that ε2 ı ε3 pmod 4q. Then we










rr16, I; 4a, 4a, 8a, 8a, bss
(
if ε2 ” ε3 pmod 4q and ε1 ” b pmod 8q,
 
rr16, II; 4a, 4a, 8a, 8a, 4bss
(
if ε2 ” ε3 pmod 4q and ε1 ı b pmod 8q,
 
rr8, II; 94a, 4a, 4bss
(
otherwise.
Subcase(4.4.2.9-2) m “ 4. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 2 and K2 “
λ2pL2q – xε1, 4ε2, 4ε3y. Then we have a ” 4 pmod 8q and the integer b is
odd, and we obtain the relation (4.3.7). We may easily show that γL2 pKq “
tLI, LVIIu if ε1 ” b pmod 8q, and γ
L







rr16, I; 4a, 4a, 8a, 8a, bss, rr16, II; 4a, 4a, 8a, 8a, 4bss
(
if ε1 ” b pmod 8q,
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Subcase(4.4.2.9-3) m ě 5. This case is similar to Subcase(4.4.2.9-2) but





rr8, II; 94a, 4a, 4bss, rr16, I; 4a, 4a, 8a, 8a, bss, rr16, II; 4a, 4a, 8a, 8a, 4bss
(
.
Next, we consider the case when K ” K16,IIpa, bq. In this case, we have
the following lemma.
Lemma 4.4.3. Let L be a primitive ternary lattice which is not stable over
Z2 and let K :“ λ2epLq. Suppose that |OpKq| “ 16 and K is of type II. Then
L2 is isomorphic to one of the following forms;
A K x16εy, H K x16εy, xεy K 16A, xεy K 16H,
xε1, ε2, 8ε3y pε1 ı ε2 pmod 4qq, xε1, ε2, 2
mε3y pm ě 3, ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4qq,
xε1, 4ε2, 2
mε3y pm ě 5, ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4qq,
xε1, 2
mε2, 2
mε3y pm ě 5, ε2 ” ε3 pmod 4qq,
where m is a positive integer and ε, εi pi “ 1, 2, 3q are units in Z2.
Proof. Suppose that the integer b is even. Then clearly the integer a is odd







for some unit ε in Z2. This local structure has an even unimodular component
of rank 2. Next, suppose that the integers a and b are both odd. Then we
have
K2 – xb, abp2b´ aq, 2
mεy
for some positive integer m ě 3. Since ap2b ´ aq ” 1 pmod 4q, we have
b ” abp2b ´ aq pmod 4q. Let a ” 2 pmod 4q and b is odd at third. Then we
obtain
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This local structure has and even 4-modular component of rank 2. Finally,











for some unit ε in Z2, and we also have p1´ a2bqε ” 1 pmod 4q. Therefore we
may descrive the local structure of K2 as follows;
T K x4εy, xεy K 4T, xε1, ε2, 2
mε3y pm ě 3, ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4qq,
xε1, 2
mε2, 2
mε3y pm ě 3, ε2ε3 ” 1 pmod 4qq,
where T is an even unimodular lattice of rank 2. Now we choose the local
structures for L2 such that the Watson transformations of them have above
four types.
Let K “ Zx`Zy`Zz – K16,IIpa, bq and suppose that the leading Jordan
component of L2 is odd. By scaling
1
4s
to each lattice in (4.3.2), they are
the only possible candidates that may be contained in γL2 pKq as above cases,
where s is the scaling factor of the Watson transformation of L. Furthermore
we may obtain










b ´2a ´2a` 2b
´2a 8a ´4a





Next, suppose that the leading Jordan component of L2 is even. Then
the lattices in (4.3.4) are only possible candidates that may be contained in
γL4 pKq. Further we may obtain that
L1IV – x2a, 2a, 4b´ 4ay, L
1


























´a b 2b´ 2a





Theorem 4.4.4. Let L be a primitive ternary lattice which is not stable over
Z2 and let K :“ λ2epLq. Suppose that |OpKq| “ 16 and K is of type II. Then
the multiset labelpγL2epKqq is completely determined by the label of K and the
structure of L2.
Proof. Since labelpKq “ rr16, II; 2a, 2a, 4a, 4a, 4pb ´ aqss for some relatively
prime integers a and b, it is possible to determine the integers a and b from
the label of K and hence it decides the class rKs. To prove the theorem, we
consider each case given in Lemma 4.4.3.
Case(4.4.4.1) L2 – A K x16εy. In this case, we have |γL4 pKq| “ 4 and
K2 “ λ4pL2q – A K x4εy. Therefore the integer a is odd and b ” 0 pmod 2q,
and we obtain the relation (4.3.5). Comparing the local structures, we may








VIu. Since the order of OpL
1
Iq is 4 and






Case(4.4.4.2) L2 – H K x16εy. This case is similar to Case(4.4.4.1) and we
obtain the same result.
Case(4.4.4.3) L2 – xεy K 16A. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 4 and
K2 “ λ2pL2q – xεy K 4A. Then we may easily show that a ” 2 pmod 4q and
the integer b is odd, and we obtain the relation (4.3.7). Comparing the local
structures, we may easily show that γL4 pKq “ tLI, LV, LVI, LVIIu. Since the






Case(4.4.4.4) L2 – xεy K 16H. This case is similar to Case(4.4.4.3) and we
obtain the same result.
Case(4.4.4.5) xε1, ε2, 8ε3y pε1 ı ε2 pmod 4qq.
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Subcase(4.4.4.5-1) ε1ε2 ” 3 pmod 8q. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 6
and K2 “ λ2pL2q – A K x4ε3y. Therefore the integer a is odd and b ” 0
pmod 2q, and we obtain the relation (4.3.6). Comparing the local structures,
we may easily show that pL2q
2 is isometric to all candidates except LIV if
b ” 2 pmod 4q. Therefore we obtain
labelpγL2 pKqq “
 
rr4, II; 8ass, rr8, II; 9a, 4a, 8pb´ aqss
(
.
Subcase(4.4.4.5-2) ε1ε2 ” 7 pmod 8q. This case is similar to Subcase(4.4.4.5-
1) but LI, LV, LVI and LVII are excluded. Therefore
labelpγL2 pKqq “
 
rr8, II; 9a, 4a, 8pb´ aqss
(
.
Case(4.4.4.6) L2 – xε1, ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 4), ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4q. In this case, we





m´1ε3y and we obtain the relation (4.3.6). Since
|γL2 pKq| “ 2, the integer a is odd and so is b. Then we have










rr8, II; 9a, 4a, 8pb´ aqss
(
.
Case(4.4.4.7) L2 – xε1, 4ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 5), ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4q. In this case,
we have K2 “ λ2pL2q – xε1, ε2, 2
m´2ε3y and we obtain the relation (4.3.7).
Since |γL2 pKq| “ 4, the integers a and b are odd, and then we have







Case(4.4.4.8) L2 – xε1, 2
mε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 5), ε2 ” ε3 pmod 4q. In this case,
we have |γL2 pKq| “ 4 and K2 “ λ2pL2q – xε1, 2m´2ε2, 2m´2ε3y. Then we have
a ” 0 pmod 4q and the integer b is odd, and we obtain the relation (4.3.7).
Comparing the local structures, we obtain
γL2 pKq “ tLI, LV, LVI, LVIIu,
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4.5 The case when |OpKq| “ 12
Assume that |OpKq| “ 12. Then K – K12pa, bq for some relatively prime
positive integers a and b by Lemma 4.1.2. If the integer a is odd, then
K2 – A K x3p3b´ 2aqy, and if a is even and b is odd, then







xεy K 2H if a ” 2 mod 4,
xε1y K 2mA if a ” 0 mod 4,
for some units ε, ε1 P Zˆ2 and an integer m “ ord2paq. But xεy K 2H – xε2y K
2A for some unit ε2 P Zˆ2 . Therefore L2 is isometric to one of the forms in
Lemma 4.3.1 as the case when |OpKq| “ 24.
Suppose that the leading Jordan component of L2 is odd. By scaling
1
4s
to each lattice in (4.3.2), they are the only possible candidates that may
be contained in γL2 pKq as above cases, where s is the scaling factor of the
Watson transformation of L. Furthermore we may obtain
























Next, suppose that the leading Jordan component of L2 is even. Then we
obtain the relation (4.3.3) and all candidates of a lattice L1 P γL4 pKq as
38
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´a 0 4b´ 2a
˛
‚.
Theorem 4.5.1. Let L be a primitive ternary lattice which is not stable
over Z2 and let K :“ λ2epLq. Suppose that |OpKq| “ 12. Then the multiset
labelpγL2epKqq is completely determined by the label of K and the structure of
L2.
Proof. We note that labelpKq “ rr12; 2a, 2a, 2ass for some integer a. Hence
it is possible to determine the value a from the label of K. By the above
argument, we only have to check the assertion under the assumption that L2
is isometric to one of the forms in Lemma 4.3.1.
Case(4.5.1.1) L2 – A K x2mεy pm ě 2q.
Subcase(4.5.1.1-1) m “ 2. In this case, we obtain that |γL4 pKq| “ 1 from
Table 3.1 and K2 “ λ4pL2q – A K xεy. Since K – K12pa, bq, the integers a
and b are odd. By (4.3.3), we obtain the relation (4.3.5).
Now we have to find all elements of γL4 pKq among the seven candidates
L1I,..., L
1
VII by considering their local structures. In this case, only possible
candidate is L1IV, for L2 is an even unimodular lattice. Since |OpL1IVq| divides




rr12; 2a, 2a, 2ass
(
.
Subcase(4.5.1.1-2) m “ 3. In this case, we have |γL4 pKq| “ 1 and K2 “
λ4pL2q – A K x2εy. Since K “ K12pa, bq, the integer a is odd and b ” 0
39
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pmod 4q, and we get the same relation (4.3.5) as Subcase(4.5.1.1-1). The
lattice pL1Vq2 is not isometric to L2 since it is isometric to H K x8εy. We
may also obtain that pL1VIq2 – 2H K x2εy and it is not isometric to L2 either.
Hence we obtain the same result as Subcase(4.5.1.1-1).
Subcase(4.5.1.1-3) m ě 4. In this case, we have |γL4 pKq| “ 4 and K2 “
λ4pL2q – A K x2m´2εy. Then the integer a is odd and b ” 2 pmod 4q, and we
get the relation (4.3.5) again. Computing each local structure, pL1Iq2, pL
1
VIq2
and pL1VIIq2 are not isometric to L2 and the others are all possible. Since the
number of the possible cases coincides with the order of γL4 pKq, all elements
in γL4 pKq are founded. Since λ4pL
1
Vq “ K, the order |OpL1Vq| divides |OpKq|.
Then we may easily verify that the isometry group of L1V is of order 4 and




rr4, II; 2ass, rr12; 2a, 2a, 2ass
(
.
Case(4.5.1.2) L2 – xεy K 2
mA pm ě 1q.
Subcase(4.5.1.2-1) m “ 1. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 1 and K2 “
λ2pL2q – x2εy K A. Then the integer a is odd and b ” 0 pmod 4q. By (4.3.1),
we obtain the relation (4.3.6). We may easily show that the only possible





rr12; 4a, 4a, 4ass
(
.
Subcase(4.5.1.2-2) m “ 2. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 1 and K2 “
λ2pL2q – xεy K A. Then the integers a and b are odd and we obtain the
relation (4.3.7) by (4.3.1). Since pLIq2 has an odd 4-modular component
and sppLIIq2q “ 2Z2, the lattices LI and LII are not isometric to L2 . By




rr12; 8a, 8a, 8ass
(
.
Subcase(4.5.1.2-3) m “ 3. In this case, we may obtain the same result as
Subcase(4.5.1.2-2) by a similar way.
Subcase(4.5.1.2-4) m ě 4. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 4 and K2 “
40
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λ2pL2q – xεy K 2
m´2A. Then we have ord2paq ě 2 and the integer b is odd,
and we get the relation (4.3.7). It is clear that LII, LIII and LIV are not




rr4, II; 8ass, rr12; 8a, 8a, 8ass
(
.
Case(4.5.1.3) L2 – x1, 3, 2
mεy pm ě 1q.
Subcase(4.5.1.3-1) m “ 1. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 3 and K2 “
λ2pL2q – xεy K A. Then the integers a, b are odd and we get the relation
(4.3.6). Since sppLIq2q “ sppLVq2q “ Z2, the four candidates are excluded.






Subcase(4.5.1.3-2) m “ 2. In this case, we obtain the same result as
Subcase(4.5.1.3-1) in a similar way.
Subcase(4.5.1.3-3) m ě 3. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 6 and K2 “
λ2pL2q – A K 2m´1xεy. Then the integer a is odd and b ” 2 pmod 4q, and we
get the relation (4.3.6). Among the candidates, pLVq
1
2 is the only impossible
case since sppLVq2q “ 4Z2, and hence
labelpγL2 pKqq “
 
rr4, I; ass, rr4, II; 4ass
(
.
Case(4.5.1.4) L2 – xε1, 4ε2, 4ε3y. In this case, we have
|γL2 pKq| “ 21´ε23
3
2` χpL2q
and K2 “ λ2pL2q – xε1, ε2, ε3y.
Then the integers a and b are odd and we get the relation (4.3.7). Since
λ2pL2q – x3p3b ´ 2aqy K A, this is anisotropic and so is L2. Therefore we







Case(4.5.1.5) L2 – xεy K 8H. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 3 and
K2 “ λ2pL2q – xεy K 2H. Then we have a ” 2 pmod 4q and the integer b is
odd, and we get the relation (4.3.7). Considering the Jordan decompositions
41
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Case(4.5.1.6) L2 – H K x8εy. In this case, we have |γL4 pKq| “ 3 and
K2 “ λ4pL2q – H K x2εy. Then the integer a is odd and b ” 0 pmod 4q, and
we get the relation (4.3.5). By a simple calculation as above, we obtain that












4.6 The case when |OpKq| “ 8
Assume that |OpKq| “ 8. Then we classified such lattices into four types in
Section 1 of this chapter. First, we consider the case when K – K8,Ipa, b, cq,
where a, b, c are relatively prime positive integers. Let K “ Zx`Zy`Zz –
K8,Ipa, b, cq. Then we may obtain
LI – x4a, 4b, cy, LII – x4a, b, 4cy, LIII – xa, 4b, 4cy,
























and we may also obtain
L1I – x4a, b, cy, L
1
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a` c c 2c




Theorem 4.6.1. Let L be a primitive ternary lattice which is not stable over
Z2 and let K :“ λ2epLq. Suppose that |OpKq| “ 8 and K is of type I. Then
the multiset labelpγL2epKqq is completely determined by the label of K and the
structure of L2.
Proof. Since labelpKq “ rr8, I; a, b, css for some relatively prime integers a, b
and c, it is possible to determine the set ta, b, cu from the label of K and
hence it decides the class rKs.
Case(4.6.1.1) L2 – T K x4εy. In this case, we have |γL4 pKq| “ 1 and
K2 “ λ4pL2q – T K xεy. Therefore the integers a, b and c are odd and we
obtain the relation (4.3.5). Comparing the local structures, we may easily




VII – K8,IVpc, b, a` cq, we obtain
labelpγL4 pKqq “
 
rr8, IV; 4a, 4b, 4css
(
by Lemma 4.1.6.
Case(4.6.1.2) L2 – xεy K 4T . In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 1 and
K2 “ λ2pL2q – xεy K T . Therefore the integers a, b and c are odd and we
obtain the relation (4.3.7). Comparing the local structures, we may easily
show that γL4 pKq “ tLVIIu. Since LVII – K8,IIIp2b, 2c, a` b` cq, we obtain
labelpγL2 pKqq “
 
rr8, III; 4a, 4b, 4css
(
by Lemma 4.1.6.
Case(4.6.1.3) L2 – xε1, ε2, 2ε3y, ε1 ı ε2 pmod 4q. In this case, we have
|γL2 pKq| “ 32`τ and K2 “ λ2pL2q – T K xε3y. Therefore the integers a, b
and c are odd and we obtain the relation (4.3.6). If K2 is anisotropic, then
we have a ” b ” c pmod 4q and |γL2 pKq| “ 3. On the other hand, if K2
is isotropic, then there is one integer in a, b and c which is not equivalent
modulo 4 to the others, and |γL2 pKq| “ 1. Without loss of generality, we may
assume that a ı b ” c pmod 4q. Comparing the local structures, we may
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2 u if K2 is anisotropic,
tpLVq
1
2 u if K2 is isotropic and a ı b ” c pmod 4q.
Therefore, if K2 is anisotropic, we obtain
labelpγL2 pKqq “
 
rr8, II; 92a, 2b, 2css, rr8, II; 92b, 2a, 2css, rr8, II; 92c, 2a, 2bss
(
,
and if K2 is isotropic and a ı b ” c pmod 4q,
labelpγL2 pKqq “
 
rr8, II; 92a, 2b, 2css
(
.
Case(4.6.1.4) L2 – xε1, ε2, 2ε3y, ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4q. This case is similar to
Case(4.6.1.3) and we obtain the same result.
Case(4.6.1.5) L2 – xε1, ε2, 4ε3y, ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4q. In this case, we have
|γL2 pKq| “ 1 and K2 “ λ2pL2q – xε11, ε12, 2ε3y. Then we may assume that
a ” 2 pmod 4q and the integers b, c are odd, and we obtain the relation





2 u if a ” 2, bc ” 1 pmod 4q,
tpLVIIq
1





rr8, II; 92a, 2b, 2css
(
if a ” 2, bc ” 1 pmod 4q,
 
rr8, III; 2a, 2b, 2css
(
if a ” 2, bc ” 3 pmod 4q.
Case(4.6.1.6) L2 – xε1, ε2, 8ε3y, ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4q. In this case, we have
|γL2 pKq| “ 1 and K2 “ λ2pL2q – xε11, ε12, 4ε3y. Then we may assume that
a ” 4 pmod 8q and the integers b and c are odd, and we obtain the relation

























rr8, III; 2a, 2b, 2css
(
otherwise.
Case(4.6.1.7) L2 – xε1, ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 4), ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4q. This case is
similar to Case(4.6.1.6) and we obtain
labelpγL2 pKqq “
 
rr8, II; 92a, 2b, 2css, rr8, III; 2a, 2b, 2css
(
,
where a ” 0 pmod 8q and the integers b and c are odd.
Case(4.6.1.8) L2 – xε1, 2ε2, 2ε3y. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 1 and
K2 “ λ2pL2q – x2ε1, ε2, ε3y. Then we may assume that a ” 2 pmod 4q and
the integers b and c are odd, and we obtain the relation (4.3.6). Comparing













where a ” 2 pmod 4q and the integers b and c are odd.
Case(4.6.1.9) L2 – xε1, 2ε2, 4ε3y. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 2 and
K2 “ λ2pL2q – x2ε1, ε2, 2ε3y. Then we may assume that the integer a is odd
and b ” c ” 2 pmod 4q, and we obtain the relation (4.3.6). Comparing the










rr8, I; 2a, 2b,
c
2






where the integer a is odd and b ” c ” 2 pmod 4q.
Case(4.6.1.10) L2 – xε1, 2ε2, 8ε3y. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 1 and
K2 “ λ2pL2q – x2ε1, ε2, 4ε3y. Then we may assume that the integer a is
odd, b ” 2 pmod 4q and c ” 4 pmod 8q, and we obtain the relation (4.3.6).



























rr8, II; 92a, 2b, 2css
(
otherwise,
where the integer a is odd, b ” 2 pmod 4q and c ” 4 pmod 8q.














rr8, II; 92a, 2b, 2css
(
otherwise,
where the integer a is odd, b ” 2 pmod 4q and c ” 8 pmod 16q.
Case(4.6.1.12) L2 – xε1, 2ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 5). This case is also similar to






, 2css, rr8, II; 92a, 2b, 2css
(
,
where the integer a is odd, b ” 2 pmod 4q and c ” 0 pmod 16q.
Case(4.6.1.13) L2 – xε1, 4ε2, 4ε3y. In this case, we have
|γL2 pKq| “ 21´ε23
3
2` χpL2q
and K2 “ λ2pL2q – xε1, ε2, ε3y.
Then the integers a, b and c are odd and we obtain the relation (4.3.7). We
may assume that a ı b ” c pmod 4q if L2 is isotropic. Comparing the local









tLI, LII, LIIIu if ε2 ” ε3 pmod 4q and L2 is anisotropic,
tLIIIu if ε2 ” ε3 pmod 4q and L2 is isotropic,
tLI, LIIu if ε2 ı ε3 pmod 4q .
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Therefore, if ε2 ” ε3 pmod 4q and L2 is anisotropic, we obtain
labelpγL2 pKqq “
 
rr8, I; 4a, 4b, css, rr8, I; 4a, b, 4css, rr8, I; a, 4b, 4css
(
.
We also conclude that if ε2 ” ε3 pmod 4q and L2 is isotropic, we have
labelpγL2 pKqq “
 
rr8, I; a, 4b, 4css
(
,
and if ε2 ı ε3 pmod 4q, we have
labelpγL2 pKqq “
 
rr8, I; 4a, 4b, css, rr8, I; 4a, b, 4css
(
,
where a ı b ” c pmod 4q.
Case(4.6.1.14) L2 – xε1, 4ε2, 8ε3y. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 2 and
K2 “ λ2pL2q – xε1, ε2, 2ε3y. Then we may assume that a ” 2 pmod 4q and
the integers b and c are odd, and we obtain the relation (4.3.7). Comparing















tLI, LIIu if b ” c ” ε1 pmod 4q ,
tLIV, LVIu if b ” c ı ε1 pmod 4q ,
tLII, LVIu if c ı b ” ε1 pmod 4q ,

















rr8, I; 4a, 4b, css, rr8, I; 4a, b, 4css
(
if b ” c ” ε1 pmod 4q ,
 
rr8, II; 94b, 4a, 4css, rr8, II; 94c, 4a, 4bss
(
if b ” c ı ε1 pmod 4q ,
 
rr8, I; 4a, b, 4css, rr8, II; 94b, 4a, 4css
(
if c ı b ” ε1 pmod 4q ,
 
rr8, I; 4a, 4b, css, rr8, II; 94c, 4a, 4bss
(
if b ı c ” ε1 pmod 4q,
where a ” 2 pmod 4q and the integers b and c are odd.
Case(4.6.1.15) L2 – xε1, 4ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 4).
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where a ” 4 pmod 8q and the integers b and c are odd.
Subcase(4.6.1.15-2) L2 – xε1, 4ε2, 2
mε3y, m ě 4, ε1 ı ε2 pmod 4q. This
case is also similar to Case(4.6.1.14) and we obtain
labelpγL2 pKqq “
 
rr8, I; 4a, b, 4css, rr8, II; 94c, 4a, 4bss
(
,
where a ” 0 pmod 4q, the integers b and c are odd, and c ı b ” ε1 pmod 4q.
Case(4.6.1.16) L2 – xε1, 8ε2, 8ε3y. In this case, we have K2 “ λ2pL2q –
xε1, 2ε2, 2ε3y. Then we may assume that the integer a is odd and b ” c ” 2
pmod 4q, and we obtain the relation (4.3.7).
Subcase(4.6.1.16-1) ε2 ” ε3 pmod 4q. Then we have |γL2 pKq| “ 1. Com-




















2 pmod 4q and a ” ε1 pmod 8q,
 




2 pmod 4q and a` b` c ” ε1 pmod 8q,
 




2 pmod 4q and a` b ” ε1 pmod 8q,
 




2 pmod 4q and a` c ” ε1 pmod 8q,
Subcase(4.6.1.16-2) ε2 ı ε3 pmod 4q. Then |γL2 pKq| “ 2. Comparing the












rr8, I; a, 4b, 4css, rr8, III; 4a, 4b, 4css
(
otherwise.
Case(4.6.1.17) L2 – xε1, 16ε2, 16ε3y. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 2 and
K2 “ λ2pL2q – xε1, 4ε2, 4ε3y. Then we may assume that the integer a is odd
and b ” c ” 4 pmod 8q, and we obtain the relation (4.3.7). Comparing the
local structures, we may easily show that
γL2 pKq “
#
tLIII, LVIIu if a ” ε1 pmod 8q ,
tLIV, LVIu otherwise.
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rr8, I; a, 4b, 4css, rr8, III; 4a, 4b, 4css
(
if a ” ε1 pmod 8q,
 
rr8, II; 94b, 4a, 4css, rr8, II; 94c, 4a, 4bss
(
otherwise,
where the integer a is odd and b ” c ” 4 pmod 8q.
Case(4.6.1.18) L2 – xε1, 2
mε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 5). This case is similar to
Case(4.6.1.17) and we have
labelpγL2 pKqq “
 
rr8, I; a, 4b, 4css, rr8, II; 94b, 4a, 4css, rr8, II; 94c, 4a, 4bss, rr8, III; 4a, 4b, 4css
(
,
where the integer a is odd and b ” c ” 0 pmod 8q.
Case(4.6.1.19) L2 – xε1, 8ε2, 16ε3y. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 1 and
K2 “ λ2pL2q – xε1, 2ε2, 4ε3y. Then we may assume that the integer a is
odd, b ” 2 pmod 4q and c ” 4 pmod 8q, and we obtain the relation (4.3.7).














rr8, I; a, 4b, 4css
(
if a ” ε1 pmod 8q,
 
rr8, II; 94c, 4a, 4bss
(
if a` b ” ε1 pmod 8q,
 
rr8, II; 94b, 4a, 4css
(
if a` c ” ε1 pmod 8q,
 
rr8, III; 4a, 4b, 4css
(
if a` b` c ” ε1 pmod 8q.
Case(4.6.1.20) L2 – xε1, 16ε2, 32ε3y. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 2
and K2 “ λ2pL2q – xε1, 4ε2, 8ε3y. Then we may assume that the integer a
is odd, b ” 4 pmod 8q and c ” 8 pmod 16q. We obtain the relation (4.3.7).




rr8, I; a, 4b, 4css, rr8, II; 94b, 4a, 4css
(
if a ” ε1 pmod 8q,
 
rr8, II; 94c, 4a, 4bss, rr8, III; 4a, 4b, 4css
(
otherwise,
where the integer a is odd, b ” 4 pmod 8q and c ” 8 pmod 16q.
Case(4.6.1.21) L2 – xε1, 2
mε2, 2
m`1ε3y (m ě 5). This case is similar to
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Case(4.6.1.20) and we obtain
labelpγL2 pKqq “
 
rr8, I; a, 4b, 4css, rr8, II; 94b, 4a, 4css, rr8, II; 94c, 4a, 4bss, rr8, III; 4a, 4b, 4css
(
,
where the integer a is odd, b ” 0 pmod 8q and c ” 0 pmod 16q.
Case(4.6.1.22) L2 – xε1, 8ε2, 32ε3y. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 2 and
K2 “ λ2pL2q – xε1, 2ε2, 8ε3y. Then we may assume that the integer a is
odd, b ” 2 pmod 4q and c ” 8 pmod 16q. We obtain the relation (4.3.7).




rr8, I; a, 4b, 4css, rr8, II; 94b, 4a, 4css
(
if a ” ε1 pmod 8q,
 
rr8, II; 94c, 4a, 4bss, rr8, III; 4a, 4b, 4css
(
otherwise,
where the integer a is odd, b ” 2 pmod 4q and c ” 8 pmod 16q.
Case(4.6.1.23) L2 – xε1, 16ε2, 64ε3y. This case is similar to Case(4.6.1.22)
and we obtain the same result, where a is odd, b ” 4 pmod 8q and c ” 16
pmod 32q.
Case(4.6.1.24) L2 – xε1, 2
mε2, 2
m`2ε3y (m ě 5). This case is also similar to
Case(4.6.1.22) and we obtain
labelpγL2 pKqq “
 
rr8, I; a, 4b, 4css, rr8, II; 94b, 4a, 4css, rr8, II; 94c, 4a, 4bss, rr8, III; 4a, 4b, 4css
(
,
where a is odd.
Case(4.6.1.25) L2 – xε1, 8ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 6). This case is similar to Case(4.6.1.20)
and we obtain the same result, where the integer a is odd, b ” 2 pmod 4q
and c ” 0 pmod 16q.
Case(4.6.1.26) L2 – xε1, 16ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 7). This case is also similar to
Case(4.6.1.20) and we obtain the same result, where the integer a is odd,
b ” 4 pmod 8q and c ” 0 pmod 32q.
Case(4.6.1.27) L2 – xε1, 2
nε2, 2
mε3y (n ě 5, m ě n`3q. This case is similar
to Case(4.6.1.24) and we obtain the same result.
Note that the other cases are impossible because of their local structures.
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Next, we consider the case when K – K8,IIpa, b, cq, where integers a, b
and c are relatively prime positive integers. Then we have dK “ abp2c´ bq.
Put c1 :“ 2c´ b and let K “ Zx` Zy ` Zz – K8,IIpa, b, cq. Then we have












and the label of K is rr8, II; 9a, 2b, 2c1ss. Now we may set as follows;











“: K 18,IIpa, b, cq.
Then we may obtain
LI “ τy`zpLIIq – x4ay K
ˆ

















0 b´ c 2pb` cq
˛





4b 2pb` cq 2b
4b 2b a` 2b
˛
‚,
and we may also obtain











, L1II “ τy`zpL
1
IVq – xay K
ˆ
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Theorem 4.6.2. Let L be a primitive ternary lattice which is not stable over
Z2 and let K :“ λ2epLq. Suppose that |OpKq| “ 8 and K is of type II . Then
the multiset labelpγL2epKqq is completely determined by the label of K and the
structure of L2.
Proof. Since labelpKq “ rr8, II; 9a, 2b, 2css for some integers a, b and c, it is
possible to determine the value a and the set tb, cu from the label of K and
hence it decides the class rKs.
Case(4.6.2.1) L2 – T K x4εy. In this case, we have |γL4 pKq| “ 1 and
K2 “ λ4pL2q – T K xεy. Therefore the integers a, b, c are all odd and we










rr8, III; 4a, 2b, 2css
(
if b ” c pmod 4q,
 
rr8, II; 94a, 2b, 2css
(
otherwise.
Case(4.6.2.2) L2 – T K x8εy. In this case, we have K2 “ λ4pL2q – T K
x2εy. Then a ” 2 pmod 4q and the integers b and c are odd, and we obtain













tL1Iu if T “ A and bc ” 3 pmod 8q,



























rr8, II; 94a, 2b, 2css
(
if T “ A and bc ” 3 pmod 8q,
 
rr8, III; 4a, 2b, 2css
(
if T “ A and bc ” 7 pmod 8q,
 
rr8, II; 94a, 2b, 2css, rr4, II; 4ass
(
if T “ H and bc ” 3 pmod 8q,
 
rr8, III; 4a, 2b, 2css, rr4, II; 4ass
(
if T “ H and bc ” 7 pmod 8q.
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Case(4.6.2.3) L2 – T K x2




rr8, II; 94a, 2b, 2css, rr8, III; 4a, 2b, 2css, rr4, II; 4ass
(
.
Case(4.6.2.4) L2 – xεy K 2T . In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 1 and
K2 “ λ2pL2q – T K x2εy. Therefore a ” 2 pmod 4q and the integers b and c
are odd, and we obtain the relation (4.3.6). Comparing the local structures,
we may easily show that γL2 pKq “ tpLIIIq
1









Case(4.6.2.5) L2 – xεy K 4T . In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 1 and
K2 “ λ2pL2q – T K xεy. Therefore the integers a, b and c are odd, and we










rr8, IV; 4a, 8b, 8css
(
if b ” c pmod 4q
 
rr8, II; 9a, 8b, 8css
(
otherwise.
Case(4.6.2.6) L2 – xεy K 8T . In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 2 ` χpT q
and K2 “ λ2pL2q – xεy K 2T . Therefore the integer a is odd and b ” c ” 2
pmod 4q, and we obtain the relation (4.3.7). Comparing the local structures,













tLIIIu if T – A and b` c ” 8 pmod 16q,
tLVIIu if T – A and b` c ” 0 pmod 16q,
tLIII, LIV, LVIu if T – H and b` c ” 0 pmod 16q,
tLVII, LIV, LVIu if T – H and b` c ” 8 pmod 16q.
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rr8, II; 9a, 8b, 8css
(
if T – A and b` c ” 8 pmod 16q,
 
rr8, IV; 4a, 8b, 8css
(
if T – A and b` c ” 0 pmod 16q,
 
rr8, II; 9a, 8b, 8css, rr4, II; 4ass
(
if T – H and b` c ” 0 pmod 16q,
 
rr8, IV; 4a, 8b, 8css, rr4, II; 4ass
(
if T – H and b` c ” 8 pmod 16q.
Case(4.6.2.7) L2 – xεy K 2




rr4, II; 4ass, rr8, II; 9a, 8b, 8css, rr8, IV; 4a, 8b, 8css
(
.
Case(4.6.2.8) L2 – xε1, ε2, 2ε3y. In this case, the integers a, b and c are odd
and we obtain the relation (4.3.6). Then we may show that K2 is isotropic
if and only if b ` c ” 0 pmod 8q, or b ` c ” 2 pmod 4q and a ` b`c
2
” 0
pmod 4q. We may also show that |γL2 pKq| “ 1 if K2 is isotropic, and 3




































rr8, I; 2a, b, css
(
if K2 is isotropic,
 
rr8, I; 2a, b, css, rr4, I; 2ass
(
if b` c ” 4 pmod 8q,
 
rr8, I; 2a, b, css, rr4, II; 2ass
(
if b` c ” 2 and a` b`c2 ” 2 pmod 4q.
Case(4.6.2.9) L2 – xε1, ε2, 4ε3y, ε1 ı ε2 pmod 4q. In this case, we have
|γL2 pKq| “ 3 and K2 “ λ2pL2q – T K x2ε3y. Therefore a ” 2 pmod 4q and
the integers b and c are odd, and we obtain the relation (4.3.6). Comparing
















2 u if b` c ” 0 pmod 8q.
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rr8, I; 2a, b, css, rr4, I; 2ass
(
if b` c ” 4 pmod 8q,
 
rr8, I; 2a, b, css, rr4, II; 2ass
(
if b` c ” 0 pmod 8q.
Case(4.6.2.10) L2 – xε1, ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 3), ε1 ı ε2 pmod 4q. In this case,
we have |γL2 pKq| “ 2p2 ´ τq and K2 “ λ2pL2q – T K x2m´1ε3y. Therefore
a ” 0 pmod 4q and the integers b and c are odd, and we obtain the relation
























rr8, I; 2a, b, css, rr8, IV; 2a, 4b, 4css
(
if ε1ε2 ” 3 pmod 8q,
labelpγL2 pKqq “
 
rr8, I; 2a, b, css, rr8, IV; 2a, 4b, 4css, rr4, I; 2ass, rr4, II; 2ass
(
otherwise.
Case(4.6.2.11) L2 – xε1, ε2, 4ε3y, ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4q. In this case, we have
|γL2 pKq| “ 1 and K2 “ λ2pL2q – xε11, ε12, 2ε3y. Therefore we have a ” 2
pmod 4q and the integers b and c are odd, and we obtain the relation (4.3.6).






rr8, I; 2a, b, css
(
.
Case(4.6.2.12) L2 – xε1, ε2, 8ε3y, ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4q. In this case, we have
|γL2 pKq| “ 1 and K2 “ λ2pL2q – xε11, ε12, 4ε3y. Therefore a ” 4 pmod 8q and
the integers b and c are odd, and we obtain the relation (4.3.6). Comparing
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2 u if bc ” ε1ε2 pmod 8q,
tpLVIIq
1





rr8, I; 2a, b, css
(
if bc ” ε1ε2 pmod 8q,
 
rr8, IV; 2a, 4b, 4css
(
if bc ” ε1ε2 ` 4 pmod 8q.
Case(4.6.2.13) L2 – xε1, ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 4), ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4q. In this case,
we have |γL2 pKq| “ 2 and K2 “ λ2pL2q – xε11, ε12, 2m´1ε3y. Hence we obtain



















if a is odd,
 
rr8, I; 2a, b, css, rr8, IV; 2a, 4b, 4css
(
otherwise.
Case(4.6.2.14) L2 – xε1, 2ε2, 2ε3y. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 1 and
K2 “ λ2pL2q – x2ε1, ε2, ε3y. Therefore a ” 2 pmod 4q and the integers b and
c are odd, and we obtain the relation (4.3.6). Comparing the local structures,
we may easily show that γL2 pKq “ tpLIIIq
1









Case(4.6.2.15) L2 – xε1, 2ε2, 4ε3y. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 2 and
K2 “ λ2pL2q – x2ε1, ε2, 2ε3y. Therefore a is odd and b ” c ” 2 pmod 4q,
and we obtain the relation (4.3.6). By the structure of K, we may also have
b` c ” 4 pmod 8q. Comparing the local structures, we may easily show that
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2 u. Therefore we have
labelpγL2 pKqq “ trr4, I; 2assu.
Case(4.6.2.16) L2 – xε1, 2ε2, 8ε3y. Comparing the structures of K and
λ2pL2q, we may easily show that this case does not occur.
Case(4.6.2.17) L2 – xε1, 2ε2, 16ε3y. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 1 and
K2 “ λ2pL2q – x2ε1, ε2, 8ε3y. Then we may show that a ” 2 pmod 4q, b ” 2
pmod 4q and c ” 4 pmod 8q, and we obtain the relation (4.3.6). Comparing





2 u if apb`cq
2














” 2ε1ε2 pmod 16q,
 
rr8, IV; 2a, 4b, 4css
(
otherwise.
Case(4.6.2.18) L2 – xε1, 2ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 5). In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “
2 and K2 “ λ2pL2q – x2ε1, ε2, 2
m´1ε3y. Clearly we obtain the relation (4.3.6).























, 4b, 4css, rr8, IV; 2a, 4b, 4css
(
otherwise.
Case(4.6.2.19) L2 – xε1, 4ε2, 4ε3y. In this case, we have
|γL2 pKq| “ 21´ε23
3
2` χpL2q
and K2 “ λ2pL2q – xε1, ε2, ε3y.
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Then the integers a, b and c are odd, and we obtain the relation (4.3.7).

























tLIIIu if b` c ” 2 and ε1 ı ε2 ” ε3 pmod 4q,
tLI, LII, LIIIu if b` c ” 2 and ε1 ” ε2 ” ε3 pmod 4q,
tLI, LIIu if b` c ” 2 and ε2 ı ε3 pmod 4q,
tLVIIu if b` c ” 0 and ε1 ı ε2 ” ε3 pmod 4q,
tLIV, LVILVIIu if b` c ” 0 and ε1 ” ε2 ” ε3 pmod 4q,

































rr8, II; 9a, 8b, 8css
(
if b` c ” 2 and ε1 ı ε2 ” ε3 pmod 4q,
 
rr4, I; 4ass, rr8, II; 9a, 8b, 8css
(




if b` c ” 2 and ε2 ı ε3 pmod 4q,
 
rr8, IV; 4a, 8b, 8css
(
if b` c ” 0 and ε1 ı ε2 ” ε3 pmod 4q,
 
rr4, II; 4ass, rr8, IV; 4a, 8b, 8css
(




if b` c ” 0 and ε2 ı ε3 pmod 4q.
Case(4.6.2.20) L2 – xε1, 4ε2, 16ε3y. In this case, we have ε1 ı ε2 pmod 4q
and hence |γL2 pKq| “ 4, and K2 “ λ2pL2q – xε1, ε2, 4ε3y. Therefore a ”
4 pmod 8q and the integers b and c are odd, and we obtain the relation
(4.3.7). Comparing the local structures, we may easily show that γL2 pKq “
tLI, LII, LIV, LVIu. Therefore we obtain
labelpγL2 pKqq “ trr4, I; 4ass, rr4, II; 4assu.
Case(4.6.2.21) L2 – xε1, 4ε2, 2
mε3y, m ě 5. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “
4, and K2 “ λ2pL2q – xε1, ε2, 2
m´2ε3y. Then we obtain the relation (4.3.7).
Comparing the local structures, we may easily show that
γL2 pKq “
#
tLI, LII, LIII, LVIIu if a is odd,
tLI, LII, LIV, LVIu otherwise.
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rr4, I; 4ass, rr8, II; 9a, 8b, 8css, rr8, IV; 4a, 8b, 8css
(
if a is odd,
 
rr4, I; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass
(
otherwise.
Case(4.6.2.22) L2 – xε1, 8ε2, 8ε3y. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 21`ε23
and K2 “ λ2pL2q – xε1, 2ε2, 2ε3y. Then the integer a is odd and b ” c ” 2
pmod 4q, and we obtain the relation (4.3.7). Comparing the local structures,









tLIIIu if ε2 ” ε3 pmod 4q and a ” ε1 pmod 8q ,
tLVIIu if ε2 ” ε3 pmod 4q and a ı ε1 pmod 8q ,










trr8, II; 9a, 8b, 8cssu if ε2 ” ε3 pmod 4q and a ” ε1 pmod 8q ,
trr8, IV; 4a, 8b, 8cssu if ε2 ” ε3 pmod 4q and a ı ε1 pmod 8q ,
trr4, II; 4assu if ε2 ı ε3 pmod 4q.




trr8, II; 9a, 8b, 8css, rr8, IV; 4a, 8b, 8cssu if a ” ε1 pmod 8q ,
trr4, II; 4assu otherwise.
Case(4.6.2.24) L2 – xε1, 2
mε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 5). In this case, we have
|γL2 pKq| “ 4 and K2 “ λ2pL2q – xε1, 2m´2ε2, 2m´2ε3y. Then we obtain the
relation (4.3.7). Comparing the local structures, we may easily show that
γL2 pKq “
#
tLIII, LIV, LVI, LVIIu if a is odd,
tLI, LII, LIVLVIu otherwise.
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rr4, II; 4ass, rr8, II; 9a, 8b, 8css, rr8, IV; 4a, 8b, 8css
(
if a is odd,
 
rr4, I; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass
(
otherwise.
Case(4.6.2.25) L2 – xε1, 8ε2, 16ε3y. We may easily show that this case does
not occur.
Case(4.6.2.26) L2 – xε1, 16ε2, 32ε3y. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 2 and
K2 “ λ2pL2q – xε1, 4ε2, 8ε3y. Then we may assume that a ” c ” 4 pmod 8q
and b ” 2 pmod 4q, and we obtain the relation (4.3.7). Comparing the local





















Case(4.6.2.27) L2 – xε1, 2
mε2, 2
m`1ε3y (m ě 5). This case is similar to
Case(4.6.2.26) and we obtain
labelpγL2 pKqq “
 
rr4, I; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass
(
.
Case(4.6.2.28) L2 – xε1, 8ε2, 32ε3y. This case is similar to Case(4.6.2.26)
and we obtain the same rsult.
Case(4.6.2.29) L2 – xε1, 16ε2, 64ε3y. This case is similar to Case(4.6.2.26)
and we obtain the same rsult.
Case(4.6.2.30) L2 – xε1, 2
mε2, 2
m`2ε3y (m ě 5). This case is similar to
Case(4.6.2.27) and we obtain the same result.
Case(4.6.2.31) L2 – xε1, 8ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 6). In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “
2 and K2 “ λ2pL2q – xε1, 2ε2, 2
m´2ε3y. Then we obtain the relation (4.3.7).
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tLI, LIIu if a ” 2 pmod 4q and
b`c
2
” ε1 pmod 8q,
tLIV, LVIu if a ” 2 pmod 4q and
b`c
2
ı ε1 pmod 8q,
tLIII, LVIIu if a is odd and a ” ε1 pmod 8q,
tLIV, LVIu if a is odd and a ı ε1 pmod 8q.














ı ε1 pmod 8q,




rr8, II; 9a, 8b, 8css, rr8, IV; a, 8b, 8css
(




if a ı ε1 pmod 8q,
otherwise.
Case(4.6.2.32) L2 – xε1, 16ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 7). This case is similar to
Case(4.6.2.31) and we obtain the same result.
Case(4.6.2.33) L2 – xε1, 2
nε2, 2
mε3y (m ě n ` 3 ě 8). This case is similar
to the Case(4.6.2.31) and we obtain the same result.
Third, we consider the case when K – K8,IIIpa, b, cq for some positive
integers a, b, c. Then we have dK “ 2abp2c ´ a ´ bq. Put c1 :“ 2c ´ a ´ b










‚:“ K 18,IIIpa, b, c
1
q.
Then it is clear that 2abc1 ” 0 pmod 4q. Note that any lattice of the form
K 18,IIIpa, b, cq is independent of the order of integers a, b and c up to isometry.
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Let K “ Zx` Zy ` Zz – K 18,IIIpa, b, cq. Then we may obtain


























































‚, L1IV – x2a, 2b, 2cy.
Theorem 4.6.3. Let L be a primitive ternary lattice which is not stable over
Z2 and let K :“ λ2epLq. Suppose that |OpKq| “ 8 and K is of type III. Then
the multiset labelpγL2epKqq is completely determined by the label of K and the
structure of L2.
Proof. Since labelpKq “ rr8, III; 2a, 2b, 2css for some positive integers a, b and
c, it is possible to determine the set ta, b, cu from the label of K and hence it
decides the class rKs. We only have to check the assetion for possible local
structures of L2.
Case(4.6.3.1) L2 – T K x2
mεy (m ě 4). In this case, we have |γL4 pKq| “ 4
and K2 “ λ4pL2q – T K x2
m´2εy. Then exactly two of a, b, c are odd and we
obtain the relation (4.3.5). Comparing the local structures, we may easily
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rr4, II; 2ass, rr4, II; 2bss
(
if a, b are odd,
 
rr4, II; 2ass, rr4, II; 2css
(
if a, c are odd,
 
rr4, II; 2bss, rr4, II; 2css
(
if b, c are odd.
Case(4.6.3.2) L2 – xεy K 8T . Observing the local structure of K2, we may
verify that this case does not occur.
Case(4.6.3.3) L2 – xεy K 2
mT (m ě 4). In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 4






Case(4.6.3.4) L2 – xε1, ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 3), ε1 ı ε2 pmod 4q. In this case,
we have |γL2 pKq| “ 2p2´ τq and K2 “ λ2pL2q – T K x2m´1ε3y. Then we may
assume that the integers a and b are odd and the integer c is even, and we




tLII, LIIIu if ε1ε2 ” 7 pmod 8q,





rr8, II; 9b, 4a, 4css, rr8, II; 9a, 4b, 4css
(
if ε1ε2 ” 7 pmod 8q,
 
rr2ss, rr8, II; 9b, 4a, 4css, rr8, II; 9a, 4b, 4css
(
if ε1ε2 ” 3 pmod 8q.
Case(4.6.3.5) L2 – xε1, ε2, 8ε3y, ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4q. In this case, we have
|γL2 pKq| “ 1 and K2 “ λ2pL2q – xε11, ε12, 4ε3y. Then we may assume that
the integers a and b are odd and c ” 2 pmod 4q, and we obtain the relation
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(4.3.6). Comparing the local structures, we may easily show that
γL2 pKq “
#
tLIIu if b ” ε1 pmod 4q,





rr8, II; 9b, 4a, 4css
(
if b ” ε1 pmod 4q,
 
rr8, II; 9a, 4b, 4css
(
if a ” ε1 pmod 4q.
Case(4.6.3.6) L2 – xε1, ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 4), ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4q. This case is
similar to Case(4.6.3.5) and we obtain
labelpγL2 pKqq “
 
rr8, II; 9b, 4a, 4cs, rr8, II; 9a, 4b, 4css
(
.
Case(4.6.3.7) L2 – xε1, 2ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 2). In this case, there is no lattice
which is isometric locally to pL2q
2 in the seven candidates, and hence this
case is impossible.
Case(4.6.3.8) L2 – xε1, 4ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 4). In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “
21`ε12 and K2 “ λ2pL2q – xε1, ε2, 2
m´2ε3y. Then we may assume that the
integers a and b are odd and the integer c is even, and we obtain the relation
(4.3.7). By the local structure of K2, we may show that ε1ε2 ” 1 pmod 4q







Case(4.6.3.9) L2 – xε1, 8ε2, 8ε3y or xε1, 16ε2, 16ε3y. These lattices have an
unimodular component of rank 1. Then we may show that the integers
a, b and c are all even by the local structure of K2. Therefore dK ” 0
pmod 16q and the former lattice is impossible. If L2 – xε1, 16ε2, 16ε3y, we have
λ2pL2q – xε1, 4ε2, 4ε3y and hence a ” b ” c ” 2 pmod 4q. Then K
1
8,IIIpa, b, cq2
is not isometric to λ2pL2q and this is a contradiction. Hence the latter lattice
is also impossible.
Case(4.6.3.10) L2 – xε1, 8ε2, 32ε3y, xε1, 16ε2, 32ε3y or xε1, 16ε2, 64ε3y. By
the similar argument as in Case(4.6.3.9), these lattices are impossible.
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Case(4.6.3.11) L2 – xε1, 8ε2, 2
mε3y pm ě 6q or xε1, 16ε2, 2
mε3y pm ě 7q.
These cases are impossible since the possible values of |γL2 pKq| are not equal
to the values in Table 3.1.
Case(4.6.3.12) L2 – xε1, 2
mε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 5). In this case, we have






Case(4.6.3.13) L2 – xε1, 2
mε2, 2
m`2ε3y (m ě 5). In this case, we have






Case(4.6.3.14) L2 – xε1, 2
nε2, 2
mε3y (m ě n ` 3 ě 8). In this case,






Finally, we consider the case when K “ Zx`Zy `Zz – K8,IVpa, b, cq for
some integers a, b and c. Then we have dK “ 4abc and SpKq “ tτx, τx´2y,
τx´2zu. In this case, we note that any lattice of this form is independent of
the order of integers a, b and c up to isometry. By simple calculations, we
have






8a 4pa` bq 2a











4a a` b 2a












8a 4a` b` c 4a` 2c





, LIII – x4a, 4b, 4cy,
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4a a` b a
4a a a` c
˛
‚,
L1II – x4by K
ˆ
a` c a´ c
a´ c a` c
˙
, L1IV – x4cy K
ˆ
a` b a´ b
a´ b a` b
˙
,
L1VI – x4ay K
ˆ
b` c b´ c
b´ c b` c
˙
.
Theorem 4.6.4. Let L be a primitive ternary lattice which is not stable over
Z2 and let K :“ λ2epLq. Suppose that |OpKq| “ 8 and K is of type IV. Then
the multiset labelpγL2epKqq is completely determined by the label of K and the
structure of L2.
Proof. Checking the possible local structures of K2, we may reduce the possi-
ble structures of L2. Let K – K8,IVpa, b, cq for some integers a, b and c. Sup-
pose that the integers a, b and c are all odd. Then K2 – T K x4εy. Next, we
suppose that a is even and b, c are odd. Then we have K2 – xε1, ε2, 2
ord2a`2ε3y
for some εi P Zˆ2 . Finally, we suppose that a is odd and b, c are even. Then
we have
K2 – xa` cy K pa` cq
ˆ
4ac 2ac
2ac ab` ac` bc
˙
,
and we may assume that ord2pbq ď ord2pcq. Now we may consider the fol-
lowing five cases.
(i) If ord2pbq ă ord2pcq, then K2 – xa` c, 2
ord2pbqε2, 2
ord2pcq`2ε3y.





pmod 4q, then K2 – xa` cy K 4T .





pmod 4q, then K2 – xa` c, 4ε2, 4ε3y.






then K2 – xa` c, 2
ord2pbq`1ε2, 2
ord2pbq`1ε3y.






then K2 – ε1 K 2
ord2pbq`1T .
Therefore we may conclude that if K2 – xε1, 2
αε2, 2
βε3y , then α “ β ě 2
or β ě α ` 3, and if K2 is even, then K2 – T K x4εy. Since labelpKq “
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rr8, IV; 4a, 4b, 4css, it is possible to determine the set ta, b, cu from the label of
K. Now we only have to check the assetion for possible local structures of
L2.
Case(4.6.4.1) L2 – T K x16εy. Then we may easily show that















Case(4.6.4.2) L2 – xεy K 2
mT (m ě 4). Then we may easily show that
γL2 pKq “ tLI, LII, LIV, LVIu
if we assume that a is odd and b, c are even. Therefore we obtain
labelpγL2 pKqq “
 
rr4, II; 16bss, rr4, II; 16css
(
.





















2 u if ε1ε2 ” 7 pmod 8q,




rr4, II; 8ass, rr4, II; 8bss, rr4, II; 8css
(




if ε1ε2 ” 7 pmod 8q.
Case(4.6.4.4) L2 – xε1, ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 4), ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4q. Then we may
easily show that
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Case(4.6.4.5) L2 – xε1, 2ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 5), ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4q. Then we may
easily show that











Case(4.6.4.6) L2 – xε1, 4ε2, 2










tLI, LII, LIV, LVIu if ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4q,
tLI, LVIu if a` c ” ε1 ı ε2 pmod 4q,
tLII, LIVu if a` b ” ε1 ı ε2 pmod 4q,










rr4, II; 16bss, rr4, II; 16css
(








if a` b ” ε1 ı ε2 pmod 4q.
Case(4.6.4.7) L2 – xε1, 16ε2, 16ε3y. Then we may easily show that
γL2 pKq “
#
tLI, LVIu if a` c ” ε1 pmod 8q,
tLII, LIVu if a` b ” ε1 pmod 8q,










if a` b ” ε1 pmod 8q.
Case(4.6.4.8) L2 – xε1, 2
mε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 5). Then we may easily show that
γL2 pKq “ tLI, LII, LIV, LVIu,
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where a is odd and b, c are even. Therefore we obtain
labelpγL2 pKqq “
 
rr4, II; 16bss, rr4, II; 16css
(
.
Case(4.6.4.9) L2 – xε1, 8ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 6). Then we may easily show that
γL2 pKq “
#
tLI, LVIu if a ” ε1 pmod 8q,
tLII, LIVu if a ı ε1 pmod 8q,










if a ı ε1 pmod 8q.
Case(4.6.4.10) L2 – xε1, 16ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 7). This case is similar to
Case(4.6.4.9) and we have the same result.
Case(4.6.4.11) L2 – xε1, 2
nε2, 2
mε3y (m ě n ` 3 ě 8). This case is similar
to Case(4.6.4.8) and we obtain the same result.
4.7 The case when |OpKq| “ 4
Assume that |OpKq| “ 4. Then we classified such lattices into two types in
the above section. As mentioned above, there are some exceptional cases in
which our claim does not hold. These cases are listed in the last theorem of
this section.
First, we consider the case when K “ Zx ` Zy ` Zz – K4,Ipa, b, c, dq,
where a, b, c and d are relatively prime integers. Then we may obtain
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LV – x4ay K
ˆ














a` b` 2c` d 2pb` cq 2pc` dq
2pb` cq 4b 4c
2pc` dq 4c 4d
˛
‚,
and we also have































‚, L1VI – xay K
ˆ







a` d c` d 2d
c` d b` 2c` d 2pc` dq
2d 2pc` dq 4d
˛
‚.
Theorem 4.7.1. Let L be a primitive ternary lattice which is not stable
over Z2 and let K :“ λ2epLq. Suppose that |OpKq| “ 4 and K is of type I.
Then the multiset labelpγL2epKqq is completely determined by dK, labelpKq,
labelpλ2pKqq and the structure of L2 except only the case when K2 is a uni-
modular lattice. In the exceptional case, the multiset labelpγL2epKqq depends
on whether K 1 is even or odd, where
K – xay K K 1
for some positive integer a and some binary lattice K 1.
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Proof. Since K – K4,Ipa, b, c, dq for some integers a, b, c and d, we have






and the label of K is rr4, I; ass.
Case(4.7.1.1) L2 – T K x4εy. Then we may assume that a, b, d are odd




tL1VIIu if b, d are odd,











if K 1 is even.
But we can not determine that K 1 is either even or odd by labelpKq. This
problem is dealt in Section 2 of Chapter 5.
Case(4.7.1.2) L2 – A K x8εy. In this case, we have |γL4 pKq| “ 1 and
K2 “ λ4pL2q – A K x2εy. Then a ” 2 pmod 4q, b and d are even and c is
odd, and we obtain the relation (4.3.5). Comparing the local structures, we













tL1Iu if b ” d ” 2 pmod 4q,
tL1IIIu if b ” 0 pmod 4q and d ” 2 pmod 4q,
tL1Vu if b ” 2 pmod 4q and d ” 0 pmod 4q,




















Case(4.7.1.3) L2 – H K x8εy. This case is similar to Case(4.7.1.2) and we
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Case(4.7.1.4) L2 – T K x2
mεy (m ě 4). This case is also similar to
Case(4.7.1.2) and we have
labelpγL4 pKqq “
 
rr4, I; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass
(
.
Case(4.7.1.5) L2 – xεy K 2T . In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 1 and
K2 “ λ2pL2q – x2εy K T . Then a ” 2 pmod 4q, b and d are even and c is
odd, and we obtain the relation (4.3.6). Comparing the local structures, we
may easily show that γL2 pKq “ tpLIIIq
1









Case(4.7.1.6) L2 – xεy K 4T . In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 1 and
K2 “ λ2pL2q – xεy K T . Then a is odd and we may assume that b, d are
both even or both odd. we obtain the relation (4.3.7). Comparing the local
structures, we may easily show that
γL2 pKq “
#
tLVIIu if b and d are odd,











if K 1 is even.
But we can not determine whether K 1 is even or odd by labelpKq. This
problem is dealt in Section 2 of Chapter 5.
Case(4.7.1.7) L2 – xεy K 8A. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 1 and
K2 “ λ2pL2q – xεy K 2A. Then a is odd, b ” d ” 0 pmod 4q and c ” 2
pmod 4q, and we obtain the relation (4.3.7). Comparing the local structures,
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tLIIIu if b ” d ” 4 pmod 8q,
tLIVu if b ” 4 pmod 8q and d ” 0 pmod 8q,
tLVIu if b ” 0 pmod 8q and d ” 4 pmod 8q,















” 7a pmod 8q.









” 3a pmod 8q,
 




” 7a pmod 8q.
Case(4.7.1.9) L2 – xεy K 2
mT (m ě 4). This case is also similar to
Case(4.7.1.7) and we have
labelpγL2 pKqq “
 
rr4, I; ass, rr4, II; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass
(
.
Case(4.7.1.10) L2 – xε1, ε2, 2ε3y. In this case, the integers a and bd´ c
2 are
odd, and we obtain the relation (4.3.7). Then we may assume that b and d
are odd, or b and d are even. Suppose that b and d are odd. Comparing the















2 u if K2 is anisotropic,
tpLVq
1
2 u if K2 is isotropic and a ” dK pmod 4q,
tpLIVq
1
2 u or tpLVIq
1
2 u if K2 is isotropic and a ı dK pmod 4q.
Therefore if K2 is anisotropic, we have
labelpγL2 pKqq “
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if a ı dK pmod 4q.



















if K2 is isotropic,
 
rr4, I; 2ass, rr4, I; 2ass, rr4, I; 2ass
(
if K2 is anisotropic.
But we can not determine whether K 1 is even or odd by labelpKq. This
problem is dealt in Section 2 of Chapter 5.
Case(4.7.1.11) L2 – xε1, ε2, 4ε3y, ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4q. In this case, we have
|γL2 pKq| “ 1 and K2 “ λ2pL2q – xε11, ε12, 2ε3y. Then we may assume that
a ” 2 pmod 4q, bd ” 1 pmod 4q and c is even, or a, b are odd and c, d are
even. We obtain the relation (4.3.6). Comparing the local structures, we











2 u if a ” 2 pmod 4q,
tpLIVq
1
2 u if a is odd and a` b ” 2 pmod 4q,
tpLVIIq
1











if a is odd.
Case(4.7.1.12) L2 – xε1, ε2, 4ε3y, ε1 ı ε2 pmod 4q. In this case, we have
|γL2 pKq| “ 3 and K2 “ λ2pL2q – T K xε3y. Then a ” 2 pmod 4q, b ” d ” 0
pmod 2q and c is odd, and we obtain the relation (4.3.6). Comparing the
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” 7 pmod 8q,
 




” 3 pmod 8q.
Case(4.7.1.13) L2 – xε1, ε2, 8ε3y, ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4q. In this case, we have
|γL2 pKq| “ 1 and K2 “ λ2pL2q – xε11, ε12, 4ε3y. Then we may assume that
a ” 4 pmod 8q, bd ” 1 pmod 4q and c is even, or a, b are odd, c is odd and
d ” 0 pmod 4q. We obtain the relation (4.3.6). Consider the former case.
































2 u if dK
a
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pLVIIq
1






Case(4.7.1.14) L2 – xε1, ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 4), ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4q. In this case,
we have |γL2 pKq| “ 2 and K2 “ λ2pL2q – xε11, ε12, 2m´1ε3y. Then we may
assume that a, b are odd and c ” d ” 0 pmod 8q, or a ” 0 pmod 8q, b
and d are odd and c is even. we obtain the relation (4.3.6). First, consider
the former case. Then we have a ` b ” 2 pmod 4q since ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4q.
Therefore we have





and hence we obtain
labelpγL2 pKqq “
 
rr4, II; 2ass, rr4, II; 2ass
(
.
Next, we consider the latter case. Then we have bd ” 1 pmod 4q since ε11 ” ε
1
2
pmod 4q. Therefore we have





and hence we obtain
labelpγL2 pKqq “
 
rr4, I; 2ass, rr4, II; 2ass
(
.
Case(4.7.1.15) L2 – xε1, ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 3), ε1ε2 ” 7 pmod 8q. In this case,
we have |γL2 pKq| “ 2 and K2 “ λ2pL2q – H K x2m´1ε3y. Then a ” 0
pmod 4q, bd ” 0 pmod 8q and c is odd, and we obtain the relation (4.3.6).























2 u if b ” d ” 0 pmod 4q.
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rr4, I; 2ass, rr4, II; 2ass
(
.
Case(4.7.1.16) L2 – xε1, ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 3), ε1ε2 ” 3 pmod 8q. This case is
similar to Case(4.7.1.15) and we have
labelpγL2 pKqq “
 
rr4, I; 2ass, rr4, I; 2ass, rr4, I; 2ass, rr4, II; 2ass, rr4, II; 2ass, rr4, II; 2ass
(
.
Case(4.7.1.17) L2 – xε1, 2ε2, 2ε3y. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 1 and
K2 “ λ2pL2q – x2ε1, ε2, ε3y. Then we may assume that a, b are odd and
c ” d ” 0 pmod 2q, or a ” 0 pmod 8q, b and d are odd and c is even.












a` b` 2c` d 2pb` cq
2pb` cq 4b
˙
are 2-modular matrices. Therefore only pLIq
1






Next, we consider the latter case. Then only pLIIIq
1


























rr4, I; 2ass, rr4, I; 2ass
(
if a is odd,
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Case(4.7.1.19) L2 – xε1, 2ε2, 8ε3y. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 1 and
K2 “ λ2pL2q – x2ε1, ε2, 4ε3y. Clearly we obtain the relation (4.3.6).
Subcase(4.7.1.19-1) First, suppose that the integer a is odd. Then we may
assume that b ” 2 pmod 4q, c ” 0 pmod 4q and d ” 4 pmod 8q. Comparing


















Subcase(4.7.1.19-2) Next, suppose that a ” 2 pmod 4q. Then we may
assume that b is odd, c is even and d ” 0 pmod 4q. Furthermore we have



























where S2pKq is the Hasse symbol of K at 2. Since b ” τS2pKq pmod 4q,

























” 2 pmod 8q
´1 otherwise.




pmod 4q. Then we have bd´c
2
4
” 3 pmod 4q.
By the previous results, we have labelpλ2pKqq “ rr4, I;
a
2
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pmod 4q. By Case(4.7.1.18), we obtain
γK2 pλ2pKqq{ „“
!








































Here, it is clear that rKs P
 
rM s, rĂM s
(
. Actually, this result does not mean
that we determined the multiset labelpγL2 pKqq. But this kind of determina-
tion enable us to excute Step (II) of our procedure successfully. Next, sup-























pmod 8q, the integer b
1`c1
4
is even and this is a contradiction.
Therefore there is no such a case.
Subcase(4.7.1.19-3) Finally, suppose that a ” 4 pmod 8q. Then we may






























Case(4.7.1.20) L2 – xε1, 2ε2, 16ε3y. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 1 and
K2 “ λ2pL2q – x2ε1, ε2, 8ε3y. Then the integer a is odd or a ” 2 pmod 4q or
a ” 8 pmod 16q, and we obtain the relation (4.3.6). First, assume that the
integer a is odd. Then we may assume that b ” 2 pmod 4q, c ” 8 pmod 16q





2 u if ab
2










Next, suppose that a ” 2 pmod 4q. Then we may assume that b is odd, c ” 4





2 u if ab
2



















We may determine b modulo 8 by the congruent relation ab
2
” ε1ε2 pmod 4q
and Table 4.1 for S2pKq. Finally, suppose that a ” 8 pmod 16q. Then we
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Table 4.1: Values of S2pKq
a
2
” 1 pmod 4q a
2
” 3 pmod 4q
dK
16
” 1 pmod 8q pb,´2q ´pb, 2q
dK
16
” 3 pmod 8q pb, 2q pb,´2q
dK
16
” 5 pmod 8q ´pb,´2q pb, 2q
dK
16
















Case(4.7.1.21) L2 – xε1, 2ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 5). In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “










rr4, I; 2ass, rr4, I; 2ass
(




ss, rr4, II; 2ass
(
if a ” 2 pmod 4q,
 
rr4, I; 2ass, rr4, II; 2ass
(
if a ” 0 pmod 16q.
Case(4.7.1.22) L2 – xε1, 4ε2, 4ε3y. Then K2 “ λ2pL2q – xε1, ε2, ε3y and we
obtain the relation (4.3.7). Clearly the integer a is odd, and we may assume
that b and d are both odd or both even.
Subcase(4.7.1.22-1) Suppose that K2 is isotropic and ε2 ” ε2 pmod 4q. In










tLIIIu if b, d are odd and a ” dK pmod 4q,
tLIu or tLIIu if b, d are odd and a ı dK pmod 4q,
tLIVu or tLVIu or tLVIIu if b, d are even.
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if K 1 is even,
Subcase(4.7.1.22-2) Suppose that K2 is isotropic and ε2 ı ε2 pmod 4q. In
this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 2 and ε1 ı dK pmod 4q. Comparing the local



















tLI, LIIu if b, d are odd and a ” dK pmod 4q,
tLI, LIIIu or tLII, LIIIu if b, d are odd and a ı dK pmod 4q,
tLIV, LVIu if b ” d ” 0 pmod 4q,
tLVI, LVIIu if b ” 2 and d ” 0 pmod 4q,











rr4, I; 4ass, rr4, I; 4ass
(
if K 1 is odd and a ” dK pmod 4q,
 
rr4, I; 4ass, rr4, I; ass
(
if K 1 is odd and a ı dK pmod 4q,
 
rr4, II; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass
(
if K 1 is even.
Subcase(4.7.1.22-3) Suppose that K2 is anisotropic. In this case, we have
|γL2 pKq| “ 3. Then we may easily show that
γL2 pKq “
#
tLI, LII, LIIIu if b, d are odd,





rr4, I; ass, rr4, I; 4ass, rr4, I; 4ass
(
if K 1 is odd,
 
rr4, II; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass
(
if K 1 is even.
But we can not determine whether K 1 is even or odd by labelpKq. This
problem is dealt in Section 2 of Chapter 5.
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Case(4.7.1.23) L2 – xε1, 4ε2, 8ε3y. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 2 and
K2 “ λ2pL2q – xε1, ε2, 2ε3y. Then the integer a is odd or a ” 2 pmod 4q, and
we obtain the relation (4.3.7).
Subcase(4.7.1.23-1) Suppose that the integer a is odd. Then we may




tLII, LIIIu or tLIII, LVu if a ” ε1 pmod 4q,





rr4, I; ass, rr4, I; 4ass
(
if a ” ε1 pmod 4q,
 
rr4, I; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass
(
otherwise.
Subcase(4.7.1.23-2) Suppose that a ” 2 pmod 4q. Then we may assume




pmod 4q, then b ı d pmod 4q
and we may easily show that













” 6 pmod 8q,
0 otherwise.
Comparing the local structures, we may show that
γL2 pKq “
#























2 and ε1 ” p´1q
ηS2pKqpmod 4q,
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Case(4.7.1.24) L2 – xε1, 4ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 4), ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4q. In this case,
we have |γL2 pKq| “ 4 and K2 “ λ2pL2q – xε1, ε2, 2m´2ε3y. Then the integer a
is odd or a ” 0 pmod 4q, and we obtain the relation (4.3.7).
Subcase(4.7.1.24-1) Suppose that the integer a is odd. We may assume
that b is odd, c is even and d ” 0 pmod 4q. Then we may easily show that




rr4, I; ass, rr4, I; 4ass, rr4, I; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass
(
.
Subcase(4.7.1.24-2) Suppose that a ” 0 pmod 4q. We may assume that b
and d are odd and c is even. Then we may easily show that




rr4, I; 4ass, rr4, I; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass
(
.
Case(4.7.1.25) L2 – xε1, 4ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 4), ε1 ı ε2 pmod 4q. In this case,
we have |γL2 pKq| “ 2 and we obtain the relation (4.3.7).
Subcase(4.7.1.25-1) Suppose that the integer a is odd. We may assume
that b is odd, c is even and d ” 0 pmod 4q. Since ε1 ı ε2 pmod 4q, we have
a ı b pmod 4q. Then we may easily show that
γL2 pKq “
#






rr4, I; ass, rr4, II; 4ass
(
if a ” ε1 pmod 4q,
 
rr4, I; 4ass, rr4, I; 4ass
(
otherwise.
Subcase(4.7.1.25-2) Suppose that a ” 0 pmod 4q. We may assume that b
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and d are odd and c is even. Since ε1 ı ε2 pmod 4q, we have b ı d pmod 4q.
Then we may easily show that




rr4, I; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass
(
.
Case(4.7.1.26) L2 – xε1, 8ε2, 8ε3y, ε2 ” ε3 pmod 4q. In this case, we have
|γL2 pKq| “ 1 and the integer a is odd or a ” 2 pmod 4q. We obtain the
relation (4.3.7).
Subcase(4.7.1.26-1) Suppose that the integer a is odd. We may assume









tLIIIu if a ” ε1 pmod 8q,
tLVIIu if a ” ε1 ` 4 pmod 8q,












Subcase(4.7.1.26-2) Suppose that a ” 2 pmod 4q. We may assume that b




d ” ab ¨ dK
4
pmod 8q and ε1 ”
dK
4
pmod 4q. Consider the case that a
2
” 1
pmod 4q and dK
4
” 1 pmod 8q. Then a ” 2 pmod 8q, d ” 2b pmod 8q and













tLIIu or tLVu if ε1 ” 1 pmod 8q and S2pKq “ 1,
tLIVu or tLVIIu if ε1 ” 1 pmod 8q and S2pKq “ ´1,
tLIVu or tLVIIu if ε1 ı 1 pmod 8q and S2pKq “ 1,
tLIIu or tLVu if ε1 ı 1 pmod 8q and S2pKq “ ´1.
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tLIIu or tLVu if ε1 ”
dK





tLIVu or tLVIIu if ε1 ”
dK





tLIVu or tLVIIu if ε1 ı
dK





tLIIu or tLVu if ε1 ı
dK




























































Case(4.7.1.27) L2 – xε1, 8ε2, 8ε3y, ε2 ı ε3 pmod 4q. In this case, we have
|γL2 pKq| “ 2 and the integer a is odd or a ” 2 pmod 4q. We obtain the
relation (4.3.7).
Subcase(4.7.1.27-1) Suppose that the integer a is odd. We may assume
that b ” d ” 2 pmod 4q and c ” 0 pmod 4q. Then we may easily show that
γL2 pKq “
#






rr4, I; ass, rr4, II; 4ass
(
if a ” ε1 pmod 4q,
 
rr4, II; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass
(
otherwise.
Subcase(4.7.1.27-2) Suppose that a ” 2 pmod 4q. We may assume that b
is odd, c is even and d ” 2 pmod 4q. Then we may easily show that
γL2 pKq “ tLII or LV, LIV or LVIIu.
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rr4, I; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass
(
.
Case(4.7.1.28) L2 – xε1, 16ε2, 16ε3y. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 2 and
the integer a is odd or a ” 4 pmod 8q. We obtain the relation (4.3.7).
Subcase(4.7.1.28-1) Suppose that the integer a is odd. We may assume
that b ” d ” 4 pmod 8q and c ” 0 pmod 8q. Then we may easily show that
γL2 pKq “
#






rr4, I; ass, rr4, II; 4ass
(
if a ” ε1 pmod 8q,
 
rr4, II; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass
(
otherwise.
Subcase(4.7.1.28-2) Suppose that a ” 4 pmod 8q. We may assume that b
is odd, c ” 0 pmod 4q and d ” 4 pmod 8q. Then we may easily show that




rr4, I; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass
(
.
Case(4.7.1.29) L2 – xε1, 2
mε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 5). In this case, we have
|γL2 pKq| “ 4 and the integer a is odd or a ” 0 pmod 8q. We obtain the
relation (4.3.7).
Subcase(4.7.1.29-1) Suppose that the integer a is odd. Then we may easily
show that
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Subcase(4.7.1.29-2) Suppose that a ” 0 pmod 8q. We may assume that b
is odd, c is even. Then we may easily show that




rr4, I; 4ass, rr4, I; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass
(
.
Case(4.7.1.30) L2 – xε1, 8ε2, 16ε3y. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 1, and
the integer a is odd, a ” 2 pmod 4q or a ” 4 pmod 8q. We obtain the relation
(4.3.7).
Subcase(4.7.1.30-1) Suppose that the integer a is odd. Then we may




tLIIIu if a ” ε1 pmod 8q,












Subcase(4.7.1.30-2) Suppose that a ” 2 pmod 4q. We may assume that b
is odd, c ” 0 pmod 4q and d ” 4 pmod 8q. Then we may easily show that
γL2 pKq “
#
tLIIu or tLVu if b ” ε1 pmod 4q,












In order to determine labelpγL2 pKqq, we have to compute the value b modulo
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S2pKq pmod 4q if
a
2





´S2pKq pmod 4q if
a
2





S2pKq pmod 4q if
a
2





´S2pKq pmod 4q if
a
2









pmod 4q. Then we use a similar argument as
Case(4.7.1.19-2). We may show that labelpλ2pKqq “ rr4, I;
a
2
ss by the above






















Subcase(4.7.1.30-3) Suppose that a ” 4 pmod 8q. We may assume that b










pmod 8q. Consider the case that a
4
” 1 pmod 8q and dK
8
” 1




































tLIIu or tLVu if ε1 ” 1 pmod 8q and S2pKq “ 1,
tLIVu or tLVIIu if ε1 ” 1 pmod 8q and S2pKq “ ´1,
tLIIu or tLVu if ε1 ” 3 pmod 8q and S2pKq “ 1,
tLIVu or tLVIIu if ε1 ” 3 pmod 8q and S2pKq “ ´1,
tLIVu or tLVIIu if ε1 ” 5 pmod 8q and S2pKq “ 1,
tLIIu or tLVu if ε1 ” 5 pmod 8q and S2pKq “ ´1,
tLIIu or tLVu if ε1 ” 7 pmod 8q and S2pKq “ 1,
tLIVu or tLVIIu if ε1 ” 7 pmod 8q and S2pKq “ ´1.
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Case(4.7.1.31) L2 – xε1, 16ε2, 32ε3y. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 2 and
the integer a is odd or a ” 4 pmod 8q or a ” 8 pmod 16q. We obtain the
relation (4.3.7).
Subcase(4.7.1.31-1) Suppose that the integer a is odd. Then we may










rr4, I; ass, rr4, II; 4ass
(
if a ” ε1 pmod 8q,
 
rr4, II; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass
(
otherwise.
Subcase(4.7.1.31-2) Suppose that a ” 4 pmod 8q. We may assume that b
is odd, c ” 0 pmod 4q and d ” 8 pmod 16q . Then we may easily show that
γL2 pKq “
#






rr4, I; 4ass, rr4, I; 4ass
(
if b ” ε1 pmod 8q,
 
rr4, II; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass
(
otherwise.
We may determine b modulo 8 by the congruent relation b ” ε1 pmod 4q and
Table 4.2 for S2pKq.
Table 4.2: Values of S2pKq
a
2
” 1 pmod 8q a
2
” 3 pmod 8q a
2
” 5 pmod 8q a
2
” 7 pmod 8q
dK
32
” 1 pmod 4q pb,´2q pb, 2q -(b,-2) -(b,2)
dK
32
” 3 pmod 4q ´pb, 2q pb,´2q (b,2) -(b,-2)
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Subcase(4.7.1.31-3) Suppose that a ” 8 pmod 16q. We may assume that
b is odd, c ” 0 pmod 4q and d ” 4 pmod 8q . Then we may easily show that
γL2 pKq “ tLII, LIVu or tLV, LVIIu.
Therefore we have labelpγL2 pKqq “
 
rr4, I; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass
(
.
Case(4.7.1.32) L2 – xε1, 2
mε2, 2
m`1ε3y (m ě 5). In this case, we have
|γL2 pKq| “ 4 and the integer a is odd or a ” 0 pmod 8q. We obtain the
relation (4.3.7). Then we may easily show that
γL2 pKq “
#
tLIII, LIV, LVI, LVIIu if a is odd,





rr4, I; ass, rr4, II; 4as, rr4, II; 4as, rr4, II; 4ass
(
if a is odd,
 
rr4, I; 4ass, rr4, I; 4as, rr4, II; 4as, rr4, II; 4ass
(
otherwise.
Case(4.7.1.33) L2 – xε1, 8ε2, 32ε3y. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 2 and
the integer a is odd or a ” 2 pmod 4q or a ” 8 pmod 16q. We obtain the
relation (4.3.7).
Subcase(4.7.1.33-1) Suppose that the integer a is odd. Then we may










rr4, I; ass, rr4, II; 4ass
(
if a ” ε1 pmod 8q,
 
rr4, II; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass
(
otherwise.
Subcase(4.7.1.33-2) Suppose that a ” 2 pmod 4q. Then we may assume
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” ε2 pmod 4q,
 
rr4, II; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass
(
otherwise.
Subcase(4.7.1.33-3) Suppose that a ” 8 pmod 16q. Then we may assume
that b is odd, c ” 0 pmod 2q and d ” 2 pmod 4q. Since b ” a
2
ε1ε2 pmod 4q,
we may easily show that




rr4, I; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass
(
.
Case(4.7.1.34) L2 – xε1, 16ε2, 64ε3y. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 2 and
the integer a is odd or a ” 4 pmod 8q or a ” 16 pmod 32q. We obtain the
relation (4.3.7).
Subcase(4.7.1.34-1) Suppose that the integer a is odd. This case is similar
to Subcase
(4.7.1.33- 1) and we obtain the same result.
Subcase(4.7.1.34-2) Suppose that a ” 4 pmod 8q. This case is similar to
Subcase(4.7.1.33-2) but we can not determine b modulo 8. By the similar























Subcase(4.7.1.34-3) Suppose that a ” 16 pmod 32q. This case is similar
to Subcase(4.7.1.33-3) and we obtain the same result.
Case(4.7.1.35) L2 – xε1, 2
mε2, 2
m`2ε3y (m ě 5). In this case, we have
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|γL2 pKq| “ 4 and the integer a is odd or even. We obtain the relation (4.3.7).




rr4, I; ass, rr4, II; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass
(
if a is odd,
 
rr4, I; 4ass, rr4, I; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass
(
otherwise.
Case(4.7.1.36) L2 – xε1, 8ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 6). In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “
2 and the integer a is odd or a ” 2 pmod 4q or a ” 0 pmod 16q. We obtain



















tLIII, LVIu if a ” ε1 pmod 8q,
tLIV, LVIIu if a is odd and a ı ε1 pmod 8q,
tLII, LVu if
a
2 ” ε2 pmod 8q,
tLIV, LVIIu if a ” 2 pmod 4q and
a
2 ı ε2 pmod 8q,




















trr4, I; ass, rr4, II; 4assu if a ” ε1 pmod 8q,
trr4, II; 4ass, rr4, II; 4assu if a is odd and a ı ε1 pmod 8q,
trr4, I; 4ass, rr4, I; 4assu if a2 ” ε2 pmod 8q,
trr4, II; 4ass, rr4, II; 4assu if a ” 2 pmod 4q and a2 ı ε2 pmod 8q,
trr4, I; 4ass, rr4, II; 4assu otherwise.
Case(4.7.1.37) L2 – xε1, 16ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 7). This case is similar to
Case(4.7.1.36) and we obtain the same result.
Case(4.7.1.38) L2 – xε1, 2
nε2, 2
mε3y (8 ď n ` 3 ď m). This case is also




rr4, I; ass, rr4, II; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass
(
if a is odd,
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We need to determine whether the binary lattice K 1 is even or odd in
the four cases Case(4.7.1.1), Case(4.7.1.6), Case(4.7.1.10) and Case(4.7.1.22).
We are going to deal this problem in Section 2 of Chapter 5.
Next, we consider the case when K “ Zx ` Zy ` Zz – K4,IIpa, b, c, dq.
























2a` d 2pa` cq 2d








2a b` 2c` d 2pc` dq































2a` d a` c 2d








a b` 2c` d 2pc` dq
0 2pc` dq 4d
˛
‚.
Theorem 4.7.2. Let L be a primitive ternary lattice which is not stable
over Z2 and let K :“ λ2epLq. Suppose that |OpKq| “ 4 and K is of type II.
Then the multiset labelpγL2epKqq is completely determined by dK, labelpKq,
labelpλ2pKqq and the structure of L2.
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and the label of K is rr4, II; 2ass.
Case(4.7.2.1) L2 – T K x4εy. In this case, we have |γL4 pKq| “ 1 and
K2 “ λ4pL2q – T K xεy. Then we may assume that a, b and d are odd by a
suitable base change since dK “ 2apbd´ c2q ´ ad2. Then we have











Case(4.7.2.2) L2 – T K x8εy. In this case, we have |γL4 pKq| “ 2`χpT q and
K2 “ λ4pL2q – T K x2εy. Then we may assume that the integer a is odd,


















IVu if d ” 0 pmod 4q and T – H,





rr2ss, rr4, II; 2ass
(




if T – A.
Case(4.7.2.3) L2 – T K x2
mεy (m ě 4). In this case, we have |γL4 pKq| “ 4
and K2 “ λ4pL2q – T K x2




rr2ss, rr4, II; 2ass, rr4, II; 2ass
(
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Case(4.7.2.4) L2 – xεy K 2T . In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 1 and
K2 “ λ2pL2q – x2εy K T . Then we may assume that the integer a is odd,





2 u if d ” 2 pmod 4q,
tpLVIq
1







Case(4.7.2.5) L2 – xεy K 4T . In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 1 and
K2 “ λ2pL2q – xεy K T . Then the integers a and d are odd, and we may
assume that b and c are even. Then we have







Case(4.7.2.6) L2 – xεy K 8T . In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 2`χpT q and
K2 “ λ2pL2q – xεy K 2T . Then we may show that a ” 2 pmod 4q and may
assume that b ” 0 pmod 4q, c ” 0 pmod 16q and d is odd by a suitable base














tLI, LV, LVIIu if T – H and b ” 0 pmod 8q,
tLV, LVI, LVIIu if T – H and b ” 4 pmod 8q,
tLVIu if T – A and b ” 0 pmod 8q,





rr2ss, rr4, II; 8ass
(




if T – A.
Case(4.7.2.7) L2 – xεy K 2
mT . In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 4 and K2 “
λ2pL2q – xεy K 2
m´2T . Then we may show that the integer a is even and may
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assume that b is odd. By the structure of K2, we have ord2p2ab´a
2q ě m´1
and ord2pabcq “ m ´ 2. We may verify that if a ” 2 pmod 4q, then c and d
are both even, and if a ” 0 pmod 4q, then ord2paq “ m ´ 2 and c and d are
both odd. In the latter case, we may assume that b is even and d is odd by
a suitable base change. Then we may easily show that
γL4 pKq “
#
tLII, LIV, LV, LVIIu if a ” 2 pmod 4q,







if a ” 2 pmod 4q,
 
rr2ss, rr4, II; 8ass
(
if a ” 0 pmod 4q.
Case(4.7.2.8) L2 – xε1, ε2, 2ε3y. In this case, the lattice K2 is odd unimod-
ular and we obtain the relation (4.3.6). Then we may show that the integers
a and d are odd and may assume that b is even by the suitable base change.









2 u if K2 is anisotropic,
tpLIIIq
1





rr2ss, rr4, I; ass
(




if K2 is isotropic.
Case(4.7.2.9) L2 – xε1, ε2, 4ε3y, ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4q. In this case, we have
|γL2 pKq| “ 1 and K2 “ λ2pL2q – xε11, ε12, 2ε3y. Then the integers a and d
are odd and d is even. We obtain the relation (4.3.6). Comparing the local
structures, we may easily show that γL2 pKq “ tpLIIIq
1






Case(4.7.2.10) L2 – xε1, ε2, 8ε3y, ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4q. In this case, we have
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|γL2 pKq| “ 1 and K2 “ λ2pL2q – xε11, ε12, 4ε3y. Then we may assume that the
integer b is odd, and we obtain the relation (4.3.6).
Subcase(4.7.2.10-1) Suppose that the integer a is odd and d ” 2 pmod 4q.
Then clearly c is odd since bd ´ c2 is odd. Comparing the local structures,











2 u if a ” 1 pmod 4q and S2pxε1, ε2yq “ 1, or
















if a ” 1 pmod 4q and S2pxε1, ε2yq “ 1, or





Subcase(4.7.2.10-2) Suppose that the integer a is odd and d ” 0 pmod 4q.
Then c is even and d ” 4 pmod 8q since dK ” 4 pmod 8q. This case is
similar to the previous case and we have the same result.
Subcase(4.7.2.10-3) Suppose that a ” 2 pmod 4q. Then c is odd and we
may easily show that γL2 pKq “ tpLIq
1
2 u or tpLVIq
1






Case(4.7.2.11) L2 – xε1, ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 4), ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4q. In this case,
we have |γL2 pKq| “ 2 and we may assume that b is odd. Clearly we obtain
the relation (4.3.6).
Subcase(4.7.2.11-1) Suppose that the integer a is odd. Then we may easily
show that
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Subcase(4.7.2.11-2) Suppose that a ” 2 pmod 4q. Then c is even and
bd ” 1 pmod 4q. Comparing the local structures, we may easily show that











Subcase(4.7.2.11-3) Suppose that a ” 0 pmod 4q. Then c or d is odd since
the unimodular component of K2 has rank 2. Therefore we have bd ´ c
2 ”




2 u and then
labelpλ2pKqq “ rr4, I; ass by the previous results. If c is even and d is odd,




2 u and then labelpλ2pKqq “




rr4, II; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass
(




if labelpλ2pKqq “ rr4, II; ass.
Case(4.7.2.12) L2 – xε1, ε2, 4ε3y, ε1 ı ε2 pmod 4q. In this case, we have
|γL2 pKq| “ 3 and K2 “ λ2pL2q – T K x2ε3y. Then a is odd and b, d are even.




rr2ss, rr4, I; ass
(
.
Case(4.7.2.13) L2 – xε1, ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 3), ε1ε2 ” 7 pmod 8q. In this case,
we have |γL2 pKq| “ 2 and K2 “ λ2pL2q – H K x2m´1ε3y. We obtain the
relation (4.3.6).

















rr4, I; ass, rr4, II; 4ass
(
.
Subcase(4.7.2.13-2) Suppose that the integer a is even. Then c is odd and
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if d ” 0 pmod 4q,
 
rr4, II; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass
(
if d ” 2 pmod 4q.
Now we have to determine the value d modulo 4. Suppose that a ” 2




pmod 8q since dK ” 4 pmod 8q.






























and we may show that labelpλ4pKqq “ rr4, I;
a
2
ss or rr8, II; a
2
, ˚, ˚ss by the pre-
vious results. Suppose that Opλ4pKqq is of order 4. Then we have
labelpγK4 pλ4pKqqq “
 
rr4, I; 2ass, rr4, II; 2ass, rr4, II; 2ass, rr4, II; 2ass
(
.
Observing each entry corresponding to d in the three Gram matrices of type
II, we may verify that two of them are divisible by 4 and the rest one is not.
Put γK4 pλ4pKqq{ „“ trKs, rK1s, rK2s, rK3su, where K, K1 and K2 are of type
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Case(4.7.2.14) L2 – xε1, ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 3), ε1ε2 ” 3 pmod 8q. In this case,
we have |γL2 pKq| “ 6 and K2 “ λ2pL2q – A K x2m´1ε3y. Clearly we obtain




















































rr2ss, rr2ss, rr4, I; ass, rr4, II; 4ass
(
if a is odd,
 
rr2ss, rr2ss, rr4, II; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass
(
if a is even.
Case(4.7.2.15) L2 – xε1, 2ε2, 2ε3y. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 1 and
K2 “ λ2pL2q – x2ε1, ε2, ε3y. Clearly we obtain the relation (4.3.6). We obtain
that a is odd and d is even. Comparing the local structures, we may easily
show that
γL2 pKq “ tpLIq
1









Case(4.7.2.16) L2 – xε1, 2ε2, 4ε3y. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 2 and
K2 “ λ2pL2q – x2ε1, ε2, 2ε3y. Clearly we obtain the relation (4.3.6). We
obtain that a ” 2 pmod 4q, b ” c pmod 2q and d is odd. Comparing the
local structures, we may easily show that
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Case(4.7.2.17) L2 – xε1, 2ε2, 8ε3y. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 1 and
K2 “ λ2pL2q – x2ε1, ε2, 4ε3y. We may easily show that a ” 2 pmod 4q since
K2 has no unimodular component of rank 2 and dK ” 8 pmod 16q. Further,
we may show that the integers d and c are even and b is odd. Then we have
dK ” 0 pmod 16q and this is a contradiction. Therefore this case does not
occur.
Case(4.7.2.18) L2 – xε1, 2ε2, 16ε3y. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 1 and
K2 “ λ2pL2q – x2ε1, ε2, 8ε3y. Clearly we obtain the relation (4.3.6) and the
integer a is even. Comparing the local structures, we may show that the




2 . We may verify that pLIq2 fl pLVIq2
and hence
γL2 pKq “ tpLIq
1









Note that bd´ c2 ” 2 pmod 4q.
Case(4.7.2.19) L2 – xε1, 2ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 5). In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “
2 and K2 “ λ2pL2q – x2ε1, ε2, 2
m´1ε3y. Clearly we obtain the relation (4.3.6)


























































rr4, II; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass
(








if a ” 0 pmod 8q and d is odd,
 
rr4, II; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass
(
if a ” 0 pmod 8q and d is even.
In the last two cases, we have to determine the parity of the integer d. Put
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K “ Zx` Zy ` Zz – K4,IIpa, b, c, dq. If d is even, we have


















and we may show that labelpλ2pKqq “ rr4, I; ass by the previous results. If
the integer d is odd, we may assume that b is odd, and we have


































if a ” 0 pmod 8q and
labelpλ2pKqq “ rr4, II; ass or rr8, IV; a, ˚, ˚ss,
 
rr4, II; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass
(
if a ” 0 pmod 8q and
labelpλ2pKqq “ rr4, I; ass,
in the above two cases.
Case(4.7.2.20) L2 – xε1, 4ε2, 4ε3y. In this case, we have K2 “ λ2pL2q –
xε1, ε2, ε3y and we obtain the relation (4.3.7). It is clear that the integers a
and d are both even and we may assume that b is odd. Since 2ab ´ a2 ” 1
pmod 4q, we may represent that
K2 – xb, εb, εdKy,
where ε ” 1 pmod 4q. Therefore K2 is isotropic if and only if b ı dK
pmod 4q.
Subcase(4.7.2.20-1) Suppose that L2 is isotropic and ε2 ” ε3 pmod 4q.
Then we have |γL2 pKq| “ 1 and b ı dK pmod 4q. We may show that γL2 pKq “
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Subcase(4.7.2.20-2) Suppose that L2 is anisotropic and ε2 ” ε3 pmod 4q.
Then we have |γL2 pKq| “ 3 and b ” dK pmod 4q. We may show that
γL2 pKq “
#
tLI, LII, LIVu if bd´ c
2 is odd,





rr2ss, rr4, II; 8ass
(
.
Subcase(4.7.2.20-3) Suppose that ε2 ı ε3. Then we have |γL2 pKq| “ 2 and
b ı dK pmod 4q. We may show that







Case(4.7.2.21) L2 – xε1, 4ε2, 8ε3y. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 2 and
K2 “ λ2pL2q – xε1, ε2, 2ε3y, and we obtain the relation (4.3.7). It is clear






Case(4.7.2.22) L2 – xε1, 4ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 4). In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “
21`ε12 and K2 “ λ2pL2q – xε1, ε2, 2
m´2ε3y, and we obtain the relation (4.3.7).
Subcase(4.7.2.22-1) Suppose that the integer a is odd. Then we may ver-
ify that d is even and b is odd. Since 2ab´ a2 ” 1 pmod 4q, we have ε1 ” ε2






Subcase(4.7.2.22-2) Suppose that the integer a is even. Then we may
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assume that b is odd and then bd´c2 is odd. Comparing the local structures,
































if d is even and ε1 ı ε2 pmod 4q,
 
rr2ss, rr4, II; 8ass, rr4, II; 8ass
(




if d is odd and ε1 ı ε2 ” d pmod 4q,
 
rr4, II; 8ass, rr4, II; 8ass
(
if d is odd and d ” ε1 ı ε2 pmod 4q.
Now, we have to determine the parity of d. Observing the previous results,
we may verify that
labelpλ2pKqq “
#
rr4, I; ˚ss or rr8, II; ˚ss if d is even,
rr4, II; ˚ss, rr8, IV; ˚ss, rr12; ˚ss or rr16, II; ˚ss if d is odd.
Finally, we have to determine the value of d modulo 4 when d is odd and
ε1 ı ε2 pmod 4q. If m “ 4, we may easily show that d is even. Hence we













If a ” 2 pmod 4q and m ě 6, we obtain d ı a
2
pmod 4q by a similar calcula-





Finally, suppose that a ” 0 pmod 8q. Then we may easily show that
labelpλ2pKqq “ rr4, II; ass.




. Then by a similar argument in Subcase
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Case(4.7.2.23) L2 – xε1, 8ε2, 8ε3y. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 21`ε23
and K2 “ λ2pL2q – xε1, 2ε2, 2ε3y. Clearly we obtain the relation (4.3.7). We
may easily show that a ” 2 pmod 4q and may assume that b, c and d are
odd. By a simple calculation, we obtain dK
4
” d pmod 4q and hence we have
d ”
#
ε1 pmod 4q if ε2 ” ε3 pmod 4q,
ε1 ` 2 pmod 4q otherwise.
Comparing the local structures, we may easily show that
γL2 pKq “
#













Case(4.7.2.24) L2 – xε1, 16ε2, 16ε3y. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 2 and
K2 “ λ2pL2q – xε1, 4ε2, 4ε3y. Clearly we obtain the relation (4.3.7) and the
integer a is even. We may assume that b is odd.
Subcase(4.7.2.24-1) Suppose that a ” 2 pmod 4q. Then we obtain that
bd´ c2 ” 4 pmod 8q and hence c is even and d ” 0 pmod 4q. Comparing the
local structures, we may easily show that







Subcase(4.7.2.24-2) Suppose that a ” 4 pmod 8q. Then we may show that
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the integers c and d are both odd and we have
K2 – xb, bpbd´ c
2
q, ˚y – xε1, 4ε2, 4ε3y.













¨ d ” d ” ε1 pmod 4q
and hence ε2 ” ε3 pmod 4q. Consequently,
bd´c2
4
modulo 4 is determined by








Comparing the local structures, we may easily show that
γL2 pKq “
#






rr4, II; 8ass, rr4, II; 8ass
(





Case(4.7.2.25) L2 – xε1, 2
mε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 5). In this case, we have
|γL2 pKq| “ 4 and K2 “ λ2pL2q – xε1, 2m´2ε2, 2m´2ε3y. Clearly we obtain
the relation (4.3.7) and the integer a is even. Then we may assume that the



















tLII, LIV, LV, LVIIu if a ” 2 pmod 4q or a ” 4 pmod 8q,
tLI, LV, LVI, LVIIu if a ” 0 pmod 8q and
labelpλ2pKqq “ rr4, II; ˚ss, rr8, IV; ˚ss or rr16, II; ˚ss,
tLII, LIV, LV, LVIIu if a ” 0 pmod 8q and
labelpλ2pKqq “ rr4, I; ˚ss or rr8, II; ˚ss.
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if a ” 2 pmod 4q or a ” 4 pmod 8q,
 
rr2ss, rr4, II; 8ass, rr4, II; 8ass
(
if a ” 0 pmod 8q and





if a ” 0 pmod 8q and
labelpλ2pKqq “ rr4, I; ˚ss or rr8, II; ˚ss.
Case(4.7.2.26) L2 – xε1, 8ε2, 16ε3y. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 1 and
K2 “ λ2pL2q – xε1, 2ε2, 4ε3y. Clearly we obtain the relation (4.3.7) and the
integer a is even. We may assume that b is odd. Since dK ” 8 pmod 16q, we
may show that a ” 2 pmod 4q and d is even. Then the possible candidates
are LII, LIV, LV, LVII. But this contradicts to the fact that |γL2 pKq| “ 1.
Therefore this case does not occur.
Case(4.7.2.27) L2 – xε1, 16ε2, 32ε3y. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 2 and
K2 “ λ2pL2q – xε1, 4ε2, 8ε3y. Clearly we obtain the relation (4.3.7) and the
integer a is even. We may assume that b is odd. Since dK ” 32 pmod 64q,
we may show that a ” 2 pmod 4q or a ” 4 pmod 8q. Comparing the local






Case(4.7.2.28) L2 – xε1, 2
mε2, 2
m`1ε3y (m ě 5). In this case, we have






















if ord2paq ď 3,
 
rr2ss, rr4, II; 8ass, rr4, II; 8ass
(
if ord2paq ě 4 and




if ord2paq ě 4 and
labelpλ2pKqq “ rr4, I; ˚ss or rr8, II; ˚ss.
Case(4.7.2.29) L2 – xε1, 8ε2, 32ε3y. In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “ 2. We
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Case(4.7.2.31) L2 – xε1, 2
mε2, 2
m`2ε3y (m ě 5). In this case, we have




















if ord2paq ď 3,
 
rr2ss, rr4, II; 8ass, rr4, II; 8ass
(




if ord2paq ě 4 and
labelpλ2pKqq “ rr4, I; ˚ss or rr8, II; ˚ss.
Case(4.7.2.32) L2 – xε1, 8ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 6). In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “
2 and K2 “ λ2pL2q – xε1, 2ε2, 2
m´2ε3y. Clearly we obtain the relation (4.3.7)
and the intege a is even. We may assume that b is odd.
Subcase(4.7.2.32-1) Suppose that a ” 2 pmod 4q. Since dK ” 0 pmod 32q,






Subcase(4.7.2.32-2) Suppose that a ” 4 pmod 8q. Then we may show that





rr4, II; 8ass, rr4, II; 8ass
(










¨ ε1ε2 ´ 2 pmod 4q if m “ 6,
a
4
¨ ε1ε2 pmod 4q if m ě 7.
Subcase(4.7.2.32-3) Suppose that a ” 0 pmod 8q. Then we may show that
bd´ c2 ” 2 pmod 4q and hence ord2p2apbd´ c
2qq “ 2` ord2paq. Since a ” 0
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pmod 8q and ord2pa
2dq ě 2ord2paq, we have
2` ord2paq ă 2ord2paq ď ord2pa
2dq.














if labelpλ2pKqq “ rr4, I; ˚ss,
 
rr4, II; 8ass, rr4, II; 8ass
(













If m ě 7, we may use a similar argument as in Subcase(4.7.2.13-2). If we
put γK2 pλ2pKqq{ „“ trKs, r rKsu, the isometry group of rK is of order 4 and



















Case(4.7.2.33) L2 – xε1, 16ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 7). In this case, we have |γL2 pKq| “
2 and K2 “ λ2pL2q – xε1, 4ε2, 2
m´2ε3y. Clearly we obtain the relation (4.3.7)
and the integer a is even. We may assume that b is odd.
Subcase(4.7.2.33-1) Suppose that a ” 2 pmod 4q or a ” 4 pmod 8q. Then






Subcase(4.7.2.33-2) Suppose that a ” 8 pmod 16q. Then bd ´ c2 ” 4




rr4, II; 8ass, rr4, II; 8ass
(















Subcase(4.7.2.33-3) Suppose that a ” 16 pmod 32q. Then we may easily





























the isometry group of rK is of order 4 and its label is of type II. Since


















Subcase(4.7.2.33-4) Suppose that a ” 32 pmod 64q. This case is similar







































Subcase(4.7.2.33-5) Suppose that a ” 0 pmod 64q. This case is similar to
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Case(4.7.2.34) L2 – xε1, 2
nε2, 2
mε3y (m ě n` 3 ě 8). In this case, we have
|γL2 pKq| “ 4. Clearly we obtain the relation (4.3.7). This case is similar to




























if ord2paq ď 3,
 
rr2ss, rr4, II; 8ass, rr4, II; 8ass
(
if ord2paq ě 4 and




if ord2paq ě 4 and
labelpλ2pKqq “ rr4, I; ˚ss or rr8, II; ˚ss.
Finally, we state a summary of all results in this chapter.
Theorem 4.7.3. Let L be a primitive ternary lattice which is not stable over
Z2, and let K :“ λ2epLq.
(1) Suppose that |OpKq| ‰ 4. Then the multiset labelpγL2epKqq is completely
determined by the label of K and the structure of L2.
(2) Suppose that labelpKq “ rr4, I; ass for some positive integer a, and let
K – xay K K 1. Then the multiset labelpγL2epKqq is completely determined
by the label of K, the discriminant of K and the structure of L2 except the
following exceptional cases. ( Exceptional case 1 „ Exceptional case 7)
(3) Suppose that labelpKq “ rr4, II; 2ass for some positive integer a. Then
the multiset labelpγL2epKqq is completely determined by the label of K, the
discriminant of K and the structure of L2 except the following exceptional
cases. ( Exceptional case 8 „ Exceptional case 15)










if K 1 is odd.
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if K 1 is odd.










if K 1 is odd and a ı dK pmod 4q.




rr4, I; 2ass, rr4, I; 2ass, rr4, I; 2ass
(
if K 1 is even,
 
rr4, I; 2ass, rr4, II; 2ass, rr4, II; 2ass
(
if K 1 is odd.
Exceptional case 4. L2 “ xε1, 4ε2, 4ε3y. If K2 is isotropic and ε2 ” ε3




















if K 1 is odd and a ı dK pmod 4q.










rr4, II; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass
(
if K 1 is even,
 
rr4, I; 4ass, rr4, I; 4ass
(
if K 1 is odd and a ” dK pmod 4q,
 
rr4, I; ass, rr4, I; 4ass
(
if K 1 is odd and a ı dK pmod 4q.




rr4, II; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass
(
if K 1 is even,
 
rr4, I; ass, rr4, I; 4ass, rr4, I; 4ass
(
if K 1 is odd.










with labelpKq “ labelp rKq “
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with labelpKq “ labelp rKq “


















Exceptional case 7. L2 “ xε1, 16ε2, 64ε3y, a ” 4 pmod 8q. In this case, we























Exceptional case 8. L2 “ xε1, ε2, 2
mε3y pm ě 4q, ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4q, a ” 0




rr4, II; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass
(




if labelpλ2pKqq “ rr4, II; ass.
Exceptional case 9. L2 “ xε1, ε2, 2
mε3y pm ě 3q, ε1ε2 ” 7 pmod 8q, a ” 0
pmod 8q. In this case, we have γK4 pλ4pKqq{ „“
 
rKs, rK1s, rK2s, rK3s
(
with
























Exceptional case 10. L2 “ xε1, 2ε2, 2





rr4, II; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass
(




if labelpλ2pKqq “ rr4, II; ass or rr8, IV; ˚ss.
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Exceptional case 11. L2 “ xε1, 4ε2, 2
mε3y pm ě 4q, a ” 0 pmod 2q. If










if ε1 ı ε2 pmod 4q.














rr4, II; 8ass, rr4, II; 8ass, rr2ss
(




if ε1 ı ε2 ” d pmod 4q and a ı 0 pmod 8q,
 
rr4, II; 8ass, rr4, II; 8ass
(











pmod 4q if a ” 2 pmod 4q and m “ 5,
a
2
` 2 pmod 4q if a ” 2 pmod 4q and m ě 6,
2aε1ε2´dK
16
pmod 4q if a ” 4 pmod 8q.
Finally, we suppose that labelpλ2pKqq is neither of type rr4, I; ˚ss nor of type























Exceptional case 12. L2 “ xε1, 8ε2, 2
mε3y pm ě 6q, a ” 0 pmod 8q. If
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Exceptional case 13. L2 “ xε1, 16ε2, 2









with labelp rKq “






















pmod 8q, we have the same result as the
above case. If a ” 0 pmod 64q and labelpλ2pKqq “ rr4, II;
a
2
ss, we also have










Exceptional case 14. L2 “ xε1, 2
mε2, 2
mε3y pm ě 5q, a ” 0 pmod 8q. In






if labelpλ2pKqq “ rr4, I; ˚ss or rr8, II; ˚ss,
 
rr4, II; 8ass, rr4, II; 8ass, rr2ss
(
if labelpλ2pKqq ‰ rr4, I; ˚ss or rr8, II; ˚ss.
Exceptional case 15. L2 “ xε1, 2
nε2, 2
mε3y pm ą n ě 5q, a ” 0 pmod 16q.






if labelpλ2pKqq “ rr4, I; ˚ss or rr8, II; ˚ss,
 
rr4, II; 8ass, rr4, II; 8ass, rr2ss
(




5.1 Labels of stable lattices
Let K be a stable ternary lattice defined in Chapter 3. The method of
determining the labels of all classes in genpKq is almost provided in [1]. First
we are going to restate these results. In order to complete the determination
of labels, we have to compute the number of labels corresponding to isometry
classes whose isometry groups are of order 4, by type. A method of computing
these numbers is provided in Theorem 5.1.12 and Theorem 5.1.13.
Henceforth, K is always a stable ternary lattice. For any integer a, let
νpaq be the number of distinct prime divisors of a. If q is a prime, we define
eqpaq :“
#
1 if q divides a,
0 otherwise.
For any positive integer t, let btpKq be the number of classes in genpKq whose
isometry groups are of order t. Let P be the product of odd prime divisors
q of dK such that Kq is anisotropic, and Q be the product of odd prime
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and







































Lemma 5.1.1. Up to isometry, there is at most one lattice in genpKq whose











Lemma 5.1.2. Up to isometry, there is at most one lattice in genpKq whose
isometry group is of order 12 and its label is rr12; 2, 2, 2ss. Furthermore,
b12pKq “
#





Lemma 5.1.3. Up to isometry, there is at most one lattice in genpKq whose







For the convenience, let T be the set of triples pa, b, cq of positive integers
such that abc “ dK, and we define
R1 “ tpa, b, cq P T; a ą b ą cu,
R2 “ tpa, b, cq P T; b ą c, pb, cq ‰ p3, 1q, a ” 2 pmod 4q and bc ” 3 pmod 4qu,
R3 “ tpa, b, cq P T; b ą c, and pb, cq ‰ p3, 1qu.
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and any label of a lattice in genpKq whose isometry group is of order 8 is












Here, the first term denotes the number of labels of the form rr8, I; a, b, css and
the second term denotes the number of labels of the form rr8, II; 9a, 2b, 2css.
Proof. See [1].
Remark 5.1.5. The label of any K P genpKq with |OpMq| “ 8 can be
determined. For, if K – K8,Ipa, b, cq with pa, b, cq P R1, then the label of K
is rr8, I; a, b, css. On the other hand, K – K 18,IIpa, b, cq with pa, b, cq P R2 or
R3, then the label of K is rr8, II; 9a, 2b, 2css.
From now on, δ is either 1 or 2. For any integer t and lattice L, rpt, Lq
denotes the number of representations of t by L. Let m be a positive odd





|tτx P Op rKq;Qpxq “ δmu|.






















where hE is the class number of the quadratic field E “ Qp
a
´δdpλmpKqqq,
and µE be the number of roots of unity in E. The values tm,δ are displayed
in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: Values of tm,δ
λmpKq2 δ tm,δ λmpKq2 δ tm,δ
x1, 1, 3y 1 3 x3, 3, 3y 1 1
x1, 1, 7y 1 2 dK ” 1 pmod 4q 1 1
2
A K x2y 2 4 A K x14y 2 1




By Lemma 5.1.6, we may effectively compute the number of classes of
lattices in genpKq with label rr4, I; δmss or rr4, II; δmss once we know the labels
of all the classes of lattices whose isometry groups are of order greater than
4.
In order to determine the number of classes in genpKq with label rr2ss, all
we need is the class number of K which is given by the following lemma.


















Now we have only to determine the number of labels rr4, I; δmss and
rr4, II; δmss , respectively, for any odd integer m dividing PQ. We will define
several transformations on genpKq to do this work.
Let K be a ternary stable lattice. Then dK is odd or K is even with
dK ” 2 pmod 4q. Suppose that K is even, and write dK “ 2δ. If there
exists a lattice K 1 P genpKq such that labelpK 1q “ rr4.I; 2ass for some integer
a, then we may write K 1 “ x2ay K M for some binary lattice M such that
M2 is a binary even unimodular lattice. This implies that if
δ
a
” 1 pmod 4q,
then all lattices in genpKq of order 4 are of type II. Therefore we may assume
that δ
a
” 3 pmod 4q.
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Lemma 5.1.8. Let K be an even stable lattice with dK “ 2δ for some odd
integer δ and let
K “ Zx` Zy ` Zz – K4,IIpa, b, c, dq
for some integers a, b, c, d. If δ
a
” 3 pmod 4q, we have
K – K4,IIpa, b, c
1, d1q
with c1 ” 1 pmod 2q and d1 ” 0 pmod 8q by a suitable base change.
Proof. It is clear that the integer a is odd and 2δ “ 2apbd´ c2 ´ ad1q where
d “ 2d1. Hence we have bd´ c2 ´ ad1 ” 3 pmod 4q. If d1 is even, then d ” 0
pmod 8q and c is odd. Therefore we may assume that d1 is odd. Then we
have ad1 ” 1 pmod 4q since b is even, and we obtain




a b a´ 2b` c
0 a´ 2b` c ´2a` 4b´ 4c` d
˛
‚.
This is a desired form for our assertion.
Let K “ Zx` Zy ` Zz. We define a transformation ^ by







Then we have the following lamma.
Lemma 5.1.9. Let K and K 1 be even stable lattices such that
K “ Zx` Zy ` Zz – K4,IIpa, b, c, dq
and
K 1 “ Zx1 ` Zy1 ` Zz1 – K4,IIpa, b1, c1, d1q
with c ” c1 ” 1 pmod 2q and d ” d1 ” 0 pmod 8q. If there is an isometry σ
of K 1 onto K such that σpx1q “ x, then pK “ σpxK 1q.
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Proof. Let K “ σK 1 and σpx1q “ x for some isometry σ. We put σpy1q “
αx ` βy ` γz and σpz1q “ α1x ` β1y ` γ1z. Then we obtain a “ Bpx1, y1q “
2aα`aβ and hence 2α`β “ 1. We also have 0 “ Bpx1, z1q “ 2aα1`aβ1 and
hence β1 “ ´2α1. Since Bpy1, z1q “ c1 ” 1 pmod 2q, we may easily show that
α1 ı γ1 pmod 2q. Since Qpz1q “ d1 ” 0 pmod 8q, we obtain that α1 is even
and γ1 is odd. Therefore we have
σpxK 1q “ Zx`Zpx´ 2pαx` p1´ 2αqy` γzqq `Zp
1
2
pα1x´ 2α1y` γ1zqq Ď pK.
and hence σxK 1 “ pK.
Let K be an even stable lattice with dK “ 2δ for some odd integer δ. We
assume that
K “ Zx` Zy ` Zz – K4,Ip2a, b, c, dq
for some odd integer a and some integers b, c and d. If δ
a
” 7 pmod 8q, we
may choose a basis so that
K “ Zx` Zy1 ` Zz1 – K4,Ip2a, b1, c1, d1q
with 2a`b1 ” 0 pmod 8q and d1 ” 0 pmod 4q. For a lattice K “ Zx`Zy`Zz,
we define a transformation „ by
rK “ Zx` Z
1
2
px` yq ` Zp2zq.
Then we have the following lemma.
Lemma 5.1.10. Let K and K 1 be even stable lattices such that
K “ Zx` Zy ` Zz – K4,Ip2a, b, c, dq
and
K 1 “ Zx1 ` Zy1 ` Zz1 – K4,Ip2a, b1, c1, d1q
with b ” b1 ” ´2a pmod 8q and d ” d1 ” 0 pmod 4q. If there exists an
isometry σ of K 1 onto K such that σpx1q “ x, then rK “ σpĂK 1q.
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Proof. Let K “ σK 1 and σpx1q “ x for some isometry σ. We may put
σpy1q “ αy ` βz and σpz1q “ γy ` δz. Then we obtain
b ” b1 ” Qpy1q “ Qpαy ` βzq “ bα2 ` dβ2 ` 2αβc pmod 8q.
Therefore α is odd and β ” 0 pmod 4q since b ” 2 pmod 4q, d ” 0 pmod 4q
and c is odd. Therefore







and hence rK “ σpĂK 1q.
Lemma 5.1.11. Let K and K 1 be even stable lattices such that
K “ Zx` Zy ` Zz – K4,Ip2a, b, c, dq
and
K 1 “ Zx1 ` Zy1 ` Zz1 – K4,IIpa1, b1, c1, d1q
with 2a ` b ” 0 pmod 8q, d ” 0 pmod 4q, c1 is odd and d1 ” 0 pmod 16q.
Then we have
Ă
xK “ K and
x
ĂK 1 “ K 1.
Furthermore, we have r pKs P genpKq and rĂK 1s P genpK 1q.
Proof. This proof is straightforward.
Note that we may choose a basis of K 1 such that the assumption for entries
in the above lemma is satisfied, if δ
a
” 7 pmod 8q.
We define notations
B8,mp1q “ trK
1s P genpKq | labelpK 1q “ rr8, II; 9m, ˚ssu,
B8,mp2q “ trK
1s P genpKq | labelpK 1q “ rr8, II; 9̊,m, ˚ssu,
B4,mp1q “ trK
1s P genpKq | labelpK 1q “ rr4, I;mssu,
B4,mp2q “ trK
1s P genpKq | labelpK 1q “ rr4, II;mssu
and
b8,mpiq “ |B8,mpiq|, b4,mpiq “ |B4,mpiq| pi “ 1, 2q,
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BtpKq “ trK
1
s P genpKq | |OpK 1q| “ tu.
Theorem 5.1.12. Let K be an even stable lattice, and let a be any positive
odd integer dividing dK with δ
a








b8,2ap1q ` b4,2ap1q “ b8,2ap2q ` b4,2ap2q if a ‰ 1, 3,
b8,2p1q ` b4,2p1q “ b8,2p2q ` b4,2p2q ` b12pKq ` b24pKq if a “ 1,
b8,6p1q ` b4,6p1q “ b8,6p2q ` b4,6p2q ` b24pKq if a “ 3.
Proof. We may assume that |OpKq| ‰ 48 and it is clear that b16pKq “ 0 by
Lemma 5.1.3. Define
B1 :“ B8,2ap1q YB4,2ap1q, B2 :“ B8,2ap2q YB4,2ap2q YB12pKq YB24pKq.
By Lemma 5.1.8, Lemma 5.1.9, Lemma 5.1.10 and Lemma 5.1.11, the trans-
formation „ induces a bijection from B1 onto B2 and we have an equation
b8,2ap1q ` b4,2ap1q “ b8,2ap2q ` b4,2ap2q ` b12pKq ` b24pKq.
If a ‰ 1, 3, then b12pKq “ b24pKq “ 0 and if a “ 3, then b12pKq “ 0 by




” 7 pmod 8q.
Since we may calculate all terms in the above equations except b4,2ap1q
and b4,2ap2q, and we also know the value b4,2ap1q` b4,2ap2q, we may determine
the values b4,2ap1q and b4,2ap2q.
Next, we suppose that K is an even stable lattice and dK “ 2δ with
δ
a
” 3 pmod 8q. If K “ Zx ` Zy ` Zz – K4,Ip2a, b, c, dq, then the integers a
and c are odd and b ” d ” 2 pmod 4q. Furthermore, we may assume that
b ” d pmod 8q, 2a` b ” 0 pmod 8q, b` 2c ” 0 pmod 8q (5.1.1)
by a suitable base change. We define transformations
ĂK1 “ Zx` Zpx`y2 q ` Zp2zq,
ĂK2 “ Zx` Zpx`z2 q ` Zp2yq,
ĂK3 “ Zx` Zpx`y`z2 q ` Zp2zq.
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Then we may easily show that ĂKi P genpKq (i “ 1, 2, 3). Take any primitive
vector w “ αy ` βz P Zy ` Zz such that 2a `Qpwq ” 0 pmod 8q and write













ĂK1 if α is odd and β ” 0 pmod 4q,
ĂK2 if β is odd and α ” 0 pmod 4q,
ĂK3 if α, β are odd and α ” β pmod 4q,
and they are all cases.
Theorem 5.1.13. Let K be an even stable lattice, and let a be any positive
odd integer dividing dK with δ
a
















2b8,2p1q ` 3b4,2p1q “ b8,2p2q ` b4,2p2q ` b12pKq ` b24pKq if a “ 1,
2b8,6p1q ` 3b4,6p1q “ b8,6p2q ` b4,6p2q ` b24pKq if a “ 3,




Proof. If a ‰ dK
6
, we define a correspondence Φ from B1 into B2 by
ΩprK 1sq “ trĂK 11s, r
ĂK 12s, r
ĂK 13su,
where B1, B2 are defined in the proof of Theorem 5.1.12. Then we may
show that this correspondence is well defined. If a “ dK
6
, then Ω induces a




1 “ B1 Y B24pKq and
B12 “ B1zB24pKq. Furthermore, we may verify that
ğ
rK1sPB1porB11q
ΩprK 1sq “ B2 p or B
1
2q,
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if b ” 1 pmod 4q.
Next, suppose that |OpK 1q| “ 8. Then the Gram matrix of K 1 is of the
form












Since dK “ 2abc, we have bc ” 3 pmod 4q.
i) Suppose that 2a` b`c
2
” 0 pmod 8q. Then we may assume that b`c
2
`b´c ”
0 pmod 8q and then this form satisfies the condition (5.1.1). We may show
that ĂK 11 –
ĂK 12 and claim that
ĂK 11 fl
ĂK 13. Since







we may verify that |OpĂK 13q| “ 8. Hence, if σpĂK 11q “ ĂK 13 for some isometry
σ, then σpxq “ ˘y1, and this implies that xK in ĂK 11 is isometric to py
1qK
in ĂK 13. But we may show that two lattices are not isometric and this is a
contradiction.
ii) Suppose that 2a` b`c
2
ı 0 pmod 8q. Then we may assume that 2a`2b ” 0
pmod 8q and obtain







This form satisfies the condition (5.1.1) and we obtain ĂK 11 fl
ĂK 12 –
ĂK 13 by a
similar argument as above.
Finally, assume that |OpK 1q| “ 4 and K 1 – K4,Ip2a, b, c, dq. By the above
discussion, we may assume that this form satisfies the condition (5.1.1) and
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0 c` d 4d
˛
‚.
Since the binary lattices xK in ĂK 1i (i “ 1, 2, 3) are not isometric to each other,
ĂK 11,
ĂK 12 and
ĂK 13 are also not isometric to each other.
By a similar argument as in Theorem 5.1.12, we may obtain the required
equations.
Finally, if dK is odd, we may easily verify that
b4,ap1q ` b4,ap2q “
#
b4,ap1q if a is odd,
b4,ap2q if a is even
for any positive integer a.
5.2 Information for exceptional cases
Let K be an odd stable lattice and a be a positive integer dividing dL. Then
we define notations
B8,ap3q “ trK
1s P genpKq | labelpK 1q “ rr8, I; a, ˚ssu,
B4,ap3q “ trK
1s P genpKq | labelpK 1q “ rr4, I; ass and ` is oddu,
B4,ap4q “ trK
1s P genpKq | labelpK 1q “ rr4, I; ass and ` is evenu,
and
b8,ap3q “ |B8,ap3q|, b4,apiq “ |B4,apiq| pi “ 3, 4q,
where K 1 “ xay K ` for some binary lattice ` when labelpK 1q “ rr4, I; ass. Now
we are going to calculate the values b4,ap3q and b4,ap4q for complete determi-
nation of labelpγL2epKqq pe “ 1, 2q when labelpKq “ rr4, I; ass. There are four
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cases, Case(4.7.1.1), Case(4.7.1.6), Case(4.7.1.10) and Case(4.7.1.22), which
need these values.
Let L be a binary lattice such that L2 – H and let M be a binary lattice
such that M2 – x1, 7y. Assume that Lp – M
2
p for any odd prime p. Then
we define a map φ from genpMq{ „ into genpLq{ „ as follows; for any class
rM 1s P genpMq, φprM 1sq “ rΛ2pM
1q
1
2 s. Then this map is clearly well defined.
Conversely, for any lattice L1 P genpLq, choose a primitive vector x P L1
such that Qpxq ” 2 pmod 4q. Let L1 “ Zx ` Zy and define a map ψ by
ψpL1q “ pZp1
2
xq ` Zyq2. Then this map is also a well defined map from
genpLq{ „ into genpMq{ „ and furthermore, this is a bijection with the
inverse map φ.











rK 1s P genpKq | K 1 – xay K `
(
,
and also define two maps Φ and Ψ by
ΦpK 1q “ xay K φp`q for any K 1 P C1
and
ΨpK 1q “ xay K ψp`q for any K 1 P C2,
respectively. Then it is clear that Φ : C1 Ñ C2 is a bijection with the inverse
map Ψ. By using these maps, we may obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 5.2.1. Let K be an odd stable lattice and let a be any positive odd








b4,ap3q “ b4,ap4q if
dL
a
” 7 pmod 8q,
b4,ap3q “ 0 if
dL
a
” 3 pmod 8q,
b4,ap4q “ 0 otherwise.
Proof. If dK
a
” 1 or 5 pmod 8q, then it is clear that b4,ap4q “ 0. Suppose that
dL
a
” 7 pmod 8q and a ‰ 1. Then we have C1 “ B4,ap3q Y B8,ap3q and C2 “
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B4,ap4qYB8,ap1q. We may also show that ΨpB8,ap1qq “ B8,ap3q and hence we
have ΨpB4,ap4qq “ B4,ap3q. Suppose that
dL
a
” 7 pmod 8q and a “ 1. Then
C1 “ B4,1p3q Y B8,1p3q Y B16 and C2 “ B4,1p4q Y B8,1p1q, and ΨpB8,1p1qq “
B8,1p3qYB16. Therefore we get the same result as above. Finally, we suppose
that dK
a





Finally, we provide an application of the above results. An integral lattice
of the form x1, 2m, 2ny (n ě m ě 0) is called a Bell ternary form and we are
going to give a precise formula for class number of this lattice.
First, we consider the case when m “ 0. Then we may obtain the follow-
ing tree of labels.
rr16, I; 1, 1, 2, 2, 2ss
rr48; 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2ss
rr16, I; 1, 1, 2, 2, 4ss
rr16, I; 1, 1, 2, 2, 8ss
rr16, I; 1, 1, 2, 2, 16ss rr16, II; 2, 2, 4, 4, 16ss
rr16, I; 1, 1, 2, 2, 32ss rr16, II; 2, 2, 4, 4, 32ss rr8, II; 91, 4, 32ss
rr16, I; 1, 1, 2, 2, 64ss rr16, II; 2, 2, 4, 4, 64ss rr8, II; 91, 4, 64ss rr4, II; 2ss
rr16, II;˚ssrr16, I;˚ss rr8, II;˚ss rr4, II; 2ss rr4, II; 4ssrr4, I; 1ss












Observing the above tree, we may find the following rules of ramification
when n ě 3.
rr16, Iss






rr4, II; 2ss rr4, II; 2ss
rr4, II; 2ss





For a lattice L, we define labelpgenpLqq to be the multiset of labels which
are correspond to all isometry classes in genpLq. Then it is clear that there is
only one label of type rr16, I; ˚ss in labelpgenpx1, 1, 2nyqq for n ě 5, and so are
labels of types rr16, II; ˚ss and rr8, II; ˚ss, respectively. Furthermore, observing
the above tree, we may obtain




2 ´ 1 if npě 5q is odd,
2
n´6
2 ´ 1 if npě 6q is even,




2 ´ 1 if npě 5q is odd,
2
n´4
2 ´ 1 if npě 4q is even,
7rr2ss “
#
2n´6 ´ 3 ¨ 2
n´7
2 ` 1 if npě 9q is odd,
2n´6 ´ 2
n´4
2 ` 1 if npě 8q is even,
where 7rr˚ss denotes the multiplicity of the label rr˚ss in labelpgenpx1, 1, 2nyqq.
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Therefore for any n ě 8, we have
hpx1, 1, 2nyq “
#
2n´6 ` 3 ¨ 2
n´7
2 ` 1 if n is odd,
2n´6 ` 2
n´4
2 ` 1 otherwise.
Actually, this formula holds for any integer n ě 5. By using the same method,
we may obtain the formulas for another cases as follows;
hpx1, 1, 2nyq “
#
2n´6 ` 3 ¨ 2
n´7
2 ` 1 if npě 5q is odd,
2n´6 ` 2
n´4
2 ` 1 if npě 6q is even,
hpx1, 2, 2nyq “
#
2n´6 ` 3 ¨ 2
n´7
2 ` 1 if npě 7q is odd,
2n´6 ` 2
n´4
2 ` 1 if npě 6q is even,
hpx1, 22, 2nyq “
#
2n´6 ` 3 ¨ 2
n´7
2 ` 1 if npě 7q is odd,
2n´6 ` 3 ¨ 2
n´8
2 ` 1 if npě 8q is even,
hpx1, 23, 2nyq “
#
2n´7 ` 5 ¨ 2
n´9
2 ` 1 if npě 9q is odd,
2n´7 ` 3 ¨ 2
n´8
2 ` 1 if npě 8q is even,
hpx1, 24, 2nyq “
#
2n´7 ` 5 ¨ 2
n´9
2 ` 1 if npě 9q is odd,
2n´7 ` 5 ¨ 2
n´10
2 ` 1 if npě 10q is even,
hpx1, 2n, 2nyq “
#
2n´6 ` 3 ¨ 2
n´7
2 ` 1 if npě 7q is odd,
2n´6 ` 2
n´4
2 ` 1 if npě 6q is even,




2 ` 1 if npě 5q is odd,
2n´5 ` 3 ¨ 2
n´6
2 ` 1 if npě 6q is even,
hpx1, 2n, 2n`2yq “
#
2n´4 ` 3 ¨ 2
n´5
2 ` 1 if npě 5q is odd,
2n´4 ` 3 ¨ 2
n´6
2 ` 1 if npě 6q is even,
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hpx1, 2n, 2n`3yq “
#
2n´4 ` 3 ¨ 2
n´5
2 ` 1 if npě 5q is odd,
2n´4 ` 5 ¨ 2
n´6
2 ` 1 if npě 6q is even,
hpx1, 2n, 2n`4yq “
#
2n´3 ` 5 ¨ 2
n´5
2 ` 1 if npě 5q is odd,
2n´3 ` 5 ¨ 2
n´6
2 ` 1 if npě 6q is even,
hpx1, 2m, 2nyq “
#






2 if npě 5q is odd,






2 if npě 6q is even,
(mpě 5q is odd, n´m ě 5)
hpx1, 2m, 2nyq “
#






2 if npě 5q is odd,






2 if npě 6q is even.
(mpě 5q is even, n´m ě 5)
The following table represents the class numbers of Bell ternary forms in the
cases which are not contained in the above closed formulas.
Table 6.1: Values of hpx1, 2m, 2nyq
mzn 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
0 1 1 1 2
1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 1 2 2 3
3 1 1 2 2 3





Table 7.1: labelpKq “ rr24; 2a, 2a, 2a, 6a, 6a, 6a, bss
L2 labelpγ
L
2epKqq (e “ 1 or 2)
A K x2mεy (m “ 2, 3) rr24; 2a, 2a, 2a, 6a, 6a, 6a, 94bss
A K x2mεy (m ě 4) rr24; 2a, 2a, 2a, 6a, 6a, 6a, 94bss, rr8, III; 2a, 6a, 4bss
xεy K 2A rr24; 4a, 4a, 4a, 12a, 12a, 12a, 9b
2
ss
xεy K 2mA (m “ 2, 3) rr24; 8a, 8a, 8a, 24a, 24a, 24a, 9bss
xεy K 2mA (m ě 4) rr24; 8a, 8a, 8a, 24a, 24a, 24a, 9bss, rr8, IV; 8a, 24a, 4bss
xεy K 8H rr8, IV; 8a, 24a, 4bss
H K x8εy rr8, III; 2a, 6a, 4bss
x1, 3, 2mεy (m “ 1, 2) rr8, I; a, 3a, 2bss
x1, 3, 2mεy (m ě 3) rr8, I; a, 3a, 2bss, rr8, IV; 4a, 12a, 2bss
xε1, 4ε2, 4ε3y (m ě 3) rr8, IV; 8a, 24a, 4bss
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Table 7.2: labelpKq “ rr16, I; a, a, 2a, 2a, bss
L2 labelpγ
L
2epKqq (e “ 1 or 2)
T K x4εy rr16, II; 2a, 2a, 4a, 4a, 4bss
xεy K 4T rr16, II; 4a, 4a, 8a, 8a, 4bss
xε1, ε2, 2ε3y ε1ε2 ” 3 pmod 8q rr16, I; a, a, 2a, 2a, 2bss, rr8, II; 2a, 2a, 2bss
ε1ε2 ” 7 pmod 8q rr16, I; a, a, 2a, 2a, 2bss ˆ 2
xε1, ε2, 4ε3y rr16, I; a, a, 2a, 2a, 2bss
xε1, ε2, 8ε3y ε1 ” ε2 pmod 8q rr16, I; a, a, 2a, 2a, 2bss
ε1 ı ε2 pmod 8q rr16, II; 2a, 2a, 4a, 4a, 2bss
xε1, ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 4) rr16, I; a, a, 2a, 2a, 2bss, rr16, II; 2a, 2a, 4a, 4a, 2bss









a ” b pmod 4q rr8, I; a, 4a, 4bss, rr16, I; 4a, 4a, 8a, 8a, bss
a ı b pmod 4q ε2 ” ε3 pmod 4q rr16, I; 4a, 4a, 8a, 8a, bss
ε2 ı ε3 pmod 4q rr8, I; a, 4a, 4bss
xε1, 4ε2, 8ε3y a ” ε1 pmod 4q rr8, I; a, 4a, 4bss
a ı ε1 pmod 4q rr8, II; 4a, 4a, 4bss
xε1, 4ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 4) ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4q rr8, I; a, 4a, 4bss, rr8, II; 94a, 4a, 4bss
ε1 ı ε2 pmod 4q rr8, II; 94a, 4a, 4bss
xε1, 8ε2, 8ε3y
ε2 ” ε3 pmod 4q ε1 ” b pmod 8q rr16, I; 4a, 4a, 8a, 8a, bss
ε1 ı b pmod 8q rr8, II; 94a, 4a, 4bss
ε2 ı ε3 pmod 4q rr8, II; 4a, 4a, 4bss
xε1, 16ε2, 16ε3y ε1 ” b pmod 8q rr16, I; 4a, 4a, 8a, 8a, bss, rr16, II; 4a, 4a, 8a, 8a, 4bss
ε1 ı b pmod 8q rr8, II; 94a, 4a, 4bss
xε1, 2
mε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 5) rr8, II; 4a, 4a, 4bss, rr16, I; 4a, 4a, 8a, 8a, bss,
rr16, II; 4a, 4a, 8a, 8a, 4bss
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Table 7.3: labelpKq “ rr16, II; 2a, 2a, 4a, 4a, 4pb´ aqss
L2 labelpγ
L
2epKqq (e “ 1 or 2)
T K x16εy rr4, II; 2ass
xεy K 16T rr4, II; 16ass
xε1, ε2, 8ε3y ε1ε2 ” 3 pmod 8q rr8, II; 9a, 4a, 8pb´ aqss, rr4, II; 8ass
ε1ε2 ” 7 pmod 8q rr8, II; 9a, 4a, 8pb´ aqss
xε1, ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 4) ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4q rr8, II; 9a, 4a, 8pb´ aqss
xε1, 4ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 5) ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4q rr4, II; 16ass
xε1, 2
mε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 5) ε2 ” ε3 pmod 4q rr4, II; 16ass
Table 7.4: labelpKq “ rr12; 2a, 2a, 2ass
L2 labelpγ
L
2epKqq (e “ 1 or 2)
A K x2mεy (m “ 2, 3) rr12; 2a, 2a, 2ass
A K x2mεy (m ě 4) rr12; 2a, 2a, 2ass, rr4, II; 2ass
xεy K 2A rr12; 4a, 4a, 4ass
xεy K 2mA (m “ 2, 3) rr12; 8a, 8a, 8ass
xεy K 2mA (m ě 4) rr12; 8a, 8a, 8ass, rr4, II; 8ass
xεy K 8H rr4, II; 8ass
H K x8εy rr4, II; 2ass
x1, 3, 2mεy (m “ 1, 2) rr4, I; ass
x1, 3, 2mεy (m ě 3) rr4, I; ass, rr4, II; 4ass
xε1, 4ε2, 4ε3y (m ě 3) rr4, II; 8ass
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Table 7.5: labelpKq “ rr8, I; a, b, css
L2 labelpγ
L
2epKqq (e “ 1 or 2)
T K x4εy rr8, IV; 4a, 4b, 4css
xεy K 4T rr8, III; 4a, 4b, 4css
xε1, ε2, 4ε3y a ” 2 pmod 4q, ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4q
b` c ” 2 pmod 4q rr8, II; 92a, 2b, 2css
b` c ” 0 pmod 4q rr8, III; 2a, 2b, 2css








pmod 4q rr8, III; 2a, 2b, 2css
xε1, ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 4) a ” 0 pmod 8q, ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4q rr8, II; 92a, 2b, 2css, rr8, III; 2a, 2b, 2css




xε1, 2ε2, 4ε3y a ” 1 pmod 2q rr8, I; 2a, 2b,
c
2
ss, rr8, I; 2a, 2c, b
2
ss










pmod 4q rr8, II; 92a, 2b, 2css










pmod 8q rr8, II; 92a, 2b, 2css
xε1, 2ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 5) a ” 1 pmod 2q, b ” 2 pmod 4q rr8, I; 2a, 2c,
b
2
ss, rr8, II; 92a, 2b, 2css
xε1, 4ε2, 4ε3y b ” c pmod 4q
ε2 ” ε3 pmod 4q L2 : isotropic rr8, I; a, 4b, 4css
L2 : anisotropic rr8, I; 4a, 4b, css, rr8, I; 4a, b, 4css, rr8, I; a, 4b, 4css
ε2 ı ε3 pmod 4q rr8, I; 4a, 4b, css, rr8, I; 4a, b, 4css
xε1, 4ε2, 8ε3y a ” 2 pmod 4q
ε1 ” b ” c pmod 4q rr8, I; 4a, 4b, css, rr8, I; 4a, b, 4css
ε1 ı b ” c pmod 4q rr8, II; 4a, 94b, 4css, rr8, II; 4a, 4b, 94css
ε1 ” b ı c pmod 4q rr8, I; 4a, b, 4css, rr8, II; 4a, 94b, 4css
ε1 ” c ı b pmod 4q rr8, I; 4a, 4b, css, rr8, II; 4a, 4b, 94css
xε1, 4ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 4) a ” 0 pmod 4q, b ” ε1 pmod 4q
ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4q rr8, I; 4a, 4b, css, rr8, I; 4a, b, 4css,
rr8, II; 4a, 94b, 4css, rr8, II; 4a, 4b, 94css
ε1 ı ε2 pmod 4q rr8, I; 4a, b, 4css, rr8, II; 4a, 4b, 94css





pmod 4q ε1 ” a pmod 8q rr8, I; a, 4b, 4css





2epKqq (e “ 1 or 2)





pmod 4q ε1 ” a` b pmod 8q rr8, II; 4a, 4b, 94css
ε1 ” a` c pmod 8q rr8, II; 4a, 94b, 4css










pmod 4q rr8, I; a, 4b, 4css, rr8, III; 4a, 4b, 4css
xε1, 8ε2, 16ε3y a ” 1 pmod 2q, b ” 2 pmod 4q
ε1 ” a pmod 8q rr8, I; a, 4b, 4css
ε1 ” a` b pmod 8q rr8, II; a, 4b, 94css
ε1 ” a` c pmod 8q rr8, II; a, 94b, 4css
ε1 ” a` b` c pmod 8q rr8, III; 4a, 4b, 4css
xε1, 8ε2, 32ε3y a ” 1 pmod 2q, b ” 2 pmod 4q
ε1 ” a pmod 8q rr8, I; a, 4b, 4css, rr8, II; 4a, 94b, 4css
ε1 ı a pmod 8q rr8, II; 4a, 4b, 94css, rr8, III; 4a, 4b, 4css
xε1, 8ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 6) a ” 1 pmod 2q, b ” 2 pmod 4q
ε1 ” a pmod 8q rr8, I; a, 4b, 4css, rr8, II; a, 94b, 4css
ε1 ı a pmod 8q rr8, II; 4a, 4b, 94css, rr8, III; 4a, 4b, 4css
xε1, 16ε2, 16ε3y a ” 1 pmod 2q
ε1 ” a pmod 8q rr8, I; a, 4b, 4css, rr8, III; 4a, 4b, 4css
ε1 ı a pmod 8q rr8, II; a, 94b, 4css, rr8, II; 4a, 4b, 94css
xε1, 16ε2, 32ε3y a ” 1 pmod 2q, b ” 4 pmod 8q
ε1 ” a pmod 8q rr8, I; a, 4b, 4css, rr8, II; a, 94b, 4css
ε1 ı a pmod 8q rr8, II; 4a, 4b, 94css, rr8, III; 4a, 4b, 4css
xε1, 16ε2, 64ε3y a ” 1 pmod 2q, b ” 4 pmod 8q
ε1 ” a pmod 8q rr8, I; a, 4b, 4css, rr8, II; 4a, 94b, 4css
ε1 ı a pmod 8q rr8, II; 4a, 4b, 94css, rr8, III; 4a, 4b, 4css
xε1, 16ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 7) a ” 1 pmod 2q, b ” 4 pmod 8q
ε1 ” a pmod 8q rr8, I; a, 4b, 4css, rr8, II; a, 94b, 4css
ε1 ı a pmod 8q rr8, II; 4a, 4b, 94css, rr8, III; 4a, 4b, 4css
xε1, 2
mε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 5) a ” 1 pmod 2q rr8, I; a, 4b, 4css, rr8, III; 4a, 4b, 4css,
rr8, II; a, 94b, 4css, rr8, II; 4a, 4b, 94css
xε1, 2
mε2, 2
m`1ε3y (m ě 5) a ” 1 pmod 2q rr8, I; a, 4b, 4css, rr8, III; 4a, 4b, 4css,
rr8, II; a, 94b, 4css, rr8, II; 4a, 4b, 94css
xε1, 2
mε2, 2
m`2ε3y (m ě 5) a ” 1 pmod 2q rr8, I; a, 4b, 4css, rr8, III; 4a, 4b, 4css,
rr8, II; a, 94b, 4css, rr8, II; 4a, 4b, 94css
xε1, 2
nε2, 2
mε3y (m ě n` 3 ě 8) a ” 1 pmod 2q rr8, I; a, 4b, 4css, rr8, III; 4a, 4b, 4css,
rr8, II; a, 94b, 4css, rr8, II; 4a, 4b, 94css
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Table 7.6: labelpKq “ rr8, II; 9a, b, css
L2 labelpγ
L
2epKqq (e “ 1 or 2)
T K x4εy b ” c pmod 4q rr8, III; 4a, 2b, 2css
b ı c pmod 4q rr8, II; 94a, 2b, 2css
A K x8εy rr8, II; 94a, 2b, 2css
H K x8εy rr8, III; 4a, 2b, 2css, rr4, II; 4ass
T K x2mεy (m ě 4) rr8, II; 94a, 2b, 2css, rr8, III; 4a, 2b, 2css, rr4, II; 4ass
xεy K 2T rr8, II; 9a
2
, 4b, 4css
xεy K 4T b ” c pmod 4q rr8, IV; 4a, 8b, 8css
b ı c pmod 4q rr8, II; 9a, 8b, 8css
xεy K 8A b` c “ 8 pmod 16q rr8, II; 9a, 8b, 8css
b` c “ 0 pmod 16q rr8, IV; 4a, 8b, 8css
xεy K 8H b` c “ 8 pmod 16q rr8, IV; 4a, 8b, 8css, rr4, II; 4ass
b` c “ 0 pmod 16q rr8, II; 9a, 8b, 8css, rr4, II; 4ass
xεy K 2mT (m ě 4) rr8, II; 9a, 8b, 8css, rr8, IV; 4a, 8b, 8css, rr4, II; 4ass
xε1, ε2, 2ε3y
L2 : isotropic rr8, I; 2a, b, css
L2 : anisotropic b` c ” 2 pmod 4q rr8, I; 2a, b, css, rr4, II; 2ass
b` c ” 4 pmod 8q rr8, I; 2a, b, css, rr4, I; 2ass
xε1, ε2, 4ε3y
ε1 ” ε2 rr8, I; 2a, b, css
ε1 ı ε2 pmod 4q b` c “ 4 pmod 8q rr8, I; 2a, b, css, rr4, I; 2ass
b` c “ 0 pmod 8q rr8, I; 2a, b, css, rr4, II; 2ass
xε1, ε2, 8ε3y ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4q
ε1ε2 ” bc pmod 8q rr8, I; 2a, b, css
ε1ε2 ı bc pmod 8q rr8, IV; 2a, 4b, 4css
xε1, ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 4) ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4q
a ” 1 pmod 2q rr4, II; 2ass
a ” 0 pmod 2q rr8, I; 2a, b, css,rr8, IV; 2a, 4b, 4css
xε1, ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 3) ε1 ı ε2 pmod 4q
ε1ε2 ” 7 pmod 8q rr8, I; 2a, b, css, rr4, II; 2ass
ε1ε2 ” 3 pmod 8q rr8, I; 2a, b, css, rr8, IV; 2a, 4b, 4css, rr4, I; 2ass,
rr4, II; 2ass




xε1, 2ε2, 4ε3y rr4, I; 2ass
xε1, 2ε2, 16ε3y 2ε1ε2 ” a ¨
b`c
2
pmod 16q rr8, II; 9a
2
, 4b, 4css
2ε1ε2 ı a ¨
b`c
2





2epKqq (e “ 1 or 2)
xε1, 2ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 5) a ” 1 pmod 2q rr4, I; 2ass
a ” 2 pmod 4q rr8, II; 9a
2
, 4b, 4css, rr8, IV; 2a, 4b, 4css
xε1, 4ε2, 4ε3y
b` c ” 2 pmod 4q ε1 ” ε2 ” ε3 pmod 4q rr8, II; 9a, 8b, 8css, rr4, I; 4ass
ε1 ı ε2 ” ε3 pmod 4q rr8, II; 9a, 8b, 8css
ε2 ı ε3 pmod 4q rr4, I; 4ass
b` c ” 0 pmod 4q ε1 ” ε2 ” ε3 pmod 4q rr8, IV; 4a, 8b, 8css, rr4, II; 4ass
ε1 ı ε2 ” ε3 pmod 4q rr8, IV; 4a, 8b, 8css
ε2 ı ε3 pmod 4q rr4, II; 4ass
xε1, 4ε2, 8ε3y ε1 ”
b`c
2




pmod 4q rr4, II; 4ass
xε1, 4ε2, 16ε3y ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4q rr4, I; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass
xε1, 4ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 5) ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4q
a ” 1 pmod 2q rr8, II; 9a, 8b, 8css, rr8, IV; 4a, 8b, 8css, rr4, I; 4ass
a ” 0 pmod 4q rr4, I; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass
xε1, 4ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 4) ε1 ı ε2 pmod 4q
ε1 ” a pmod 4q rr8, II; 9a, 8b, 8css, rr8, IV; 4a, 8b, 8css
ε1 ı a pmod 4q rr4, I; 4ass
xε1, 8ε2, 8ε3y
ε2 ” ε3 pmod 4q ε1 ” a pmod 8q rr8, II; 9a, 8b, 8css
ε1 ı a pmod 8q rr8, IV; 4a, 8b, 8css
ε2 ı ε3 pmod 4q rr4, II; 4ass
xε1, 8ε2, 32ε3y ε1 ”
b`c
2




pmod 8q rr4, II; 4ass
xε1, 8ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 6)
a ” 1 pmod 2q ε1 ” a pmod 8q rr8, II; 9a, 8b, 8css, rr8, IV; 4a, 8b, 8css
ε1 ı a pmod 8q rr4, II; 4ass
a ” 2 pmod 4q ε1 ”
b`c
2




pmod 8q rr4, II; 4ass
xε1, 16ε2, 16ε3y ε1 ” a pmod 8q rr8, II; 9a, 8b, 8css, rr8, IV; 4a, 8b, 8css
ε1 ı a pmod 8q rr4, II; 4ass
xε1, 16ε2, 2
mε3y (m “ 5, 6) ε1 ”
b`c
2




pmod 8q rr4, II; 4ass
xε1, 16ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 7) a ” 1 pmod 2q
ε1 ” a pmod 8q rr8, II; 9a, 8b, 8css, rr8, IV; 4a, 8b, 8css





2epKqq (e “ 1 or 2)
xε1, 16ε2, 2








pmod 8q rr4, II; 4ass
xε1, 2
mε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 5) a ” 1 pmod 2q rr8, II; 9a, 8b, 8css, rr8, IV; 4a, 8b, 8css, rr4, II; 4ass
a ” 0 pmod 8q rr4, I; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass
xε1, 2
mε2, 2
m`1ε3y (m ě 5) rr4, I; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass
xε1, 2
mε2, 2
m`2ε3y (m ě 5) rr4, I; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass
xε1, 2
nε2, 2
mε3y (m ě n` 3 ě 8) a ” 1 pmod 2q rr8, II; 9a, 8b, 8css, rr8, IV; 4a, 8b, 8css, rr4, II; 4ass
a ” 0 pmod 8q rr4, I; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass
Table 7.7: labelpKq “ rr8, III; 2a, 2b, 2css
L2 labelpγ
L
2epKqq (e “ 1 or 2)
T K x2mεy (m ě 4) a ” b ” 1 pmod 2q rr4, II; 2ass, rr4, II; 2bss
xεy K 2mT (m ě 4) rr2ss
xε1, ε2, 8ε3y ε1 ” ε2 ” a pmod 4q rr8, II; 9a, 4b, 4css
xε1, ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 4) a ” b ” 1 pmod 2q
ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4q rr8, II; 9a, 4b, 4css, rr8, II; 4a, 9b, 4css
xε1, ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 3) a ” b ” 1 pmod 2q
ε1 ı ε2 pmod 4q ε1ε2 ” 7 pmod 8q rr8, II; 9a, 4b, 4css, rr8, II; 4a, 9b, 4css
ε1ε2 ” 3 pmod 8q rr8, II; 9a, 4b, 4css, rr8, II; 4a, 9b, 4css, rr2ss
xε1, 4ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 4) rr2ss
xε1, 2
mε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 5) rr2ss
xε1, 2
mε2, 2
m`1ε3y (m ě 5) rr2ss
xε1, 2
nε2, 2
mε3y (m ě n` 3 ě 8) rr2ss
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Table 7.8: labelpKq “ rr8, IV; 4a, 4b, 4css
L2 labelpγ
L
2epKqq (e “ 1 or 2)
T K x16εy rr2ss
xεy K 2mT (m ě 4) a ” 1 pmod 2q rr4, II; 16bss, rr4, II; 16css
xε1, ε2, 8ε3y ε1 ı ε2 pmod 4q
ε1ε2 ” 7 pmod 8q a ı b ” c pmod 4q rr4, II; 8ass
ε1ε2 ” 3 pmod 8q rr4, II; 8ass, rr4, II; 8bss, rr4, II; 8css
xε1, ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 4) a ” 0 pmod 2q rr4, II; 8ass
xε1, 2ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 5) a ” 1 pmod 2q rr4, II; 8ass
xε1, 4ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 5) b ” c ” 1 pmod 2q
ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4q rr4, II; 16bss, rr4, II; 16css
ε1 ı ε2 pmod 4q a` c ” ε1 pmod 4q rr4, II; 16bss
xε1, 8ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 6) a ” 1 pmod 2q, b ” 2 pmod 4q
ε1 ” a pmod 4q rr4, II; 16bss
ε1 ı a pmod 4q rr4, II; 16css
xε1, 16ε2, 16ε3y
a ” 1 pmod 2q ε1 ” a` c pmod 8q rr4, II; 16bss
xε1, 16ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 7) a ” 1 pmod 2q, b ” 4 pmod 8q
ε1 ” a pmod 8q rr4, II; 16bss
ε1 ı a pmod 8q rr4, II; 16css
xε1, 2
mε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 5) a ” 1 pmod 2q rr4, II; 16bss, rr4, II; 16css
xε1, 2
nε2, 2
mε3y (m ě n` 3 ě 8) a ” 1 pmod 2q rr4, II; 16bss, rr4, II; 16css
Table 7.9: labelpKq “ rr4, I; ass, K – xay K K 1
L2 labelpγ
L
2epKqq (e “ 1 or 2)
T K x4εy K 1 : odd rr4, II; 4ass
K 1 : even rr4, I; 4ass
A K x8εy a
2
¨ 3 ” dK
2
pmod 8q rr4, I; 4ass
a
2
¨ 7 ” dK
2
pmod 8q rr4, II; 4ass
H K x8εy a
2
¨ 3 ” dK
2
pmod 8q rr4, II; 4ass ˆ 3
a
2
¨ 7 ” dK
2
pmod 8q rr4, I; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass ˆ 2
T K x2mεy (m ě 4) rr4, I; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass ˆ 3







2epKqq (e “ 1 or 2)
xεy K 4T K 1 : odd rr4, II; 4ass
K 1 : even rr4, I; ass
xεy K 8A 3a ” dK
4
pmod 8q rr4, I; ass
7a ” dK
4
pmod 8q rr4, II; 4ass
xεy K 8H 3a ” dK
4
pmod 8q rr4, II; 4ass ˆ 3
7a ” dK
4
pmod 8q rr4, I; ass, rr4, II; 4ass ˆ 2
xεy K 2mT (m ě 4) rr4, I; ass, rr4, II; 4ass ˆ 3
xε1, ε2, 2ε3y
K2 : anisotropic K
1 : even rr4, I; 2ass ˆ 3
K 1 : odd rr4, I; 2ass, rr4, II; 2ass ˆ 2
K2 : isotropic K
1 : even rr4, I; 2ass
K 1 : odd, a ” dK pmod 4q rr4, I; 2ass
K 1 : odd, a ı dK pmod 4q rr4, II; 2ass
xε1, ε2, 4ε3y
ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4q a ” 1 pmod 2q rr4, II; 2ass
a ” 2 pmod 4q rr4, I; 2ass
ε1 ı ε2 pmod 4q
dK
a
” 3 pmod 8q rr4, I; 2ass ˆ 3
dK
a
” 7 pmod 8q rr4, I; 2ass, rr4, II; 2ass ˆ 2
xε1, ε2, 8ε3y ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4q
a ” 1 pmod 2q rr4, II; 2ass
a ” 4 pmod 8q ε1ε2 ”
dK
a




pmod 8q rr4, II; 2ass
xε1, ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 4) ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4q
a ” 1 pmod 2q rr4, II; 2ass ˆ 2
a ” 0 pmod 8q rr4, I; 2ass, rr4, II; 2ass
xε1, ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 3) ε1 ı ε2 pmod 4q
ε1ε2 ” 3 pmod 8q rr4, I; 2ass ˆ 3, rr4, II; 2ass ˆ 3
ε1ε2 ” 7 pmod 8q rr4, I; 2ass, rr4, II; 2ass
xε1, 2ε2, 2ε3y a ” 1 pmod 2q rr4, I; 2ass
a ” 2 pmod 4q rr4, I; a
2
ss
xε1, 2ε2, 4ε3y a ” 1 pmod 2q rr4, I; 2ass ˆ 2




a ” 1 pmod 2q rr4, I; 2ass




















2epKqq (e “ 1 or 2)
xε1, 2ε2, 8ε3y
































pmod 4q See Subcase(4.7.1.19-2).











pmod 4q rr4, II; 2ass
xε1, 2ε2, 16ε3y
a ” 1 pmod 2q rr4, I; 2ass
a ” 2 pmod 4q ε1ε2 ”
ab
2






pmod 8q rr4, II; 2ass
(b : See Subcase(4.7.1.20).)











pmod 8q rr4, II; 2ass
xε1, 2ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 5) a ” 1 pmod 2q rr4, I; 2ass ˆ 2
a ” 2 pmod 4q rr4, I; a
2
ss, rr4, II; 2ass
a ” 0 pmod 16q rr4, I; 2ass, rr4, II; 2ass
xε1, 4ε2, 4ε3y K2 : isotropic
ε2 ” ε2 pmod 4q K
1 : odd, a ” dK pmod 4q rr4, I; ass
K 1 : odd, a ı dK pmod 4q rr4, I; 4ass
K 1 : even rr4, II; 4ass
ε2 ı ε2 pmod 4q K
1 : odd, a ” dK pmod 4q rr4, I; 4ass ˆ 2
K 1 : odd, a ı dK pmod 4q rr4, I; ass, rr4, I; 4ass
K 1 : even rr4, II; 4ass ˆ 2
xε1, 4ε2, 4ε3y K2 : anisotropic
K 1 : odd rr4, I; ass, rr4, I; 4ass ˆ 2
K 1 : even rr4, II; 4ass ˆ 3
xε1, 4ε2, 8ε3y
a ” 1 pmod 2q ε1 ” a pmod 4q rr4, I; ass, rr4, I; 4ass
ε1 ı a pmod 4q rr4, I; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass









ε1 ” ηS2pKq pmod 4q





2epKqq (e “ 1 or 2)
xε1, 4ε2, 8ε3y









ε1 ı ηS2pKq pmod 4q



















pmod 4q rr4, I; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass
xε1, 4ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 4)
a ” 1 pmod 2q ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4q rr4, I; ass, rr4, I; 4ass ˆ 2, rr4, II; 4ass
a ” ε1 ı ε2 pmod 4q rr4, I; ass, rr4, II; 4ass
ε1 ı ε2 ” a pmod 4q rr4, I; 4ass ˆ 2
a ” 0 pmod 4q ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4q rr4, I; 4ass ˆ 2, rr4, II; 4ass ˆ 2
ε1 ı ε2 pmod 4q rr4, I; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass
xε1, 8ε2, 8ε3y ε2 ” ε3 pmod 4q
a ” 1 pmod 2q ε1 ” a pmod 8q rr4, I; ass
ε1 ı a pmod 8q rr4, II; 4ass
a ” 2 pmod 4q ε1 ”
dK
4
pmod 8q, S2pKq ”
a¨dK
8




pmod 8q, S2pKq ı
a¨dK
8




pmod 8q, S2pKq ”
a¨dK
8




pmod 8q, S2pKq ı
a¨dK
8
pmod 4q rr4, I; 4ass
xε1, 8ε2, 8ε3y ε2 ı ε3 pmod 4q
a ” 1 pmod 2q ε1 ” a pmod 4q rr4, I; ass, rr4, II; 4ass
ε1 ı a pmod 4q rr4, II; 4ass ˆ 2
a ” 2 pmod 4q rr4, I; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass
xε1, 8ε2, 16ε3y
a ” 1 pmod 2q ε1 ” a pmod 8q rr4, I; ass
ε1 ı a pmod 8q rr4, II; 4ass














pmod 4q See Subcase(4.7.1.30-2).















,´ε1qpε1,´2q rr4, II; 4ass
xε1, 8ε2, 32ε3y
a ” 1 pmod 2q ε1 ” a pmod 8q rr4, I; ass, rr4, II; 4ass
ε1 ı a pmod 8q rr4, II; 4ass ˆ 2
a ” 2 pmod 4q ε2 ”
a
2




pmod 4q rr4, II; 4ass ˆ 2





2epKqq (e “ 1 or 2)
xε1, 8ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 6)
a ” 1 pmod 2q ε1 ” a pmod 8q rr4, I; ass, rr4, II; 4ass
ε1 ı a pmod 8q rr4, II; 4ass ˆ 2
a ” 2 pmod 4q ε2 ”
a
2




pmod 4q rr4, II; 4ass ˆ 2
a ” 0 pmod 16q rr4, I; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass
xε1, 16ε2, 16ε3y a ” 1 pmod 2q rr4, II; 4ass ˆ 2
a ” 4 pmod 8q rr4, I; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass
xε1, 16ε2, 32ε3y
a ” 1 pmod 2q ε1 ” a pmod 8q rr4, I; ass, rr4, II; 4ass
ε1 ı a pmod 8q rr4, II; 4ass ˆ 2
a ” 4 pmod 8q ε1 ” b pmod 8q rr4, I; 4ass ˆ 2
ε1 ı b pmod 8q rr4, II; 4ass ˆ 2
(b : See Subcase(4.7.1.31-2).)
a ” 8 pmod 16q rr4, I; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass
xε1, 16ε2, 64ε3y
a ” 1 pmod 2q ε1 ” a pmod 8q rr4, I; ass, rr4, II; 4ass
ε1 ı a pmod 8q rr4, II; 4ass ˆ 2
a ” 4 pmod 8q See Subcase(4.7.1.34-2).
a ” 16 pmod 32q rr4, I; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass
xε1, 16ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 7)
a ” 1 pmod 2q ε1 ” a pmod 8q rr4, I; ass, rr4, II; 4ass
ε1 ı a pmod 8q rr4, II; 4ass ˆ 2
a ” 4 pmod 8q ε2 ”
a
4




pmod 8q rr4, II; 4ass ˆ 2
a ” 0 pmod 32q rr4, I; 4ass, rr4, II; 4ass
xε1, 2
nε2, 2
mε3y (m ě n ě 5) a ” 1 pmod 2q rr4, I; ass, rr4, II; 4ass ˆ 3
a ” 0 pmod 8q rr4, I; 4ass ˆ 2, rr4, II; 4ass ˆ 2
Table 7.10: labelpKq “ rr4, II; 2ass
L2 labelpγ
L
2epKqq (e “ 1 or 2)
T K x4εy rr4, II; 2ass
H K x8εy rr4, II; 2ass, rr2ss





2epKqq (e “ 1 or 2)
T K x2mεy (m ě 4) a ” 1 pmod 2q rr4, II; 2ass, rr2ss
a ” 0 pmod 2q rr2ss ˆ 2
xεy K 2T rr4, II; 4ass
xεy K 4T rr4, II; 8ass
xεy K 8H rr4, II; 8ass, rr2ss
xεy K 8A rr4, II; 8ass
xεy K 2mT (m ě 4) a ” 2 pmod 4q rr2ss ˆ 2
a ” 0 pmod 4q rr4, II; 8ass ˆ 2, rr2ss
xε1, ε2, 2ε3y K2 : isotropic rr4, I; ass
K2 : anisotropic rr4, I; ass, rr2ss
xε1, ε2, 4ε3y ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4q rr4, I; ass
ε1 ı ε2 pmod 4q rr4, I; ass, rr2ss
xε1, ε2, 8ε3y ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4q
a ” 1 pmod 4q S2pxε1, ε2yq “ 1 rr4, I; ass
S2pxε1, ε2yq “ ´1 rr4, II; 4ass
a ” 3 pmod 4q S2pxε1, ε2yq “ 1 rr4, II; 4ass
S2pxε1, ε2yq “ ´1 rr4, I; ass
a ” 2 pmod 4q rr4, II; 4ass
xε1, ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 4) ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4q
a ” 1 pmod 2q rr4, I; ass, rr4, II; 4ass
a ” 2 pmod 4q rr2ss
a ” 0 pmod 4q labelpλ2pKqq “ rr4, I; ass rr4, II; 4ass ˆ 2
labelpλ2pKqq “ rr4, II; ass rr2ss
xε1, ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 3) ε1ε2 ” 3 pmod 8q
a ” 1 pmod 2q rr4, I; ass, rr4, II; 4ass, rr2ss ˆ 2
a ” 0 pmod 2q rr4, II; 4ass ˆ 2, rr2ss ˆ 2
xε1, ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 3) ε1ε2 ” 7 pmod 8q
a ” 1 pmod 2q rr4, I; ass, rr4, II; 4ass









” 0 pmod 4q rr2ss ˆ 2









” 0 pmod 4q rr2ss ˆ 2
a ” 0 pmod 8q See Subcase(4.7.2.13-2).
xε1, 2ε2, 2ε3y rr4, II; 4ass
xε1, 2ε2, 4ε3y rr2ss





2epKqq (e “ 1 or 2)
xε1, 2ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 5)
a ” 2 pmod 4q rr4, II; 4ass ˆ 2
a ” 4 pmod 8q rr2ss
a ” 0 pmod 8q labelpλ2pKqq “ rr4, II; ˚ss or rr8, IV; ˚ss rr2ss
labelpλ2pKqq “ rr4, I; ˚ss rr4, II; 4ass ˆ 2
xε1, 4ε2, 4ε3y
ε2 ” ε3 pmod 4q L2 : isotropic rr4, II; 8ass
L2 : anisotropic rr4, II; 8ass, rr2ss
ε2 ı ε3 pmod 4q rr2ss
xε1, 4ε2, 8ε3y rr2ss
xε1, 4ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 4) a ” 1 pmod 2q rr2ss ˆ 2
xε1, 4ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 4) a ” 0 pmod 2q
labelpλ2pKqq “ rr4, Iss, rr8, IIss ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4q rr2ss ˆ 2
ε1 ı ε2 pmod 4q rr2ss
labelpλ2pKqq ‰ rr4, Iss, rr8, IIss ε1 ” ε2 pmod 4q rr4, II; 8ass ˆ 2, rr2ss
ε1 ı ε2 ” d pmod 4q, a ı 0 pmod 8q rr2ss
d ” ε1 ı ε2 pmod 4q, a ı 0 pmod 8q rr4, II; 8ass ˆ 2
d : See Subcase(4.7.2.22-2).
ε1 ı ε2 pmod 4q, a ” 0 pmod 8q See Subcase(4.7.2.22-2).
xε1, 8ε2, 8ε3y ε2 ” ε3 pmod 4q rr4, II; 8ass
ε2 ı ε3 pmod 4q rr2ss
xε1, 8ε2, 32ε3y rr2ss
xε1, 8ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 6) a ” 2 pmod 4q rr2ss
xε1, 8ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 6) a ” 4 pmod 8q
m “ 6 a
4
” ε2 pmod 4q rr2ss
a
4
ı ε2 pmod 4q rr4, II; 8ass ˆ 2
m ě 7 a
4
” ε2 pmod 4q rr4, II; 8ass ˆ 2
a
4
ı ε2 pmod 4q rr2ss
xε1, 8ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 6) a ” 0 pmod 8q
labelpλ2pKqq “ rr4, Iss rr2ss
labelpλ2pKqq “ rr4, IIss m “ 6, ε1 ”
4aε1ε2´dK
64
pmod 4q rr4, II; 8ass ˆ 2




m ě 7 See Subcase(4.7.2.32-3).
xε1, 16ε2, 16ε3y
a ” 2 pmod 4q rr2ss


















2epKqq (e “ 1 or 2)
xε1, 16ε2, 32ε3y rr2ss
xε1, 16ε2, 64ε3y rr2ss
xε1, 16ε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 7)
a ” 2 pmod 4q rr2ss
a ” 4 pmod 8q rr2ss

























pmod 4q See Subcase(4.7.2.33-3)











pmod 8q See Subcase(4.7.2.33-4)
a ” 0 pmod 64q labelpλ2pKqq “ rr4, I; ˚ss rr2ss
labelpλ2pKqq “ rr4, II; ˚ss See Subcase(4.7.2.33-5)
xε1, 2
mε2, 2
mε3y (m ě 5)
a ” 2 pmod 4q rr2ss ˆ 2
a ” 4 pmod 8q rr2ss ˆ 2
a ” 0 pmod 8q labelpλ2pKqq “ rr4, Iss, rr8, IIss rr2ss ˆ 2
labelpλ2pKqq ‰ rr4, Iss, rr8, IIss rr4, II; 8ass ˆ 2, rr2ss
xε1, 2
nε2, 2
mε3y (m ą n ě 5)
a ” 2 pmod 4q rr2ss ˆ 2
a ” 4 pmod 8q rr2ss ˆ 2
a ” 8 pmod 16q rr2ss ˆ 2
a ” 0 pmod 16q labelpλ2pKqq “ rr4, Iss, rr8, IIss rr2ss ˆ 2
labelpλ2pKqq “ rr4, IIss rr4, II; 8ass ˆ 2, rr2ss
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국문초록
정수계수 이차형식의 류수는 그것의 종수에 포함된 동치류들의 개수로 정의
된다. 최근에Wai Kiu Chan박사와오병권박사는삼변수정수계수이차형식
(양의 정부호)의 류수와 그것의 홀수인 소수에 관한 왓슨변환에 대한 류수 사
이의 명확한 관계를 제시하였다. 이 논문에서는 2 또는 4에 관한 왓슨변환이
임의의 삼변수 이차형식에 적용된 경우에 대해 두 류수 사이의 관계를 명확
하게 제시하고, 최종적으로 삼변수 이차형식의 류수를 계산하는 효과적인 귀
납적 방법을 제시한다. 또한 그것의 한 예로서 임의의 벨 삼변수 이차형식의
류수를 계산하는 닫힌 공식을 제공한다.
주요어휘: 삼변수 이차형식, 류수, 왓슨 변환
학번: 2012-31260
